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Work Package 8 final report 
 
Reporting on dissemination activities carried out 
within the frame of the DESIRE project 
 
- Articles - 
 
 
This report document the dissemination activities carried out within the framework of the 
DESIRE project. Being a dissemination project, the project has naturally had a very large focus 
on disseminating the knowledge of how renewable energy may me integrated into the energy 
systems by various means. The timing of the project has been very good in as much as 
fluctuating renewable energy resources are getting increased attention – politically as well as in 
terms of actual physical expansion, for which reason there is an increasing focus on how to 
integrate substantial amounts of fluctuating renewable energy. 
 
The message has therefore also generally been received well, and the partners of the project 
have been very active in disseminating the knowledge in articles as well as meetings, seminars 
and conferences. 
 
The contributions of the individual partners are ordered according to the following list of 
partners. Each contribution is documented in a dissemination report followed by the actual 
contribution where possible 
 
1 Aalborg University, Sustainable Energy Planning Group 
2 EMD International A/S 
3 PlanEnergi 
4 University of Birmingham 
5 Institut für Solare Energieversorgungstechnik Verein an der Universität Kassel 
e.V. (ISET) 
6 Universität Kassel 
7 EMD Deutschland 
8 Fundación Labein 
9 Warzaw University of Technology 
10 Tallin University of Technology 
 
 
Poul Alberg Østergaard 
Editor and Work Package Leader, WP8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reporting on dissemination activities carried out 
within the frame of the DESIRE project (WP8) 
 
 
Name, Affiliation Henrik Lund, Aalborg University, Denmark  
Ebbe Münster, PlanEnergi, Denmark 
E-mail lund@plan.aau.dk
Title of dissemination Integrated transportation and energy sector CO2 emission control 
strategies 
Type of activity Article in peer-reviewed journal 
Title of forum Transport Policy 13 (2006), pp. 426-433 
Language English 
Date of dissemination May 22nd 2006 
Place of dissemination Worldwide 
Brief abstract / de-
scription of dissemina-
tion activity 
The main topic of the article is the integration of the transport and 
the energy sector in the case of Denmark. The article illustrates 
and quantifies the mutual benefits of integrating strategies for 
future energy and transport CO2 emissions control. Today, this 
issue is very relevant in Denmark due to the high share of 
fluctuating renewable energy produced in the country. In the 
future, such issue will apply to other countries that plan to use a 
high share of renewable energy. In short, the energy sector can 
help the transport sector to replace oil by renewable energy and 
CHP, while the transport sector can assist the energy system in 
integrating a higher share of intermittent energy and CHP. Two 
scenarios for partial conversion of the transport fleet have been 
considered. One is battery cars combined with hydrogen fuel cell 
cars, while the other is the use of biofuel (ethanol) and synthetic 
fuel (methanol) for internal combustion cars. An increase in the 
fraction of electricity delivered by fluctuating sources like wind 
power will lead to excess electricity production, and the two 
scenarios have a substantial effect on the decrease of the excess 
production. 
Audience impact 
assessment 
The article is directed at the international research society and is 
expected to have a large impact on the development of new 
strategies in the energy and transport sectors. 
Dissemination Included after this form 
Also available via http://www.sciencedirect.com  
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within the frame of the DESIRE project (WP8) 
 
 
Name, Affiliation Niels I. Meyer, Aalborg University 
E-mail nim@byg.dtu.dk  
Title of dissemination Learnings from Wind Energy Policy in EU, With Focus on 
Denmark, Sweden and Spain.  
Type of activity Article in peer-reviewed journal (submitted) 
Title of forum GIN Wind Stream Conference, Cardiff, July 2006  
The article is submitted for publication in the journal European 
Environment. 
Language English 
Date of dissemination 03-07-2007  (Original conference presentation) 
Place of dissemination Worldwide 
Brief abstract / de-
scription of dissemina-
tion activity 
The paper describes the learnings from different wind energy 
policies in EU and compares the Danish development to that in 
Sweden and Spain. It is concluded that liberalisation of the 
electricity market in EU has created a number of problems for the 
promotion of wind power and for the establishment of a 
sustainable energy development in general.  
Audience impact 
assessment 
The message of the paper was well received and gave rise to a 
broad discussion at the session.  
Dissemination Included after this form 
 
August 17, 2006 
 
Adjusted paper for the GIN Wind Stream Conference, Cardiff, July 2006. 
 
LEARNINGS FROM WIND ENERGY POLICY IN EU, WITH FOCUS ON 
DENMARK, SWEDEN AND SPAIN.  
 
Dr. Niels I. Meyer, Technical University of Denmark 
 
Contact details: 
 
NIELS I. MEYER 
Department of Civil Engineering 
Technical University of Denmark 
Brovej building 118 
Telephone:   +45 45 25 19 30 
Email:          nim@byg.dtu.dk 
 
 
Abstract: 
 
Promotion of wind power in Europe has been pioneered by Denmark, where wind power 
now covers about 20% of the total electricity consumption. The paper relates this result to 
the early Danish development of wind turbine technologies back in the 1890s and to the 
continued development during the following century leading to the start of the modern 
phase of wind power in the 1970s.  
   The successful promotion of Danish wind power in the last two decades of the 20th 
century is related to a number of factors including individual entrepreneurs, broad public 
support, early official certification of wind turbines, systematic government support of 
various types and co-operative private ownership of wind turbines.  
   The development of Danish wind power since 2000 has been influenced by 
liberalization of electricity markets in the EU and by new market oriented policies 
introduced by a liberalistic-conservative Danish government since 2002.  
   The paper describes the learnings form different policies and compares the Danish 
development to that in Sweden and Spain. It is concluded that liberalization has created a 
number of problems for the promotion of wind power and for the establishment of a 
sustainable energy development in general.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Energy has become an important political point on the agenda of most countries in the 
World. This is due to a number of factors including lack of long-range supply security, 
the approaching ”oil peak” and the consequences of global warming from emission of 
greenhouse gases. Strangely enough, these problems were not in focus during the 
negotiations leading to the liberalization of electricity markets in the EU (European 
Communities, 1997). The consequences and problems were not analyzed in depth before 
it was decided to go along with the liberalization. Instead, the main focus was on 
obtaining lower consumer prices through stronger market competition.  
   After about 10 years of experience with the liberalized electricity markets serious 
problems have started to appear. The long-range supply security is at stake, 
environmental problems and technological innovation get lower priority in the electricity 
sector, and the same applies to maintenance of the grids. In addition, the creation of a few 
dominating utilities tend to reduce effective competition.  
   A basic problem is that sustainable energy development requires planning horizons of 
40 to 50 years while the time horizon of commercial markets typically is an order of 
magnitude lower. Short-sighted commercial investments will often block the introduction 
of supply systems which are more environmental benign, have higher supply security and 
are less costly in the long run. Wind power and other supply systems based on renewable 
energy sources are typical examples of such favorable long range solutions.  
   Recently the EU Commission has suggested an evaluation of the possible role of 
nuclear power in the future supply system. This proposal is supported by the nuclear 
lobby in spite of a number of unsolved security and other types of problems including 
safe deposit of high-radioactive waste for thousands of years and limited cheap uranium 
sources partly in unstable regions of the world.  
   The economic cost of nuclear power is claimed by the nuclear industry to be less than 3 
eurocents/kWh but this is a distorted number as it does not include all externalities, e.g. 
full insurance cost, realistic assumptions in relation to removing of old plants, hidden 
state subsidies through cheap investment loans and export credits etc. Over the years the 
EU has subsidized nuclear power by more than 60 billion euros. The real cost of 
electricity from nuclear power including all externalities could well be at least 50% 
higher than the postulated 3 eurocents/kWh.  
   It should also be mentioned that it poses severe problems to combine a substantial 
amount of nuclear power with a substantial amount of wind power and decentralized 
CHP in the same system. These technologies require different system structures in order 
to operate in an economic and controlled way. The introduction of nuclear power e.g. in 
the Danish supply system would imply a phase-out of the present development of a 
sustainable supply system based on wind power and decentralized CHP. 
  The present market system where important externalities from fossil fuels and nuclear 
plants have not been fully internalized distorts the competition to the disadvantage of 
sustainable supply systems based on renewable energy. Despite of that, the EU summit in 
March 2006 argued for more market influence in the energy sector as a way to diminish 
the increasing dependence on imported fossil fuels from politically unstable regions in 
the World.  
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  This paper will document that long-range governmental planning and regulation has 
been essential for the promotion of wind power in Europe and thus for increasing the 
supply security and reducing the dangers of global warming. The energy policies in 
Denmark, Sweden and Spain are used as case studies in relation to promotion of wind 
power.  
 
 
DANISH WIND ENERGY POLICY  
 
The modern Danish wind energy policy should be seen on the background of a long 
historical development. The leading role of Denmark in promotion of wind power from 
the 1970s may be traced back to the pioneering work of Poul la Cour at Askov Folkes 
High School in the 1890s (Grubb and Meyer, 1993; Meyer, 1995).  
      La Cour developed and built a wind turbine for electricity production with a rotor 
diameter of 22 m including mechanical speed control. He even tested a number of rotor 
profiles in wind tunnels and provided energy storage based on hydrogen produced by 
electrolysis of water. The hydrogen was subsequently used for lighting purposes. He 
deserves the credit of initiating modern wind power development - including hydrogen as 
an energy carrier based on renewable energy sources (RES).  
   The concepts and technologies developed by la Cour provided a basis for wind 
electrification in Denmark during the first two decades of the 20th century. In 1918, 120 
rural wind power stations were established with rated turbine powers between 20 and 35 
kW, yielding a total installed wind capacity of about 3 MW compared to a total Danish 
electricity capacity of about 80 MW. With the typical capacity factors of that time, this 
corresponds to around 3% coverage by wind of the Danish electricity demand in 1918. 
Even to-day only three nations (Denmark, Germany and Spain) have exceeded this 
coverage by wind.  
   During the following four decades, wind turbines were further developed and tested in 
Denmark and elsewhere, especially in Germany, UK and USA. This period culminated 
with the 200 kW Gedser Mill in Denmark, in operation from 1959 to 1967. The operation 
was successful, and the Gedser Mill became the mother of modern Danish wind turbines 
in the 1970s characterized by three blades on a horizontal axis in an upwind position. 
   This concept was further developed by a number of small Danish industrial 
entrepreneurs from the mid seventies starting with small turbines typically with rated 
power of about 22 kW. Most of these small firms were economically weak and only few 
of them survived in the long run. However, the wind power development attained early 
support from the Danish Academy of Technical Sciences (Danish Academy, 1975 and 
1976) and from governmental support programs including a test and certification facility. 
The Danish utilities were also involved in a few programs in the seventies but were 
generally skeptical concerning the future of Danish wind power.  
 
Energy Plans and Nuclear Debate in Denmark 
The decade from the mid seventies to the mid eighties was characterized by strong 
debates and controversies over Danish energy policy. In the center of this debate was the 
question of nuclear power. The official energy policy was aiming at the introduction of 
nuclear power as soon as possible in the Danish supply system. This was an essential 
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element in the first official energy plan from the spring of 1976 (Danish Ministry of 
Industry and Commerce, 1976). 
  An alternative energy plan without nuclear power and with a higher contribution from 
RES was published in the fall of the same year by a group of energy experts from Danish 
universities (Blegaa et al., 1976). A summary in English of the alternative energy plan 
was published in 1977 (Blegaa et al., 1977). 
  The opposition to nuclear power was also taken up by two new NGOs: the Organisation 
against Nuclear Power (OOA) and the Organisation for Renewable Energy (OVE) that 
were established in the mid seventies. These organizations soon became quite 
professional in their arguments about safety problems and other problems related to 
nuclear power – and in their arguments in favor of RES. It was surprising, however, to 
follow the style of argumentation by some of the leading Danish engineers and physicists 
in favor of nuclear power. They often used discriminating personal attacks on opponents 
to nuclear power who were accused of planning to overthrow the democracy in Denmark 
and to bring the Danish society back to the stone-age (Beuse et al., 2000).  
    In 1979 a new Ministry of Energy was established, and the minister published a second 
official energy plan in 1981 (Danish Ministry of Energy, 1981). Again the introduction of 
nuclear power was an essential element in this plan. Two years later a group of energy 
experts from Danish universities published another alternative energy plan without 
nuclear power and with emphasis on energy conservation and RES (Hvelplund et al., 
1983). This plan was based on detailed models for the potential of energy conservation 
and also introduced new scenario methodologies. The alternative plan got broad attention 
through co-operation with the two active NGOs (OOA and OVE).  
  The history of nuclear power in Denmark was terminated in 1985 when the Danish 
parliament decided that nuclear power should not be an element of Danish energy supply. 
It should be noted that this was one year before the Chernobyl accident. The decision was 
influenced by several factors, but there is no doubt that the alliance between independent 
university experts and competent NGOs in connection with broad information campaigns 
on alternative possibilities was one of the factors. 
  After the termination of the nuclear debate, Danish energy policy was getting ripe for 
more focus on RES in the electricity supply system.  
 
Shifting Danish Energy Policies  
  A significant shift in the focus of Danish energy policy took place towards the end of 
the eighties and was confirmed by a new official energy plan in 1990. Now the overall 
goal of Danish energy policy was to create a sustainable energy development and to 
comply with commitments to reduce greenhouse gas emission in an effort towards the 
mitigation of climate change. This has been manifested through the two latest official 
Danish energy plans from 1990 and 1996 (Danish Ministry of Energy, 1990; Danish 
Ministry of Environment and Energy, 1996). These policy plans strongly pursued 
continuity in their priorities on the development of RES and the expansion of electricity 
generation based on renewable energy sources (RES-E). The primary focus was on 
increasing the share of wind and biomass in electricity production. The specific target for 
RES in these plans is 12-14% of primary energy by year 2005 and 35% coverage by year 
2030. 
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  Wind power was given an important role in these plans with targets for installed 
capacity of around 1,500 MW in 2005 and 5,500 MW in 2030, covering 10% and up to 
50% of Danish electricity consumption respectively (dependent on future development of 
electricity demand). The 2030 target includes 4,000 MW offshore wind capacity.     
   The 2005 target was already exceeded by a factor of two by 2003 where the  installed 
wind power capacity was around 3,000 MW. Since then the installed capacity has 
stagnated and in early 2006 the coverage by wind is about 20% with an installed capacity 
of about 3,100 MW.  
   The net increase in Danish wind capacity in the last years with overall stagnation have 
mainly been due to a repowering scheme from 1999. According to this scheme turbines 
with rated capacities less than 100 kW could be replaced by three times the discarded 
capacity, while turbines between 100 and 150 kW could be replaced by twice the 
capacity until the end of 2003. The new turbines were given a premium of 0.17 
DKK/kWh (2.3 eurocents/kWh) on top of the ordinary tariff for wind electricity. 
Although this scheme was supposed to stop by the end of 2003, dispensation has been 
given for turbines installed even in 2005 in order to counteract the trend of stagnation.  
  A new repowering programme beginning in January 2005 is supposed to add further 
350 MW wind capacity on land. Turbines of less than 450 kW capacity are entitled to 
take part in this programme. In addition to the market price and an environmental bonus 
of 1.3 eurocents/kWh, wind power producers will receive a repowering subsidy of 1.6 
eurocents/kWh. So far, a number of investors seem to adopt the strategy to buy the small 
turbines and to let them continue their production until major repairs are needed before 
they take advantage of the repowering scheme.  
  A coverage by fluctuating wind power of more than 20% of the total electricity 
consumption gives rise to new regulation problems, especially in combination with a high 
percentage of heat-bound co-generation like in Denmark. There have already been 
periods in Jutland with very strong winds where the total electricity production could not 
be taken up by the system in West Denmark.  
  The simple solution is to export the surplus electricity production to Northern Germany. 
However, this will often result in low prices for the exported electricity as Northern 
Germany also has a high density of wind power and the wind blows at approximately the 
same speed north and south of the boarder. In a longer perspective increasing exports will 
require expensive expansions of the high voltage transmission lines.  
   The Danish Energy Authority and the system operators are presently sponsoring a 
number of research projects investigating alternative solutions where wind farms and 
decentralized CHP-plants are included in the regulation of the overall system balance.  
   An international pilot project is taking place in western Denmark where the system 
presently contains approximately 3,500 MW of centralised (large) CHP, 1,600 MW of 
local CHP and 2,400 MW of wind power capacity. The project involves the development 
of a “Cell Architecture” for decentralized grid management of semi-autonomous cells 
with well-defined local functions and system-wide coordination capabilities (Lund et al., 
2006).   
  A cell is defined as the part of a distribution system below a 150/60 kV substation 
typically consisting of 20-100 MW of conventional loads and a mix of CHP and wind 
turbine generators. The ambition is to develop a cell structure, where the cell disconnects 
itself from the high voltage grid and transfers to controlled island operation in case of a 
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regional emergency situation reaching the point of no return. A less ambitious goal of the 
project is to secure that the cell black-starts itself to a state of controlled island operation 
after a total system collapse.  
  A distribution company in western Denmark has agreed to be part of the pilot project 
and a suitable 60 kV cell of that company has been selected as the pilot cell. The actual 
pilot implementation and testing of the cell controller in a selected part of the pilot cell is 
expected to be accomplished during 2006 and 2007 (Lund et al., 2006). 
  
 
Danish Strategies for Wind Power Promotion  
The Danish strategy for promotion of wind power in the period from the mid seventies to 
the mid nineties has combined a number of different elements: 
 
• long-term government support for research, development and 
demonstration; 
• national tests and certification of wind turbines; 
• government sponsored wind energy resource surveys (wind atlases); 
• subsidies, feed-in tariffs and regulations; 
• local ownership of wind turbines and careful selection of sites. 
 
These element will be discussed in more detail in the following.  
 
Research, development and demonstration 
In 1982 a government committee was established for promoting energy systems based on 
RES, including wind, solar and biomass. The members of the RES-Committee were 
experienced experts within these fields. After a few years of introductory work, the 
committee has had an annual budget of about 4.6 million euros where an appreciable part 
has been spent on development and demonstration of wind technologies. In the late 
eighties, the committee promoted new programs of offshore wind farms in order to 
overcome the foreseen obstacles for land based turbines and Denmark has been first in 
the world to establish large offshore wind farms.  
   The Danish development has followed a safe technical path, with a gradual increase in 
turbine size based on improvements of the same basic design. This development is 
illustrated in Table 1. 
 
Year   1978 1983 1985 1988 1991 1995 1999 2005 
Typical rated power
of new turbines, kW
20-40  55-75 100-150 200-250 300-450 500-700 1000- 
1500 
2000-
3000 
 
Table 1. Development of rated power for commercial Danish wind turbines. Numbers 
refer to the typical capacity range installed in a given year.   
 
   In addition to wind technology the committee was supporting development and 
demonstration of biogas systems based on animal manure, new processes for gasification 
of straw, efficient solar collectors and a number of other RES systems. Support was also 
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given to market penetration in the form of information campaigns and the establishment 
of a number of local energy offices for promotion of RES.  
  The work of the committee was discontinued in 1991 in connection with a restructuring 
of the government committees in the field of RES. The total funding for RES from the 
committee during its nine years of operation amounted to about 30 million euros.  
 
 
National Tests and Certification of Wind Turbines 
It is important for a new and vulnerable industry as wind turbine manufacture in the late 
seventies and early eighties to acquire a credible market reputation from the beginning. 
For this reason a machine-testing program was established at Risø National Laboratory in 
1978. About a year later, a formal certification procedure was added. This program has 
been essential in preventing sub-standard technologies from being marketed both at home 
and abroad.  
  A contrasting experience was reported from California in the early eighties, where 
generous federal tax credits combined with state incentives, provided large subsidies for 
wind installations. Entrepreneurs responded rapidly by constructing small-scale wind 
farms with 50 to 200 kW turbines, bringing California into the forefront with respect to 
the quantity of installed wind power. Unfortunately, many of the early machines installed 
in California were of poor quality and broke down during the first season of operation. 
The Danish turbines in California, however, distinguished themselves by credible 
operation due to the testing procedure at Risø National Laboratory.  
 
 
Wind energy resource surveys 
Wind resources are complex, and meteorological data on wind speeds are generally too 
inadequate to identify the potential wind power production with the necessary accuracy at 
a given site. It is important in this context to keep in mind that wind power varies as the 
cube of the wind velocity. As a consequence, national resource studies are crucial to wind 
energy penetration.  
   In 1981, a wind atlas for Denmark was published, based on the pioneering work of E. 
L. Petersen and co-workers at Risø National Laboratories (Petersen et al., 1981). 
Computational procedures described in the atlas make it possible to estimate the wind 
distribution over inhomogeneous terrain, taking into account topographical and shelter 
effects. The atlas may be used in wind power assessments at specific sites, and the 
methodology has been refined and computerized so that customers may have detailed 
information concerning expected electricity production for a specific turbine at their site.  
  An extensive national assessment study on sites for wind turbines was carried out in the 
period from 1981 to 1986 by Danish energy and environmental authorities (Danish 
Energy Authority, 1986). The assessment was based on turbines with a rated capacity of 
2.5 MW each and led to a total production of 3 TWh per year from wind power if the 
potential was to be fully utilized. This would correspond to about 10% of the total 
electricity consumption at that time.  
   The assessment was obviously on the pessimistic side due to the questionable 
assumption of using only 2.5 MW turbines on land-based sites. The actual development 
has shown how misleading such assessments may be. The production from land-based 
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wind power in year 2005 was about 7 TWh covering around 20 % of the total Danish 
electricity consumption.  
 
Subsidies, feed-in tariffs and regulations 
  From 1979, private citizens who installed wind turbines were reimbursed 30% of the 
turbine’s purchase price by the Danish government. Only turbines tested and certified by 
the Wind Test Station at Risø National Laboratory were eligible for this subsidy.  
  As wind power economy was improving during the eighties, the investment subsidy was 
gradually reduced to 10%. In 1989 it was finally eliminated after a total investment 
subsidy of about 280 million DKK (38 million euros) contributing to the installation of 
about 300 MW rated wind power. 
 Danish utilities had little experience in handling dispersed, small-scale electricity 
systems such as wind turbines when the modern phase of wind power was developing in 
the late seventies and early eighties. The utilities had been focusing on large-scale 
conventional power generating systems. As a consequence, most Danish electric utilities 
were highly skeptical about wind power, and they were not interested in offering 
favorable feed-in (pay-back) prices for wind electricity.  
  On this background the promotion of wind power would need either government 
regulations including favorable feed-in tariffs or voluntary agreements between utilities 
and wind power producers. In accordance with Danish traditions, the process started out 
by relying on voluntary agreements.  
  Already in the late seventies the first agreement was set up between the Association of 
Danish Electric Utilities on the one side, and the Danish Wind Power Association 
together with Danish wind turbine producers on the other side. This agreement was 
renegotiated several times during the period up to 1992 due to pressure from the wind 
power producers. 
   After a number of disagreements, especially over conditions for grid connections of 
wind power, the Danish government in 1992 introduced regulations for these conditions 
and for the feed-in tariff, which was fixed at 85% of the utility production and 
distribution costs. On top of the feed-in tariff from the utilities, the private wind power 
producers would receive a “tax refund” of 0.27 DKK per kWh (3.7 eurocents per kWh). 
This may be regarded as a premium due to the environmental benign nature of wind 
power.  
  As an example, a typical remuneration for wind power in the years after 1992 would 
amount to about 0.60 DKK per kWh (8 eurocents per kWh), which corresponds to a 
return on the investment of 10 to 15% (after tax). This remuneration was high enough to 
yield a strong growth in land-based wind capacity in the rest of the nineties as illustrated 
in Fig. 1.  
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Development of installed Danish wind capacity from 1980 to 2002 (Danish 
Energy Authority).  
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Local Ownership of Wind Turbines and Careful Planning of Sites 
The problem of visual pollution is hard to tackle because it is a matter of taste. Most 
people are quite happy to look at wind turbines, but a few people hate the turbines and 
have organized themselves to fight wind power. Public attitude surveys of wind power in 
the nineties have generally shown that around 80% of the Danish population supports 
wind power (Danish Wind Industry, 1993; Damborg, 2003).  
  The high acceptance of wind turbines in Denmark is to a large extent due to the fact that 
the majority of the Danish turbines are owned by private households based on 
neighborhood co-operatives. About 150,000 Danish households were registered as 
owners of shares in wind turbines in 2001. It is much easier to accept some extra noise 
and the view of a turbine if it reminds you of the fact that the turbine gives you money 
when the wind blows. The noise problem is, however, of minor importance for modern 
turbines when combined with regulations of minimum distances from dwellings. 
   There is no simple rule to indicate the optimum density of wind turbines when taking 
into account the environmental concerns of the population. The Danish experience seems 
to indicate that it depends both on the type and size of turbines, the organization of 
ownership and the rate of penetration. In addition, the acceptance is increased when the 
turbines are placed with consideration of the landscape and when aesthetical turbine 
designs are used.  
      In the early nineties, politicians in local communities were increasingly influenced by 
loud speaking groups opposing wind energy. This resulted in rather restrictive local 
policies towards sites for wind turbines, and the annual increase in wind capacity dropped 
from about 80 MW during the period 1990-92 to about 30 MW in 1993 and 1994.  
   In order to counteract this development, the Ministry of Environment and Energy 
ordered all Danish municipalities to estimate their potential for wind turbine sites and to 
report the results by June 1995. Not all municipalities were meeting the deadline, but the 
initiative by the Ministry did make an impact as may be seen from Fig. 1.  
 
Wind Turbines as an Export Industry 
In 2005, Danish wind turbine producers had a turnover of about 22 billion DKK (3 billion 
euro) with more than 90% of this coming from export covering nearly 40% of the world 
market for wind turbines. The direct employment in Danish wind industry is 6,600 
people. Including sub-suppliers, the total employment related to wind industry is 
estimated at around 21,000 people.  
  Today, wind turbines are the third largest Danish export industry with significant 
contributions both to the balance of pay and to the global environment. This is in striking 
contrast to the pessimistic evaluation of the wind industry potential by engineers from 
Danish utilities and the nuclear establishment 20 years ago (Beuse et al., 2000).  
 
 
Offshore Wind Farms in Danish Waters 
Offshore wind farms are considered as a promising solution in relation to site constraints 
on land for countries with long coastlines and shallow waters like the UK, Ireland, 
Denmark, Sweden and Finland. Other countries with long coastlines like France, 
Portugal, Italy and Greece may have problems with deep waters close to the shore.  
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  The first offshore wind farm in the World was made operational in September 1991 at a 
site northwest of the island of Lolland in the Baltic Sea. The wind farm consists of eleven 
450 kW turbines positioned in two rows at water depths between 2 and 6 meters. The 
distance from shore varies from 1.2 km to 2.4 km, while the distance between turbines is 
about 300 meters.  
   The second offshore wind park was made operational in October 1995. It is sited at 
Tunø Knob in the sea between Jutland and the island of Samsø. The total capacity is 5 
MW based on ten 500 kW turbines. A special investigation concerning the impact on bird 
habitats has been carried out in connection with the Tunø Knob project. This problem has 
turned out to be negligible.  
  Since that a number of Danish offshore wind farms have been installed as indicated in 
Table 2.  
 
 
Year Place Rated 
capacity 
Number of 
turbines 
Total capacity 
1991 Vindeby 450 kW 11 5 MW 
1995 Tunø Knob 500 kW 10 5 MW 
2001 Middelgrunden 2 MW 20 40 MW 
2002 Horns Reef 2 MW 80 160 MW 
2003 Rødsand 2.3 MW 72 165.6 MW 
2003 Paludans Flak 2.3 MW 10 23 MW 
2003 Rønland 2/2.3 MW 8 17.2 MW 
2003 Frederikshavn 2.3/3 MW 4 10.6 MW 
2003 Grenaa Harbour 2.75 MW 3 8.25 MW 
 
Table 2. Offshore and near-coast Danish wind farms. 
 
 
   There was an agreement between the previous Danish social-democratic government 
and Danish utilities that they shall establish five wind farms each with a capacity of 150 
MW before year 2008.  
   The sites for these five offshore farms have been decided and the first farm was in 
operation in late 2002 at Horns Reef in the North Sea. With its installed capacity of 160 
MW it was the largest offshore wind farm in the world. The farm is expected to produce 
at least 0.6 TWh in an average wind year corresponding to at least 3750 hours at rated 
capacity. The salty environment in the North Sea has, however, given rise to a number of 
technological problems for the offshore farm at Horns Reef. After replacement of 
sensitive parts and extra precautions against corrosion these problems seem to have been 
solved – but at a high cost. 
  In 2003 number two of the planned large offshore wind farm was installed in the Baltic 
Sea at Rødsand 10 km south of Nysted city on the island of Lolland. This wind farm has 
not had the same technological problems as the Horns Reef farm.  
  After the change of government in Denmark in December 2001 the fate of the last three 
of the planned offshore farms has been uncertain. This has subsequently been resolved by 
an agreement in the Danish parliament in March 2004 including the large majority of the 
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political parties. According to this agreement two new offshore wind farms each of 200 
MW total rated capacity shall be installed before 2007 based on a tender procedure. The 
tender is supposed to include favourable conditions in relation to grid connections and 
guaranteed tariffs.  The first tender for a new 200 MW wind farm at Horns Reaf in the 
North Sea has resulted in a tariff of 0.53 DKK/kWh (7.1 eurocents/kWh).  
   Conservative evaluations have concluded that there exists a total potential for offshore 
wind electricity production in Danish waters of at least 20 TWh per year, corresponding 
to nearly two thirds of the electricity consumption foreseen in year 2030. Thus, the 
technical wind resources do not constrain the fulfilment of the target for wind power in 
Denmark.  
 
Shift in Economic Support Scheme 
  A new Danish energy act was confirmed in June 1999 which introduced a shift from the 
previous feed-in scheme to a proposed special market for trade in green certificates in 
combination with consumer quotas for green electricity specified by the government. In 
this model RES-E producers would receive a tariff consisting of the market price for 
electricity plus the selling price of the green certificate. The Danish government was 
inspired to make this shift by an expectation that the feed-in scheme would not be 
accepted by the EU Commission in the long run where the Commission would prefer a 
scheme with more market features (Danish Energy Authority, 2001). Decisions by the 
EU Commission in December 2005 have, however, postponed a harmonization of 
national support schemes, until more experience has been obtained in practice in relation 
to the different schemes. Thus, the Danish policy decision in 1999 was premature and 
based on wrong assumptions in this context.  
   The trading of green certificates was originally planned to start in January 2000, but 
owing to a number of complications related to the operational principles of the system 
including high transaction costs at a small national market, the Danish government has 
postponed the starting date of trading several times. It now appears that the trading of 
green certificates in Denmark is postponed into an uncertain future. As a consequence of 
this, a complicated set of transitional rules for RES-E has been introduced in the Danish 
system (Danish Ministry of Economy and Trade, 2003; Meyer and Koefoed, 2003).  
  The Danish transition from the original feed-in scheme to the planned certificates 
trading model has introduced so much uncertainty for private wind power investors that 
installation of new land-based capacity dropped from above 600 MW in 2000 to about 
100 MW in 2001. This down-word trend has continued in the following years except in 
2002 where a 160 MW offshore wind farm was installed at Horns Reef in the North Sea. 
The stagnation has been reinforced by the market oriented energy policy of the incoming 
conservative-liberalistic government in 2001 as illustrated in Fig. 2. Danish wind energy 
producers are now receiving the lowest price among the old 15 Member States of EU. 
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Figure 2. Yearly growth in number of turbines in Denmark (columns) and annual 
installed capacity (curve) from 1977 to 2004.  
 
The net increase of wind capacity in 2005 and the first three months of 2006 has been 
close to zero. This is a striking illustration of the influence of national energy policy. 
 
 
SWEDISH WIND ENERGY POLICY 
 
The Swedish energy policy has been very different from the Danish policy both in 
relation to choice of technology and in relation to organisation and funding principles. 
From the seventies the Swedish government and Swedish turbine manufacturers have 
focused on large machines (larger than 1 MW) with two blades. At the same time the 
governmental wind energy policy has been expressed in vague terms with no precise 
indications of the operational tools. 
    The economic government support in Sweden was mainly used to develop and 
demonstrate two large turbines with a rated capacity of 2 MW and 3 MW owned by the 
utilities Vattenfall and Sydkraft. These machines never reached the state of mass 
production. The Swedish government tried to place the responsibility for the national 
wind power expansion in the eighties with some of the large utilities but they were not 
committed to this job at that time and the total installed wind capacity in Sweden was less 
than 7 MW in 1988. In contrast to this policy, the Danish development was based on a 
relatively large number of private entrepreneurs marketing small turbines and 
systematically increasing the turbine size as learning experience was gained.  
   Another barrier for the Swedish development has been the complicated, slow and 
bureaucratic local permit procedures. The Swedish legal system does not allow legally 
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binding national or regional plans for wind power expansion. Instead general guidelines 
have been used with the first one from 1995 and with subsequent improvements in 2002 
and 2003. 
   As a result of the different policies the market development for wind came much later 
in Sweden than in Denmark and the installed wind capacity in Sweden is still much 
smaller than in Denmark as illustrated in Fig. 3 – despite comparable wind potentials in 
the two countries. In the spring of 2006, however, Mona Sahlin, Swedish Minister for 
Sustainable Development has announced that the Swedish government’s aim is to free the 
nation’s economy of fossil fuel use by 2020. This ambitious goal would involve a rapid 
implementation of more RES such as wind and biomass. 
   A detailed analysis of the Swedish development from 1975 to 2000 has been given by 
Åstrand and Neij (2006). A summary of the main points of Swedish wind development is 
given in the following. 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Development of installed wind capacity in Sweden and Denmark from 1975 to 
2000 (from Astrand and Neij, 2006). 
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Economic Support Schemes 
In 1991 an investment subsidy of 25 % was introduced which was increased to 35 % in 
1993. At the end of the first period of this scheme in 1996 a capacity of 110 MW (350 
wind turbines) had been installed.  
  A second period with an investment subsidy of 15 % was introduced from 1998 to 2002 
with the goal of creating an annual increase of 0.5 TWh of wind electricity. In 2002 the 
installed capacity had increased by 290 MW (374 turbines) and the Swedish government 
confirmed the same year a goal of a yearly production from wind power of 10 TWh by 
2015.  
    A new support scheme for wind power and other RES was introduced in 2003 based 
on trading of green certificates. The official goal was to increase the yearly electricity 
production from RES to 10 TWh in 2010. The first experiences with this scheme, 
however, did not fulfil the expectations. This has mainly been due to lack of stable and 
long-range framework conditions for the scheme.  
  The responsibility of promoting Swedish wind power has been divided between a 
number of different institutions until 2005 when support for research, development and 
demonstration was centralized at the Swedish Energy Authority STEM. The support 
includes a special budget for offshore wind power and for wind power in mountain areas.  
   A modified certificate trading scheme will be introduced in 2006 in order to accelerate 
the promotion of electricity based on RES. The new scheme will be running until 2030 
and the RES plants are given 15 years contracts for their certificates.  
   In order to increase the market for trading of green certificates, negotiations between 
Sweden and Norway concerning a common certificate market have taken place in recent 
years. The common market was planned to start in January 2007. The new Norwegian 
government has, however, decided in the spring of 2006 to discontinue these negotiations 
and to go for another type of support scheme for RES in Norway. This may imply a 
certain set-back for the Swedish certificate system.  
   At the end of 2005 the total installed wind capacity in Sweden was about 500 MW and 
Swedish wind power produced nearly 1 TWh of electricity during 2005 which is less than 
1 %  of the total electricity consumption. It is estimated by the Swedish government that 
4,000 MW of installed wind capacity will be needed in order to fulfil the goal of 10 TWh 
of electricity from wind by 2015 (Swedish Government Proposition, 2006). The 
government also proposes that the goal for the total contribution from RES is increased to 
17 TWh by 2016 which may require more than 4,000 MW of wind power.  
 
 
SPANISH WIND ENERGY POLICY 
The first state support for wind power in Spain was connected to a law for energy 
conservation from December 1980. This law regulated the principles for grid connection 
of wind turbines and introduced an investment support for RES of up to 30%. It also 
established a tariff for wind electricity to be regulated on an annual basis.  
   The first grid connected wind farm in Spain consisting of five 120 kW turbines was 
installed in 1984 by the Spanish utility ENDESA.  
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   A specific plan for the promotion of renewable energy systems in Spain was 
implemented in 1986. This plan focused on R&D and did not define any national RES 
targets. It was not until 1991 that such targets were set up in the “Energy Savings and 
Efficiency Plan 1991-2000” (PAEE) together with earmarked public funding for RES. As 
a result the total installed wind power capacity in Spain was less than 7 MW by 1990. At 
the end of 1995 this number had only increased to a little over 100 MW.  
   However, in the following decade Spain experienced one of the highest growth rates in 
the world and at the end of 2005 Spain has an installed capacity of over 10,000 MW, only 
surpassed by Germany. The development of accumulated wind capacity in Spain from 
1990 to 2005 is illustrated in Fig. 4.  
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Fig. 4. Development of accumulated wind power capacity in Spain from 1990 to 2005.  
 
Details of the Spanish promotional schemes for wind energy are given by Bechberger 
(2006). The main points are summarized in the following.  
 
Key Actors in Promotion of Spanish Wind Power 
The two main governmental actors in promotion of wind power in Spain have been the 
Institute for Energy Diversification and Saving (IDAE, established in 1984) and the 
National Energy Regulatory Authority (CNE, established in 1998).  
  IDAE as a governmental agency has had financial autonomy to implement a number of 
economic support schemes for RES including investment subsidies, soft loans and 
through capital participation in RES companies. IDAE has prepared the national “1999 
Policy Plan for the Promotion of Renewable Energy” (PFER) and an updated version of 
the plan in 2005 (PER).  
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  The main goal of CNE is to ensure effective competition between energy providers and 
to protect consumer interests.  
   In addition, the regional governments of some of the Autonomous Communities (ACs) 
have played an important role. They have the authority to decide the administrative 
procedures for RES plants below 50 MW and a number of the ACs have very favourable 
wind regimes.  
  The promotion of RES has also been supported by associations representing developers 
of RES plants. The largest one is the “Association of Renewable Energy Producers” 
(APPA, established in 1987) which now has about 300 company members. APPA has 
played an important role through political lobbying and media campaigns for improved 
economic support for RES.  
  A special association for the wind energy interests of large corporations was established 
in 2002 and now operates under the name of “Wind Energy Enterprise Association” 
(AEE).  The second largest Spanish power utility, Iberdrola, has recently invested 
strongly in wind energy and now owns about 3,000 MW of wind capacity.  
  Another driving force for wind power has been the Spanish equipment manufactures, 
where Gamesa Eólica is the most important one with 15 production sites in Spain. In 
2004 the company recorded sales of about 1.6 GW of wind power which made it the 
second largest manufacture of wind turbines on the world market with about 18 % share 
of installed wind capacity in 2004.  
 
Planning of Wind Power Development in Spain  
As mentioned above the first comprehensive energy plan including targets and funding 
for RES was the PAEE from 1991. The wind target for year 2000 was a total installed 
capacity of 175 MW. The actual installed capacity by year 2000 turned out to be about 
2,500 MW! This may be a world record in underestimation of the possibilities. As the 
underestimation became obvious during the nineties new and more ambitious plans were 
set up.  
   In 1999 the Spanish parliament approved a special “Policy Plan for the Promotion of 
Renewable Energy” (PFER) with a target which would almost double the share of RES in 
primary energy consumption from 6.3 % in 1998 to 12 % in 2010. PFER was the first 
Spanish planning document solely for the promotion of RES. It included technology-
specific targets and incentives for the market diffusion of each RES technology, e.g. 
fiscal instruments as reduction of corporate taxes. For wind energy the target for installed 
capacity was about 9 GW in 2010 as compared to 835 MW in 1998.  
  Again the rate of annual wind power installation turned out to be higher than expected 
and the 2010 target was surpassed already in 2005. At the same time, the total energy 
consumption in Spain was increasing at a higher rate than expected. As a consequence 
the wind target for 2010 was updated in September 2002 from 9 GW to 13 GW by 2011. 
  However, the target increases have not ended by that. At the end of August 2005, the 
Spanish government has approved a new RES promotion plan named “RES Plan 2005-
2010” (PER). According to this plan wind capacity should increase to 20 GW by 2010 
corresponding to about a doubling compared to 2005. This target is supported by 
favourable economic schemes as described in the following. There are interests in the 
wind power industry to increase this target further, but in order to accept that, the System 
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Operator will likely demand strong technical requirements for wind turbines in relation to 
overcoming voltage dips on the grid and to entering into a delegated dispatch center.  
 
Support Schemes for Wind Power  
Since 1980, the development of electricity from renewables (RES-E) in Spain has been 
supported by different schemes including guarantees of grid connection and purchase 
contracts with utilities at a certain guaranteed price. These concepts were first introduced 
through the 1980 Energy Conservation Law. The price was not specified in the law but 
was set annually by Order of the Ministry of Energy and Industry and there was no 
regulation on the length of contracts. These uncertainties for the investors may be an 
essential part of the explanation of the slow rate of increase in Spanish wind capacity in 
the eighties.  
  A new electricity law was adopted in 1994  (Ley 40/1994) which reduced some of these 
uncertainties. The new law introduced a minimum period of five years for the purchase 
contracts and the price were to be set my means of a governmental Royal Decree 
(2366/1994) which reduces the uncertainty compared to a price set by Ministerial Order. 
In the period from 1995 -1998 the tariff has been between 6.5 and 6.9 eurocents/kWh.  
  After the adoption of the EU directive in 1996 on liberalisation of electricity markets 
new market features were introduced in the Spanish electricity laws. Electricity producers 
based on RES could choose between three different schemes: 
 
1) The electricity could be sold through a pool system. This was obligatory for all 
generators with plant capacities above 50 MW. The payment in this system was 
regulated by the so-called “ordinary regime”.  
2) RES generators with plants below 50 MW have a second trade option under the 
so-called “independent system” where the generators are free to set up bilateral 
contracts with a distributor, supplier or qualified consumer. However, this system 
does not offer government guarantees on grid connection, purchase contracts and 
price.  
3) A third trade system is referred to as the “special regime”. This regime guarantees 
the right to grid connection, a standard five years purchase contract and a defined 
(revisable) price per delivered kWh. Under the special regime the producers can 
choose between a “market-based option” and a “revisable tariff option”.    
 
In the market-based option producers are paid the pool price plus an environmental 
bonus. 
   A Royal Decree from the end of 1998 (2818/1998) introduced different tariffs and 
environmental premiums for different green technologies. For wind power the basic tariff  
has varied between 6.2 and 6.6 eurocents/kWh in the period from 1999 to 2004, while the 
environmental premium varied between 2.7 and 3.2 eurocents/kWh during the same 
period.  
   The combination of favourable feed-in tariffs and the ambitious official goals for the 
coverage of electricity demand by wind power have given potential investors a high 
degree of security. This is a significant factor in the high growth rate of Spanish wind 
capacity from the end of the nineties. The installed wind capacity of about 830 MW by 
the end of 1998 had grown by nearly a factor of 10 by the end of 2004. By the end of 
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2005, the installed capacity has exceeded 10,000 MW covering 7.8 % of Spanish 
electricity demand. 
   Since 2004 the Spanish energy policy in relation to RES has been increasingly market 
oriented. This is manifested by a Royal Decree from 2004 (436/2004) by its incentives 
for RES producers to join the national energy pool. According to this Royal Decree those 
producers that choose the market option will receive an economic “market bonus” on top 
of the market price and the green bonus. The green bonus is 40% and the market bonus 
10 % of the average consumer price.  
   The Royal Decree also introduces an element of disincentive in the form of a penalty 
for missing the announced production by more than 20%. This applies to plants with a 
capacity above 10 MW. At the end of 2005 about 90 % of the Spanish wind power 
producers had chosen to join the pool system. This may be explained by the fact that the 
market bonus is expected to more than compensate for possible penalties. In addition, the 
high pool price in 2005 has resulted in clearly higher total income per kWh for producers 
in the market system than for producers with a fixed feed-in tariff.  
  With increasing penetration of wind power in the Spanish supply system there is a need 
to include wind power plants in the stabilization of the grid system. New regulations are 
in preparation which will require wind power plants to ride through abrupt voltage drops 
in the grid. Another requirement planned for wind power plants larger than 10 MW 
obliges these plants to join a regional pool of producers which will supply the grid 
operator with frequent information about the regional wind electricity production. The 
regional pool administrator shall also inform the grid operator about the regional 
production prognoses. This is expected to reduce the need for reserve capacity.  
   A special proposal for support of offshore wind farms has been published in February 
2006 based on a tender system. This proposal has been criticised by governmental 
institutions and organisations of wind producers with reference to less successful 
experiences in other European countries (e.g. the UK) and to a restrictive cap for the total 
tariff for the offshore wind farm.  
  It should be mentioned that a similar tender system has been used in Denmark in 2005 
in connection with the 200 MW offshore farm at Horns Reef in the North Sea. But this 
tender was operating without a cap requirement in contrast to the Spanish proposal.  
 
COMPARISON OF WIND ENERGY DEVELOPMENT IN DENMARK, 
SWEDEN AND SPAIN 
 
Denmark, Sweden and Spain have had quite different energy policies in relation to wind 
power. In a short statement Denmark has pioneered the modern phase of wind power 
based on technological traditions going back to the 1890s, Sweden has only shown a 
modest interest in wind power until the last few years, while Spain has experienced a 
slow growth in installed wind capacity until the late nineties where the growth in capacity 
took off with exceptional high rates. The factors influencing these striking differences are 
discussed in the following.  
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Driving Factors in Denmark 
In addition to the long historical tradition for wind power in Denmark, the following 
factors are assumed to have had significant influence on the Danish development in the 
modern phase of wind power: 
 
• A technological strategy based on a step-by-step increase in turbine 
capacity starting from the low end (around 20 kW). This permitted a low-
cost learning curve in contrast to the case in countries like Sweden and 
Germany with early emphasis on turbines at MW level.  
• Broad public support based on alliances between NGOs and independent 
energy experts at Danish universities.  
• Support in the mid-seventies from official institutions like the Danish 
Academy of Technical Sciences. This promoted the credibility of wind 
power resulting in early state support for research, development, 
demonstration and marketing, especially from the beginning of the 
eighties.  
• Establishment in the late seventies of a test and certification facility at 
Risø National Laboratories, which included pioneering work on wind 
atlases. 
• Local ownership of turbines, frequently organized in co-operatives. This 
eliminated most local resistance against wind turbines. 
• Establishment of a strong industrial section for production of wind 
turbines. This started with many small producers in the seventies and 
eventually stabilized the industrial development with a few large 
production plants in the nineties.  
• Far-sighted official energy plans from the early nineties with emphasis on 
sustainable energy development and with targets for wind power. Together 
with favourable economic feed-in schemes this has accelerated the 
penetration of land-based wind power in the nineties. 
• State support for offshore wind power resulted in the world’s first large 
offshore wind farms in the early nineties.  
 
The combination of these driving forces can explain that Denmark in spite of its small 
population has had a central role for the development of global wind power from the 
seventies to the end of the century. During this period both the absolute amount of 
installed wind power capacity and the relatively coverage of national electricity 
consumption by wind have placed Denmark among the leading countries in the world.  
   This is changing after the introduction of the liberalised electricity market in the EU 
and the change of Danish government in 2001. The incoming conservative-liberalistic 
government has changed the Danish energy policy radically. The development of RES is 
now mainly left with the commercial market and most of the previous government 
funding for RES has been abolished. As a result the penetration of wind power in 
Denmark has stagnated in the last few years.  
   In 2005 new capacity of only 22 MW was installed, while 18 MW of capacity was 
taken out of production. This trend has continued during the first three months of 2006 
with no new installed capacity and deployment of 1.9 MW of wind capacity.  
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  The ups and downs of Danish wind power development clearly illustrates the central 
importance of the official national energy policy.  
 
Barriers for wind power in Sweden 
 
In contrast to the Danish case, the Swedish energy policy from the seventies on has 
focused on development of large turbines at MW scale, and the promotional 
responsibility was left with the large utilities. Neither of these choices has been 
favourable to the penetration of wind power in Sweden. The market was not ripe for MW 
turbines before the end of the nineties and the large utilities were not especially interested 
in wind power.  
   The background for the Swedish energy policy may be found in the industrial structure 
where Sweden, in contrast to Denmark, is characterized by large industrial units 
producing large scale technologies like cars, airplanes and nuclear plants.  
   The main factors explaining the relatively slow Swedish implementation of wind power 
may be summed up as follows: 
 
• Questionable choice of turbine technology from the outset.  
• No strong driving forces for wind power. 
• No successful national production of wind turbines. 
• Bureaucratic procedures for instalment of wind power.  
• More focus on biomass than on wind.  
 
Those barriers for the penetration of wind power in Sweden may, however, be reduced by 
recent initiatives from the Swedish government, including streamlining of the certificate 
trading system and increased economic support for the promotion of RES. The budget for 
the Swedish Energy Authority (STEM) has thus been increased by about 80% from 2005 
to 2006. STEM also administrates a special budget of about 9 million euros for 
promotion of offshore wind parks. In addition, the Swedish utility Vattenfall is planning 
large investments in wind power in the coming years.  
 
Barriers and Driving Forces for Wind Power in Spain 
 
The Spanish energy policy has been characterized by many changes in the support 
schemes for RES. The resulting uncertainty for investors may be part of the explanation 
for the late take-off of Spanish wind power. Other factors are needed, however, in order 
to explain the exceptional high growth in installed capacity since the late nineties. The 
following summary is an attempt to explain this special development: 
 
• Short-range and varying support schemes have created uncertainties for 
potential investors and have delayed the exploitation of Spanish wind 
potential until the late nineties. 
• There were no significant national production of wind turbines in Spain 
until the late nineties. This was changed especially by Spanish Gamesa 
Eólica which is now one of the largest turbine producers in the world. 
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Gamesa now covers the whole chain including manufacturing of turbines, 
ownership and operation of wind farms and trading in the pool.  
• The favourable Spanish feed-in system introduced in the late nineties has 
given strong incentives for potential investors and developers. 
• A number of the governments of Autonomous Communities have 
supported the implementation of wind power.  
• One of the largest Spanish utilities, Iberdrola, has invested heavily in wind 
power and has a close co-operation with Gamesa Eólica. 
• The increasing electricity consumption in Spain has made more room for 
wind power than e.g. in Denmark and Sweden with less growth in 
electricity demand. As a consequence Spanish utilities have been less 
sceptical concerning the penetration of wind power.  
• The increasing dependence on imported fuels and problems with fulfilling 
the Kyoto commitments have prompted the Spanish government to 
promote renewables and especially wind power.  
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Although Denmark, Sweden and Spain all have good wind power potentials, the 
exploitation and development of this potential have been quite different in the three 
countries. One important factor in this connection is the official energy policy of the 
country involved. This is clearly illustrated by the Danish development where a recent 
shift in government and energy policy has discontinued the successful penetration of 
wind power in Denmark. Reference to a possible saturation of acceptable land based sites 
in Denmark can only partly explain the stagnation of Danish wind power.  
   Concern about global warming, an approaching oil peak and energy supply security in 
general has prompted many European governments and a number of European utilities to 
give high priority to renewables and especially wind. As an example, recent Danish 
utility scenarios support a coverage of electricity demand by wind of up to 50 % before 
the middle of this century. This will require new system thinking where wind turbines 
actively support the overall system balance and are able to ride through voltage drops in 
the grid and other irregularities. The development of such wind power technologies is 
presently taking place and demonstration on large scale systems should be supported by 
governments.  
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Abstract 
Due to readily available and largely inexpensive oil resources, the exploitation of renewable 
energy resources in the Middle East is largely confined to some solar thermal exploits and 
108 MW of wind power mainly in Egypt. Meanwhile electricity consumptions are increasing 
in the region while at the same time, on the global political agenda, climate change mitigation 
is gaining momentum particularly after the EU environmental ministers in March 2005 
agreed on setting stronger carbon dioxide emission reduction targets. 
 
At modest penetration wind power merely substitutes electricity generated typically at 
thermal power plants and thereby only giving economic benefits comparable to the saved 
marginal fuel and O&M costs. At higher penetrations, it becomes increasingly important for 
the energy system to be able to operate without costly reserve capacity awaiting fluctuations 
in demand or wind power generation that need be countered. 
 
The Middle East is not generally bestowed with good wind energy resources, however some 
areas have reasonable resources and future prospects of photo-voltaic cell-based electricity 
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generation are favourable. Furthermore, transmission grids are only in the process of 
becoming interconnected in the region. This interconnection is mainly in order to assist in 
reducing reserve capacity in the existing thermal power generation systems. While indeed 
relevant in thermal systems, however, this is typically even more so in renewable energy 
based systems, where fluctuations to a large extent are uncontrollable making interconnected 
systems prerequisites for proper integration of electricity produced on such energy sources. 
 
Using a European example this article demonstrates how different demand and production 
patterns in different geographical areas assist in evening out fluctuations and imbalances 
between demands and productions in systems with high penetrations of renewable energy 
thereby reducing needs for reserve capacity. Prospects that will also be relevant for the 
Middle East with interconnected power grids if renewables are to play a large role in this 
region. 
 
 
Introduction 
The transition from fossil fuel-based power generation to power generation based on fluc-
tuating energy sources such as wind, sun, and wave power introduces challenging demands 
on the operation of electricity systems. Even without such constraints, other constraints in the 
form of cogeneration of power and heat, the cogeneration of power and cooling or the coge-
neration of power and desalinated water impose problems on the system’s load-following 
capability. Development in the way electricity is being consumed adds another dimension to 
the issue. Traditional electric engines decrease their power up-take if generators are 
overloaded thus causing the frequency to drop and thereby relieving the generators of some 
load. With many electric engines operated through frequency-converters, loads are not relie-
ved but rather kept constant. 
 
The Middle East is only exploiting renewable energy resources to a very modest degree, so 
any possible problems in load-balancing in the current situation are mainly attributable to the 
other factors listed. Adding simplicity but thereby also disusing potentials for load balancing 
is the lack of a transmission grid between Middle Eastern countries or even a lack inside the 
individual countries. 
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With the ongoing interconnection project, (The Gulf Electricity Interconnection Grid), a shift 
has been set in motion regarding changing the electricity from being national or even local 
affairs to being a regional affair, the latter factor is under change. Through the Gulf 
Electricity Interconnection Grid, the members of the Cooperation Council for the Arab States 
of the Gulf will eventually connect to the Mediterranean Middle East and Europe through 
Turkey as well as through the Arab-Maghreb line to North Africa and Spain. Though such 
distances are beyond what is readily technically feasible in terms of power exchange it does 
emphasize the interconnection trend of the larger area. 
 
While the Gulf Electricity Interconnection Grid primarily is in order to reduce reserve 
capacity requirements as discussed by e.g. Bowen et al. (2002) and illustrated by the 
interconnection costs being distributed proportional to the individual countries reserve 
capacity savings, it will also have a positive effect on the exploitation of renewable energy 
sources. Apart from most notably electricity production based on solid renewable fuels and 
hydropower, most renewable energy sources are characterised by intermittent natures and 
therefore an inherent need of either reserve capacity or other means of dealing with the 
fluctuations. In general, the smaller the system, the fewer the plants, the smaller the variation 
in energy sources and the smaller the geographic extension of the area in question, the larger 
the need for reserve capacity. 
 
In line with the European Union’s adoption of a stringent Kyoto-derived carbon dioxide 
emission reduction target, Denmark has pursued an ambitious energy policy. This has  
resulted in a complex energy system with many sources of energy being tapped and many 
interdependencies between sources, demands and conversion systems. In addition, however, 
Western Denmark has 1200 MW AC capacity to Germany, 1100 MW HVDC capacity to 
Norway and 700 MW HVDC capacity to Sweden while Eastern Denmark has a total capacity 
of 1900 MW to Sweden and 600 MW to Germany. Though not mutually connected (see 
figure 1), the two non-synchronised areas of Denmark thus each have strong ties abroad 
aiding in power balancing and reducing needs for reserve capacity. The Western Danish 
connection are summarized in table 1. 
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Country Capacity Type of connection 
Germany 1200 MW Multiple AC lines (400, 220 & 150 kV) 
Sweden 600 MW Underwater HVDC line 
Norway 1100 MW Underwater HVDC line 
 
Table 1: Summary of foreign electric connections from Western Denmark. 
Sweden
Germany
East Denmark
West Denmark
Germany
Sweden
Norway
 
Figure 1: The 400 kV transmission grid in Denmark and connections abroad. Western 
Denmark is AC connected to Germany while Eastern Denmark is AC connected to Sweden 
and the two areas are not synchronized.  
 
In addition to the issue of mere generating capacity, an added issue is that of ancillary 
services which is getting increasing attention within utilities and the research community 
addressing the integration of fluctuating electricity sources.  This is increasingly important as 
these have traditionally been supplied by the large power plants and with stronger reliance on 
distributed generation technologies or international connections, the systems must maintain 
resilience against grid disturbances without resorting to the ancillary service providers of the 
past. 
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Scope of article 
The scope of this article is to analyse how much back-up capacity is required in the Western 
Danish electricity system in the balancing of this system. The analyses are made under 
different assumptions regarding the supply of ancillary services, under different assumptions 
regarding the variation curves of supply and demand as a consequence of areas being 
interconnected or not and under different assumptions of developments in installed wind 
power capacity; wind power being he most notable fluctuating power source in Denmark.  
 
Time variations of demands and productions 
Both production and consumption varies in a diurnal cycle, a weekly cycle and a seasonal 
cycle. The diurnal cycle of the demand is due to the timing of meal preparation, industrial 
activity, need for illumination etc. The weekly demand cycle due to the reduced needs of 
weekend-closed companies, institutions and organisations and the seasonal demand cycle due 
to changing needs for illumination, heating and cooling.  
 
The production system has to follow the demand variations, so the production should equal 
the demand curve neglecting international trade. In addition however, in systems exploiting 
renewable energy sources or cogeneration of heat or cooling and power (CHCP), additional 
time variations are introduced. The CHCP plant will have a production which is determined 
by temperature variations which vary in a daily and a seasonal cycle as well as with a 
stochastic element. The same applies to photo voltaic-based electricity generation where the 
altitude of the sun varies with the yearly cycle on top of which comes local climatic con-
ditions influencing cloud coverage. The last to be mentioned here is wind power, which 
probably has the widest addressed fluctuations in power output of any generating technology. 
Depending on geographical setting, wind power may have a diurnal variation with a tendency 
of lower production at night than during the day as is the case in Denmark and a seasonal 
variation with generally higher wind velocities during the winter at the same time as the 
density of the air is higher thus adding to the power. 
 
All these are factors contributing to the difficulty of designing energy systems with load 
following capabilities.  One factor works against these fluctuations of which some are long-
term foreseeable, some are short-term foreseeable and some are not foreseeable: geographic 
distribution of the production and the demand. 
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In figures 2 and 3 for instance, hourly wind power inputs for the two non-connected areas of 
Denmark are shown for a winter and a summer week respectively. 
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Figures 2 & 3: Wind power generation in Eastern and Western Denmark a winter and a 
summer week in 2005 respectively. Values for Eastern Denmark have been scaled so the half-
year average matches that of Western Denmark. Sources: Eltra (2005) and Elkraft System 
(2005). 
 
The two individual areas variations are higher than for the two areas combined. For the entire 
year 2004 for instance, wind input in Western Denmark averaged 555 MW and in Eastern 
Denmark 195 MW. The average deviation from these averages were 411 and 148 MW 
respectively indicating the fluctuating nature of wind power. Scaling Eastern Denmark to the 
Western Danish average the 148 MW would correspond to 411 MW. However, adjoining the 
two areas and again scaling to the Western Danish average, the average deviation would fall 
to 400 MW. This is of course not sufficient to render a flat production curve but is does 
demonstrate how enclosing a larger geographic area adds stability to the production. 
Particularly when taking into account the relatively modest size of Denmark and the derived 
situation that the country is usually subjected to the same depressions and high pressures. 
 
Demands in the two parts of Denmark are relatively similar though with a tendency of a 
lower demand in the Eastern part during the summer as indicated in figures 4 and 5. In order 
to gain an improved – i.e. more even – diurnal demand curve, larger geographic areas would 
need be covered. Areas encompassing areas or countries with diverse industrial bases with 
different mixtures of primary, secondary and tertiary economic sectors would even out 
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demand peaks caused by large single users or clusters of similar and often partly 
synchronized industries. If it is habitual that certain types of industries work the same shifts 
in a country, then this aggravates the peaks.  Covering more time zones in a demand area will 
also generate a natural alleviation of larges power surges. 
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Figures 4 & 5: Electricity demand in Eastern and Western Denmark a winter and a summer 
week in 2005 respectively. Values for Eastern Denmark have been scaled so the half-year 
average matches that of Western Denmark. Sources: Eltra (2005) and Elkraft System (2005). 
 
This is of course from an overall system perspective. Technical, economic or organizational 
bottlenecks may influence the extent to which the effects of geographic dispersion may be 
utilised. 
 
Energy system scenario 
The analyses in this article take their point of departure in an energy system scenario for the 
year 2020 used in analyses by the Danish Energy Authority (DEA (2001a+b)). Demands are 
thus the expected with a continuation of present trends and policies. The amount of on-shore 
and off-shore wind corresponds to the present level although particularly off-shore wind is 
expected to increase in the future. Going even beyond the current level of approximately 20% 
wind share in Western Denmark, however would limit the extent to which the analyses and 
results would be relevant and valid in other countries.  
 
Thermal power plants are modelled as two types; CHP plants supplying electricity to the grid 
as well as heat to district heating areas and plants operating in condensing mode i.e. only with 
electricity generation. These latter are merely modelled present in adequate quantities. 
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Finally, a certain degree of heat humps are include to assist integration of the fluctuating 
wind resource. 
 
Consumption 
[TWh] 
Generating capacity 
[MW] 
24.87 Electricity 
20.00 District heat 
2750 
5000  
2400  
350 
Cogeneration of heat and power (CHP) 
Central stations – Condensing operation 
Wind (inland and off-shore) 
Heat pumps 
 
Table 1: Energy system scenario parameters.  
 
 
The core point of the analyses is of course to model the impact of adjoining areas and bene-
fiting from the equalization of diurnal, weekly and seasonal variation curves. However due to 
a lack of available data, this is limited to the two areas of Denmark that are well-described in 
terms of publicly available data. As noted regarding figures 4 and 5 however, demand 
variations are not so large, so mainly the impact of the wind variations are modelled here. 
This is done by comparing the energy system response to 
A) applying the actual wind generation of a year on an hourly basis with 
B) applying an artificial wind generation of a year on an hourly basis averaging the 
actual data from the two areas where the smaller Eastern Area is weighed to match the 
Western level. 
In one analysis, however, demand is modelled applying an artificial demand curve averaging 
the actual demand curve and the same curve shifted six hours as an indication of the response 
of the system to a drastic geographic equalisation. 
The main analyses are furthermore conducted with two different regulation strategies in 
which the local CHP plants are operated 1) according to a heat demand and 2) to best help 
keep overall electricity load balance while also furnishing the required heat.  
In order to model the response of systems without the Danish heat-tied production and thus in 
order to obtain results valid for other climates, the system is then modelled in a situation with 
and in a situation without the CHP-tied heat demand that is applicable mainly in temperate 
and cold climates. 
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Finally, the system is modelled with higher quantities of wind power correspond to levels 
twice and three times the present level. 
 
The energy system is modelled using the EnergyPLAN model developed by Henrik Lund 
(Lund et al (2004)) which is a model designed to make analyses of energy systems with high 
degrees of fluctuating power and heat sources and many interdependencies of the energy 
systems. The parameter used for assessing the energy system performance is the required 
level of electricity generation in condensing mode operation as this has the lowest overall 
thermodynamic efficiency and therefore should be avoided. These are the back-up plants and 
is the load than can be relieved through interconnection. 
 
Results of energy systems analyses 
Modelling the energy system reveals that average production on condensation based power 
plants is decreasing slightly using the artificial wind distribution compared to using the actual 
wind distribution. This applies to Regulation Strategy 1 and 2 as well as for the situation 
without any heat demand and CHP generation as indicated in figure 6. In fact, however, as it 
also evident from the results in figure 6, differences are small and change over the year. 
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Figure 6: Change in average monthly condensation-based power generation with the 
artificial yearly wind distribution curve with Regulation Strategies 1 and 2 and in a situation 
without any heat demand covered by CHP.  Positive values indicate reduced condensation-
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based power generation compared to the reference scenario with the actual wind 
distribution. 
 
In some cases - times with negative values in the graphs - the actual wind distribution curve 
proves better than artificial and equalized wind distribution curve. For the entire year, 
average condensation-based power generation does nottheless decrease by 7-8 MW by 
adopting the more levelled wind power distribution curve. Although limited, it does indicate 
prospects particularly taking into consideration that the marginal electricity production 
typically is at older and less fuel-efficient plants.  
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Figure 7: Duration curve for the reference system and for system with artificial annual 
variation curve for wind power and a system with constant wind power of 550 MW 
throughout the year.  
 
Showing the results in the form of a duration curve for condensation-based power generation 
as in figure 7 demonstrates the same marginal shift to the left from applying the constructed 
wind distribution curve for a larger geographic area. It also shows the duration curve in case 
wind power gave a fixed input corresponding to evening out wind variation over a very large 
area. Even in this case, condensation-based power generation would increase at points as was 
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also evident from figure 6. The reason of course being that with stochastic wind power, wind 
variations will follow demand at times.  
 
Without heat demand tying CHP production and thus electricity generation, condensing mode 
electricity generation naturally increases as shown in figure 8, and with the levelled variation 
curve of wind power applied, demands are marginally lower  
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Figure 8: Duration curve for the reference system and for system without heat demand and 
thus heat-tied CHP generation with 2004 annual wind variation curve and artificial annual 
variation curve for wind power.  
 
These results are natural as wind power at its present level of approximately 20% of the 
demand only constitute a modest share. Not in terms of share relative to the shares of wind 
power based generation in other countries but modest compared to the thermal generation 
either being in the form of power plants operating in condensing mode to supply solely 
electricity or CHP plants supplying both heat and electricity to consumers. 
 
Assuming a higher penetration of wind power, results with the actual wind distribution and 
with the constructed artificial wind distribution diverge more as illustrated in figure 9 
showing results for the energy system assuming double and triple the amount of wind power 
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presently available. Here applying the more level wind distribution curve reduces 
correspondingly higher shares of electricity generation in condensing mode operation. 
 
One apparent element in figure 9 deserving a comment is the fact that high wind (as 
illustrated by the triple curve) may require a higher level of electricity in condensing mode 
operation. This is due the present circumstance that wind turbines do no actively assist in 
maintaining grid stability – i.e. frequency stability, voltage stability and in supplying 
adequate short-circuit power available. At high levels of instantaneous wind production, 
thermal power plants – CHP plants or condensing mode plants need to generate a 
correspondingly higher output to supply the required ancillary services. 
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Figure 9: Duration curve for the reference system and for system with double and triple the 
amount of wind power with 2004 and artificial annual wind variation curves for wind power.  
 
If ancillary services were supplied from wind turbines, the duration curves in figure 9 would 
shift to the left and have a more gentle inclination. 
 
Conclusions 
The results of this paper demonstrate that increasing the geographical extension of the area in 
which renewable fluctuating energy sources are being exploited reduces the need for stand-by 
capacity in the form of power plants operating in condensing mode operation. While the 
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analyses have focused on one single source of renewable energy i.e. wind power, the analyses 
indicate that analyses of energy systems encompassing more unrelated energy sources or 
areas with larger geographic distributions would lower the demand for stand-by capacity 
further. This is thus also the result of interconnecting transmission areas with distinct 
production or consumption patterns. 
 
In terms of integrating renewable energy sources, the result also demonstrate that while it is 
important encompassing a large area to obtain a stabile production, concern for ancillary 
services must be a priority as this can otherwise impede transition to renewable energy 
sources if conventional thermal power plants need to supply these. 
 
Fulfilment of Kyoto-requirements living up to similar standards is thus more easily 
accomplished in an economically sound fashion in interconnected systems. 
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I anledning af Folketingets Energipolitiske Udvalgs møde om Energy Camp, 29. marts 2006. 
 
 
 
Energy Trader  
 
1. Sammenfatning: Energipolitisk Udvalg kan fremme et mere intelligent energiforbrug 
På Energy Camp 05 blev ideen om Energy Trader udviklet. Energy Trader er et koncept, som skal 
give husholdninger billigere opfyldelse af deres energitjenester ved at tilpasse energiforbruget til 
varierende energipriser. 
 
Dagens energisystem er i høj grad udviklet i en tid hvor 
kommunikation og regnekraft ikke er hvad den er i dag. 
Der er store gevinster at høste ved at udnytte disse nye 
muligheder. Et mere intelligent energisystem vil kunne 
bane vejen for mere vindkraft og vil kunne give et billigere 
og mere sikkert energisystem. Samtidig vil synliggøre af 
elforbrug og behovsstyring give direkte elbesparelser. 
 
Energipolitikkerne kan fremme denne udvikling ved en 
række tiltag: 
• Der bør udarbejdes en politik for udbredelse af fjernaflæste energimålere. Dette kan omfatte 
krav om at alle nye målere skal kunne håndtere timemåling og en tidshorisont for en total 
fornyelse af målerne. Dette vil være i tråd med EU’s kommende energiservice-direktiv. Er-
faring fra lignende forløb kan hentes fra Italien, Sverige, Storbritannien og Australien. 
• Der bør igangsættes udviklingsprojekter for en hensigtsmæssig udformning af dynamiske ta-
riffer for fjernvarme og for el-distributionsselskaber. De nuværende tariffer er udviklet i en 
tid uden intelligente målere og giver ikke et omkostningsægte prissignal. 
• De bør igangsættes aktiviteter med det formål at sikre åbne kommunikationsstandarder i 
forbindelse med home automation. Sådanne åbne standarder er en forudsætning for at der 
kan etableres et egentligt marked for udstyr der kan overvåge, måle og styre energiforbrug 
efter brugernes behov og efter aktuelle energipriser.  
• Kommunikationen til husets udstyr bør ikke ske via energimåleren, men derimod via Inter-
nettet. En binding til energimåleren vil give et uoverskueligt antal systemer og protokoller. 
Brug af Internettet kan blive plug-and-play og kan give en fri konkurrence mellem alterna-
tive leverandører af home automation. 
• De nuværende elafgifter modvirker den intelligente energianvendelse. Den ens beskatning i 
alle årets timer forvrider de bagvedliggende priser. Energiafgiften (som primært betales af 
husholdningerne) kunne målrettes så den i højere grad beskattede det miljøbelastende, det 
dyre og der hvor konkurrencen er mindst: Nemlig elforbruget i dagtimerne. 
 
Energy Camp kan ses som energibranchens forsøg på nytænkning. Vi tror på at et koncept som 
Energy Trader, kan realiseres. Men det kræver nytænkning – også hos politikkerne. 
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2. Energy Trader – ønske om et mere intelligent energisystem 
 
På Energy Camp 05 blev ideen om Energy Trader udviklet. Energy Trader er et koncept, som skal 
give husholdninger billigere opfyldelse af deres energitjenester ved at tilpasse energiforbruget til 
varierende energipriser. Synliggørelse af energiforbrug for hele bygningen og de enkelte apparater 
vil samtidig skabe grobund for energibesparelser, styring af forbrug efter faktisk behov samt ud fra 
aktuelle og forventede energipriser. 
 
I beskrivelsen af Energy Trader lægges vægt på at det skal være let at anvende og ekstremt fleksi-
belt. Grundidéen er at det er forbrugeren der bestemmer og agerer ud fra den aktuelle markedssitua-
tion. Dette vil være en markant ændring til dagens situation, hvor hele systemreguleringen er foku-
seret på produktionssiden med samlede udgifter omkring ¾ mia. kroner. Energiselskabet sender 
prissignaler og hver enkel familie indstiller automatikken, så deres præferencer er i højsæde. 
 
En mulighed for at udvikle et økonomisk attraktivt system er at funktionen med at overvåge, måle 
og styre energiforbruget også udnyttes til andre formål. Der kan høstes synergi med områder, som 
fx energibesparelser, bedre komfort, overvågning (indbrud, brud på ledninger), fjernstyring og 
underholdning.  
 
Hvad er prisfølsomt energiforbrug? 
Figuren til højre viser spotpriserne for 
Østdanmark i ugen frem til 3 marts 20061. 
Hver dag er der prisspidser, hvor prisen er 
det dobbelte af normalt.  
 
Prisfølsomt energiforbrug betyder ganske 
enkelt at de dyre timer undgås.  
 
Ser man på den sidste prisspids så har den 
en varighed på 1 time. Fra 17-18 er prisen 
35 øre/kWh, fra 18-19: 73 øre/kWh og fra 
20-21: 35 øre/kWh. Man kan således 
halvere omkostningen ved at forsinke 
forbruget i 1 time. 
 
Et andet eksempel er den 28. november, hvor der i Østdanmark var rekordhøje priser kl 17-18 på 
13,46 kr./kWh. Sådanne ekstreme udsving kan blive mere almindelige i fremtiden. 
 
Hvorfor er det vigtigt? 
For den enkelte familie kan der spares penge ved en intelligent styring, og der kan være sideeffekter 
i form af bedre sikkerhed m.m.  
 
For samfundet er et prisfølsomt elforbrug en forudsætning for at forsyningssikkerheden skal kunne 
opretholdes i det liberaliserede elmarked. Forbruget bliver nødt til at være ”det yderste kraftværk”. 
Det er ikke realistisk at kommercielle producenter vil investere i et kraftværk, som kun benyttes 
nogle få timer om året. Til få driftstimer (op til 100-400 timer per år) er forbruget overlegent – 
                                                 
1 Figurens y-akse er i kr/MWh. 10 kr/MWh = 1 øre/kWh. Nord Pool, 3. marts 2006. 
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moderne kommunikationsteknologi kan erstatte traditionelle værker2. Overfor disse muligheder 
står, som allerede nævnt, at dagens tilpasning mellem efterspørgsel og produktion i dag alene sker 
på produktionssiden med store udgifter til følge. 
 
Vindmøller og decentral produktion (også nye former som mikrokraftvarme, solceller, brændselsce-
ler) styrker behovet for udvikling af et intelligent energisystem.  
 
Ved at lade ”alle dele kommunikere med alle dele” kan opnås bedre og billigere løsninger, end hvis 
energiforbruget et passivt element. 
 
Også fjernvarme 
En række analyser har handlet om prisfølsomt elforbrug. Imidlertid kan et intelligent energiforbrug 
også være relevant i fjernvarmesystemer. På grund af den termiske træghed er fjernvarme velegnet 
til kortvarige afbrydelser. En varmtvandsbeholder og gulvvarme kan bruges som energilager. De 
kan varmes op før de dyre timer eller kan kortvarigt afbrydes når prisen stiger. 
 
De fleste af dagens tariffer for fjernvarme og for el-netselskaber er helt faste. Den samme betaling 
året rundt. Dette strider imod en omkostningsægte tarifering, hvor målet er at forbrugeren betaler de 
omkostninger hans eller hendes energiforbrug afstedkommer. I et typisk fjernvarmesystem med 
kraftvarme kan der være en faktor tre til forskel i de marginale omkostninger ved et ekstra varme-
forbrug. Når varmen fx leveres af en kraftvarmeenhed er prisen lav, mens når den marginale varme 
leveres af en spidslast kedel, så er varmen dyr. Tarifferne burde afspejle dette for at være omkost-
ningsægte. 
 
Når tarifferne ikke er omkostningsægte vil der forekomme uhensigtsmæssigheder i den daglige 
adfærd og drift og i investeringsadfærden hos både forbruger og fjernvarmeselskab. 
 
Der er en hønnen-og-ægget-situation. Når man ikke har målere, som fx kan opgøre energiforbruget 
per dag eller per time, så er der ingen nytte i dynamiske tariffer. Når tarifferne ikke er dynamiske, 
så er det svært at få økonomi i et intelligent forbrug. Hvis forbrugerne ikke er interesseret i dyna-
misk energiforbrug, så er der ikke økonomi i intelligente målere… 
 
IT-mulighederne er på få år blevet så markante at sammenligning med tidligere tiders overvejelse 
ikke længere holder med hensyn til udbredelsen af et mere intelligent energisystem. 
 
 
3. Teknologi 
Mange forskellige design af styringssystemet kan tænkes. En væsentlig forskel er hvor intelligensen 
placeres.  I nedenstående tabel er skitseret tre forskellige løsninger. Hvilken model, som bliver den 
mest udbredte kan afhænge af anvendelsesområde og de enkelte kommercielle leverandører kan 
gøre deres for at fremme deres model. Behovet for standardisering bør tilpasses, så alle tre løsninger 
tilgodeses. 
                                                 
2 Se denne rapport for en god gennemgang af fordele ved prisfølsomt elforbrug: DOE (2006): Benefits of demand 
response in electricity markets and recommendations for achieving them. U.S. Department of Energy, February 2006. 
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Priser Intelligens Styresignal 
Centralt placeret hos tredjepart, fx som Devi’s elvarmeløsning 
Lokalt i huset, fx som Innovus og Tell-it-online 
Nord pool, 
nettariffer, 
reservebetaling 
m.m. 
Lokalt i det enkelte apparat, så der kan tages hensyn til appara-
tets tilstand og evt. kun afbryde dele af funktionen. 
Tænd/sluk eller 
ændrede set-
punkter 
 
Jeg synes ikke logikken i dette skema er helt indlysende. Hvad blev der af den annoncerede tegning 
? 
 
Fjernaflæsning og standard for ”Åbent Hus”-kommunikation inde i boligerne 
Energiselskaberne er ved at etablere fjernaflæsning af bygningernes energimålere der måler byg-
ningernes samlede forbrug. Hvis forbrugerne reelt skal kunne agere på prissignaler er det imidlertid 
også behov for at kunne styre forbruget i de enkelte apparater og systemer. Dette sætter fokus på 
informationshåndtering og styring inde i de enkelte bygninger.  
 
Hvor Internet til den enkelte bygning giver en veldefineret standard for kommunikation til den 
enkelte bygning findes der i dag ingen fast standard for kommunikation inde i bygningerne. På 
denne baggrund har Elsparefonden taget initiativ til en åben trådløs standard i i bygninger der kan 
sikre overvågning, måling og styring.  
 
Behov for standardisering 
Boliger og andre bygninger har behov for overvågning og behovsstyring, hvis unødvendigt energi-
spild skal undgås. Den elektriske belysning behøver f.eks. kun at være tændt, når det naturlige 
dagslys er utilstrækkeligt og i øvrigt kun, når der er mennesker tilstede. Kort sagt, det er ikke nok at 
bruge energieffektivt udstyr – ydelserne skal tilpasses og optimeres i forhold til behovet over tid! 
 
I de seneste 25 år er der talt meget om det ”intelligente hus”, der styrede de forskellige systemer i 
boligen efter det aktuelle behov og klima. Systemerne skulle samtidig bane vej for en række andre 
forbrugerrelevante tilbud – overvågning, Internet, underholdning m.m. 
 
Disse koncepter har imidlertid kun opnået en begrænset udbredelse i boligerne til trods for at prisen 
på måle-, styrings- og kommunikations-udstyr i dag ikke burde være en reel hindring. Forklaringen 
på den ringe udbredelse skal findes i følgende to forhold. 
 
For det første er der primært markedsført ”lukkede” systemer, der ikke kan kombineres med andre 
produkter og koncepter. I et ”lukket” univers er udvidelsesmulighederne begrænsede, og prisen på 
ekstraudstyr og tillægstjenester afspejler, at ofte høj.????????? 
 
For det andet har tilbudene omhandlet ledningsbaserede løsninger med store installationsomkost-
ninger og manglende fleksibilitet, når behovene ændres. I fremtidens velisolerede bolig vil elappa-
rater med indbygget ”intelligens” svare for ca. halvdelen af bygningernes samlede energiforbrug. 
En styring af disse apparater forudsætter en trådløs kommunikation. 
 
Læren fra IT-verden:  
De første it-systemer var mainframes, hvor én leverandør stod for den samlede leverance af hardware, 
devices og software. Disse systemer tabte til PC’erne, der med åbne kommunikationsstandarder og arbejds-
deling banede vej for et eksplosivt voksende marked, hvor et stort antal producenter og kompetencer konkur-
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rerede. IT-sektorens voldsomme vækst, billiggørelse, kreativitet og appel hos forbrugerne havde ikke været 
mulig indenfor rammerne af lukkede mainframes-systemer. 
 
Elsparefondens initiativ 
For at fremme etableringen af et reelt marked for udstyr til 
måling og styring af energiudstyr i boliger har Elsparefon-
den taget initiativ til en åben og trådløs standard for kom-
munikation i boligerne ”Åbnet Hus”-kommunikation.  
 
Grundidéen er, at brugerne skal kunne kombinere forskelli-
ge 3. parts produkter og trinvis kunne udvide systemet i 
takt med, at behovet og udbuddet af produkter vokser. 
”Plug and Play” og et stort udbud af 3. partsprodukter skal 
gøre overvågning, måling og styring enkel og billig.  
 
Elsparefonden vil markedsføre produkter, der overholder den åbne standard i en samlet forbruger-
kampagne. For at understøtte denne markedsudvikling vil fonden udvikle hjemmesider og software, 
der kan integrere forskellige produkter samt gennem-analysere og styre boligernes energiforbrug. 
Dette koncept vil samtidig kunne bane vej for forskellige tilbud omkring forbrugerrespons på pris-
signaler. Det afgørende er at der ikke udvikles forskellige tekniske løsninger til henholdsvis afreg-
ning, elsparetiltag og fleksibelt elforbrug. 
 
Udstyr til home automation findes allerede eller er på vej i år 2006 
I vedlagte bilag er nævnt en række firmaer, som allerede har konkrete produkter på markedet eller 
på vej i 2006. Heraf ses, at der findes eksisterende teknologi, der allerede giver mulighed for fjern-
styring af både el og varme, samt mulighed for overvågning af huset med hensyn til alarmer og 
elforbrug. 
 
Et par af produkterne vil kunne måle effekten på det apparat de styrer. Disse effektmålinger kan 
bruges til overvågning af boligens energiforbrug. Endvidere kan de få en central betydning i forbin-
delse med effektregulering af elnettet, fx ved frekvensfald. 
 
Fælles for samtlige produkter i bilaget er, at de kommunikerer via Z-Wave. (beskrivelse, henvisning 
??) Det vil sige, at de kan kommunikere med hinandens produkter.  
 
Fremtidens muligheder med de nuværende teknologier 
I dag installeres der allerede i de fleste nye produkter hardware til fjernkontrol. I forbindelse med 
produktionen af disse produkter vil der kun være en lille meromkostning forbundet med også at få 
systemet styret til at reagere på prissignaler. Styringen tænkes installeret enten direkte i produktet, 
eller via en central enhed i boligen. 
 
Hvis udstyret får mulighed for styring som følge af prissignaler, åbner teknologien også op for 
andre muligheder, der blandt andre kan beskrives ved følgende tre scenarier: 
 
Flytning af forbrug 
Tænkes en opvaskemaskine at skulle startes om morgenen eller om aftenen, er det ofte ikke nød-
vendigt at den er færdig en time senere. Udstyres en opvaskemaskine med et antal  valgmuligheder 
f.eks.; Tænd nu, Tænd inden 3 timer, Tænd inden 6 timer eller Tænd inden 9 timer, vil opvaskema-
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skinen starte, når det er økonomisk mest fordelagtigt for forbrugeren. Beslutningen om faktisk 
starttidspunkt tages automatisk enten på baggrund af en standard antagelse om prisens variation 
over døgnet eller på baggrund af en aktuel prisprognose, som udsendes af handelsselskabet sammen 
med tariffen. 
 
Der opnås på denne måde fordele for både kunden og samfundet. Kunden opnår en økonomisk 
besparelse på elregningen, og samfundet opnår at noget spidslastforbrug flyttes til et andet tids-
punkt. 
Tilsvarende flytninger af energiforbrug vil ikke alene kun opnås ved opvaskemaskiner, men også 
ved fx rum- og vandopvarmning. Det er i den henseende vigtigt at bemærke, at forbrugerens kom-
fort ikke påvirkes, da apparaterne stadig anvendes ud fra forbrugerens præferencer. 
 
 
Enten bør dette figur forklares nøjere – eller også bør den udelades. 
 
Elbesparelser 
Hvis man ser direkte på elbesparelser kunne man forestille sig, at udstyret koblede valgte belastnin-
ger fra når elektriciteten er dyr. Der kan her også være tale om rumopvarmning eller udkobling af 
udvalgt belysning, hvilket både vil give en besparelse i kr. og øre for forbrugeren, men også en 
samfundsnyttig energibesparelse. Udkoblingen vil ikke påvirke forbrugerens komfort i disse tilfæl-
de. 
 
Ubalance i elnettet 
I sjælende tilfælde opstår der en krisesituation i form af ubalance i elnettet og frekvensen falder. 
Her kunne man forestille sig at forbrugeren på forhånd har givet elforsyningen lov til udkobling af 
visse apparater. Dette mod en økonomisk kompensation. Herved er det muligt at forhindre en total 
”black-out” af hele elnettet. 
 
Med priselastisk elforbrug vil det give fordele for både forbrugere og sam-
fundet, som nævnt i de tre ovenforstående scenarier. Det er vigtigt at fokuse-
re på, at det er boligejeren, der i alle tre tilfælde skal afgøre hvilket udstyr 
der må udkobles, samt hvornår og hvor længe. Endvidere skal boligejeren 
altid have mulighed for at koble udstyret til igen.  
 
Det er vigtigt at programmeringen af udstyret sker på en nem og overskuelig 
måde, med en engangsindstilling fx via en webside, hvorefter systemet 
virker per automatik. 
 
Kommunikation i boligerne med åben og trådløs standard er en nødvendighed 
Hvis de ovenstående scenarier skal blive til virkelighed og hvis udstyr, der kan styres efter prissig-
naler, skal få en stor udbredelse, er det nødvendigt at kommunikationen i boligerne bygger på en 
åben og trådløs standard. Derved kan brugeren udvide systemet i takt med at behovet og udbuddet 
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af produkter vokser. ”Plug and play” og et stort udbud af 3. part produkter skal gøre overvågning og 
styring enkel og billig.  
 
Elsparefonden vil markedsføre produkter, der overholder den åbne standard i en samlet forbruger 
kampagne. For at understøtte denne markedsudvikling vil fonden udvikle hjemmesider og software, 
der kan integrere forskellige produkter samt analysere og styre boligernes energiforbrug 
 
 
Stort potentiale i nyt udstyr – der er allerede regnekraft indbygget 
Meget udstyr til automation og styring i boliger, som f.eks. lys og varme har allerede en CPU med 
program indbygget. Ligeledes er de fleste moderne hårde hvidevarer som vaskemaskiner, tørre-
tumbler, opvaskemaskiner o.l. forsynet med en CPU og dermed programmeret styring.  Det næste 
skridt er at tilføje kommunikation til apparatet, og derved kunne ændre i setup eller ændre appara-
tets tilstand. Kommunikationen tilføjes typisk for at øge apparatets ydelse. For hårde hvidevarer vil 
det være en besparelse i strømudgifter givet der er forskellige tariffer hen over døgnet. For lys og 
varme vil det ligeledes være muligt at opnå en reduktion i energi udgifter med en central nat- og 
feriestyring. Endvidere kan komforten i boligen øges med kommunikation mellem de enkelte sy-
stemer f.eks. giver kommunikation mellem en rumføler og en gulvvarme styring mulighed for at 
regulere temperaturen bedre, end hvis man f.eks. regulerer ud fra returvandets temperatur alene. 
Ligeledes øges komforten og driften optimeres med kommunikation mellem varme og ventilations-
systemer. 
 
Kommunikationen kan være trådløs så man undgår udgifter til trækning af kabler til det udstyr man 
vil automatisere. 
 
Hvis man vil ”bygge” funktioner til fleksibelt elforbrug ind i apparater, der allerede har mulighed 
for kommunikation med andre dele af et home automation system, er det kun et spørgsmål om at 
udvide programmet med nogle ekstra linier for at opnå denne ekstra fordel. Apparater der ikke 
allerede har mulighed for kommunikation, men har intelligens indbygget, så som vaskemaskiner og 
tørretumblere, skal tilføres hardware i form af et kommunikations interface. Her findes der løsnin-
ger til trådløs kommunikation til under 20 DKK for en komplet radio til trådløs kommunikation, og 
denne pris forventes halveret i løbet af et års tid. 
 
Z-wave kan blive en central teknologi 
Firmaet Zensys, som har hovedkvarter i USA, men udviklingsafdelingen placeret i København, har 
udviklet teknologien Z-wave. Det er en chip med en dertil hørende software-protokol, som mulig-
gør to-vejs kommunikation i et selvorganiserende netværk, og som på grund af lav pris og lavt 
energiforbrug er velegnet til home automation. Protokollen sikrer at når en ny komponent bliver 
tilført hjemmet, indgår den automatisk i netværket. Blandt andet Danfoss anvender denne teknologi 
i nye versioner af deres termostater. 
 
Timemålere 
I Italien afsluttes i år et projekt som giver 30 millioner kunder en fjernaflæst elmåler. I Australien 
og Storbritannien har regulator udgivet cost-benefit analyser som påpeger det hensigtsmæssige i at 
udrulle fjernaflæste målere til alle forbrugere3. I Sverige vil praktisk talt alle kunder have fjernaflæ-
ste elmålere i 2009.  
                                                 
3 OFGEM: Domestic Metering Innovation. Consultation, February 2006. ESC: Mandatory rollout of interval meters for 
electricity customers. March 2004 
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Sydvest Energi har installeret fjernaflæste måler hos 40.000 af deres kunder og vil have nået alle 
136.000 kunder i 2007. Også NESA, Odense Energi og Energi Fyn investerer i fjernaflæste målere. 
Disse eksempler svarer til 8% af elmålerne i Danmark. 
 
Der er behov for en plan for udrulning af fjernaflæse energimålere i Danmark, herunder at sikre at 
indtægtsrammeregulering eller anden regulering ikke står i vejen for en sådan udrulning. 
 
EU’s Energiservice-direktiv, som forventes vedtaget dette forår, peger på nytten af gode målere: 
”Member States shall ensure that .. final customers .. are provided with .. individual meters .. that 
provide information on actual time of use. When an existing meter is replaced, such .. meters shall 
always be provided ..” (se note for den fulde tekst4). Dette kan være en anledning til en afbalanceret 
plan for en udrulning af intelligente målere i Danmark. 
 
4. Priser og tarifer  
For en almindelig husholdninger koster elektrici-
tet 1,80 kr/kWh, men det er kun 19% af den sam-
lede betaling, som er den rene energibetaling5. 
Transport og PSO udgør 16%. Moms og skatter 
udgør over halvdelen af betalingen. 
 
Dynamiske priser og tariffer 
Hvis det eneste omkostningselement i den 
samlede elregning, som varierer, er selve energien 
(spotprisen), så er det økonomiske potentiale for besparelser begrænset. Et eksempel viser at der 
kan spares 100 kr. for en elvarmekunde (som reducerer forbruget med 5%, når prisen øges med 
10% – og forøger forbruget tilsvarende ved faldende priser). 
 
Netselskabernes tarifer dækker primært transport af elektriciteten. Omkostninger til transport er 
stærkt varierende over tid, men tarifferne afspejler ikke dette. Principperne om marginal prissætning 
tilsiger en varierende betaling. Når tabet i distributionssystemet er stort og når kapaciteten er ved at 
være fuldt udnyttet bør betalingen for transport være høj. En omkostningsægte tarifering af trans-
port af el vil delvist svinge i takt med spotpriserne – alene af den grund at tabet afregnes til spotpri-
ser. 
 
Energiafgifterne burde ideelt set også variere over tid. Tager man udgangspunkt i at afgifterne skal 
forvride det bagvedliggende prissignal mindst muligt, så er svaret ikke konstante afgifter (kr/kWh), 
men nærmere afgifter som varierede med de bagvedliggende priser. Dette kunne være proportionalt 
med priserne (en fast %) eller en forenklet version, fx med en højere beskatning om dagen, hvor 
priserne generelt er højest. Det er en misforståelse af faste afgifter ikke forvrider. 
                                                 
4 §13.1: Member States shall ensure that, in so far as it is technically possible, financially reasonable and proportionate 
in relation to the potential energy savings, final customers for electricity, natural gas, district heating and/or cooling and 
domestic hot water are provided with competitively priced individual meters that accurately reflect the final customer's 
actual energy consumption and that provide information on actual time of use.  
When an existing meter is replaced, such competitively priced individual meters shall always be provided, unless this is 
technically impossible or not cost-effective in relation to the estimated potential savings in the long term. When a new 
connection is made in a new building or a building undergoes major renovations as set out in Directive 2002/91/EC, 
such competitively priced individual meters shall always be provided. 
5 Energitilsynet, november 2005. 
Abonnement
9%
Elektricitet
19%
Transport og 
PSO
15%
Moms og 
skatter
57%
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Ovenstående regneeksempel viser at hvis alle priselementer varierede efter spotprisen (men med 
samme årlige betaling), så ville besparelsen øges fra 100 kr til 2.900 kr per år. Med intelligente 
tariffer, som varierede efter de relevante forhold, som er nævnt ovenfor, er det realistisk at besparel-
sen ved at tilpasse forbruget kan nå 1.000 kr. per år for en husholdning med elvarme eller et hus 
med fjernvarme. 
 
I elsystemet er der flere elementer, som kan øge incitamentet for dynamisk energiforbrug. Dette 
handler om: 
• At muliggøre at husholdninger kan levere regulerkraft og reserver. Traditionel leveres disse 
relativ dyre ydelser fra produktionsanlæg, men de kan også leveres af forbrugssiden. I visse 
tilfælde kan forbrugssiden faktisk levere hurtigere reserver end produktionssiden. Der er 
behov for udvikling af procedurer m.m. for at dette kan udnyttes effektivt. På tekniksiden 
gælder det at timemålere er en forudsætning. 
• At udvikle en dynamisk tarifering til at dække omkostningerne til reserver m.m. Fx behovet 
for at reservere regulerkraft varierer stærkt, og er fx afhængig af om transmissionsforbin-
delserne er fyldte. En dynamisk tarif kunne afspejle dette og øge incitamentet til at flytte 
forbruget i tid. 
 
Hønen-og-ægget-situationen må brydes. Politikerne har en vigtig rolle i denne opgave. 
 
 
5. Rollefordelning 
Netselskaberne har en stor rolle med hensyn til at udrulle fjernaflæste elmålere. Dette er deres 
opgave og de har kompetencen. Det er endvidere et monopolområde. De målte data bør på en mo-
derne måde stilles til rådighed for forbrugerne. Dette kan fx ske – som allerede praktiseres af mange 
netselskaber og af Elsparefonden – via Internettet, hvor tal og kurver kan præsenteres og konse-
kvenserne for omkostningerne kan beregnes.  
 
Der kan evt. også være brug for at kunderne selv direkte kan tilgå målingerne. Dette kan fx ske via 
en puls udgang, som kan opsamles lokal. Dette kan give real-tids data for forbruget. Netselskabet 
vil typisk hente data hjem hver nat, således at de først kan vises med en døgns forsinkelse. 
 
I forbindelse med Energy trader og det intelligente energisystem er der to nye kommunkations-
strømme, som også skal findes deres plads. Dette er dels fremsendelse af aktuelle priser (dagligt 
eller i real-tid), og dels fremsendelse af styresignaler til det udstyr som skal reagere på priserne. 
 
En række forhold taler for at lade disse signaler løbe af andre veje end elmåleren. Anvendes i stedet 
mere generelle kommuniationsveje, som Internettet og mobiltelefoni kan der opstå et langt større 
kommercielt marked på dette område. Handelsselskaber kan konkurrere om måde at fremsende 
priserne og leverandører af styringsudstyr kan konkurrere på både udstyr om måder at styre dette. 
 
Handelsselskaberne vil i fremtiden have en vigtig rolle med at udvikle en samlet tarifering, som 
dække energiprisen (fx elspot og elbas) og de forskellige reserver (regulerkraft og andre reserver). 
Forskellige handelsselskaber kan konkurrere om at tilbyde tariffer, som kan gøre automatisk tilpas-
ning af elforbruget, attraktivt. Konkurrencen kan også omfatte at fremsende (pris-)signaler, som er 
kompatible med kundernes automatikudstyr. 
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6. Bidragsydere 
Denne tekst er udarbejdet på baggrund af Energy Camp 05, hvor gruppe 2 udstak ideerne til Energy 
Trader. Udover Gruppe 2, så har en større gruppe medvirket aktivt i denne proces. 
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Bilag: Eksempler på udstyr til home-automation 
 
Dette bilag giver en oversigt over nogle af de fabrikanter og deres produkter som findes på marke-
det eller som kommer på markedet i 2006 og som anvendes i forbindelse med home-automation.  
 
Danfoss har fjernstyret gulvvarme og termostater til radiatorer, der giver mulighed for indstilling af 
de enkelte værelsers temperaturer. Endvidere giver varmesystemet mulighed for at indstille forskel-
lige dag og nattemperaturer. Danfoss´ kompressorer til køleskab og 
aircondition er i dag ikke fjernstyrede, men dette kan indbygges uden den 
helt store meromkostning, når dette bliver aktuelt. 
      I 2006 kommer Danfoss med termostater til radiatorer, der vil kunne 
styres med Innovus og Tell-it-onlines udstyr, jf. nedenfor. 
 
Med udstyr fra det norske firma HusetMitt er der mulighed for overvågning af boligen, for at kon-
trollere om lyset er tændt eller slukket, om et vindue er lukket, samt om strygejernet eller kaffema-
skinen er slukket, samt kameraovervågning. 
    Udstyret bygger på små radiomodtagere der indsættes i stikkontakterne. 
En central enhed i boligen styrer apparaterne i de forskellige stikkontakter. 
På en computer med internetforbindelse kan et ugeprogram indlægges for 
varme- og lysstyring. Her kan man indlægge hvilke temperaturer der 
ønskes på forskellige tidspunkter i de forskellige værelser. Ligeledes er 
der mulighed for at indlægge et belysningsprogram for huset. 
 
Firmaet Innovus kommer med flere forskellige typer udstyr i 2006. I den nærmeste måned vil man 
kunne finde en Innovus lysdæmper, der kan fjernstyres lokalt, på markedet. I tilslutning til de for-
skellige lysdæmpere vil være muligt at tilkoble et panel med 4 kontakter, eller en fjernbetjening, 
hvor der er muligt at centralt styre belysningen. Her er det muligt at fra en forudbestemt indstilling 
vælge hvilke lamper der skal være tændt samt hvilken lysstyrke disse skal have. I lysdæmperen er 
der indbygget en mulighed for effektmåling.  
     Innovus vil til efteråret udkomme med en enhed til central  
styring og overvågning af boligens el, lys, varme og alarmer. 
Styringen kan foretages både indendørs og udendørs.  
Brugerfladen kan være en computer, mobiltelefon eller pda. 
 
Til efteråret vil firmaet Tell-it-online introducere et produkt på markedet med mange funktioner 
indbygget, bl.a. radio, musik, telefon, e-mails, styring og overvågning af for eksempel lys, varme og 
elforbruget på apparater. Produktet virker helt uden brug af separat 
computer. Produktet har indbygget en højtaler og en lille skærm med 
touch-screen, dvs. brugeren kommunikerer ved berøring af skærmen. 
Skærmen vil oftest være slukket. Enheden kommunikerer med forskellige 
enheder, der indsættes i stikkontakterne. 
     Også dette produkt vil have mulighed for effektmåling af forskellige 
apparater. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper address the question of balancing fluctuating electricity productions from 
renewable energy sources in Europe a) by the use of additional capacity of interregional 
transmission lines versus b) by increasing the balancing capacity of the regional production 
and distribution system. The aim has been to identify technologies and in particular mix of 
technologies which will enable the increase in fluctuating and unforeseeable electrical 
productions which will be the result of the fulfilment of the current EU energy plans. It is 
found that new transmission lines often cannot compete economically with measures to 
improve the internal balancing potential of the regions involved. Part of the reason for this is 
the large costs and long planning periods involved in the strengthening of the internal 
transmission networks which are necessary to distribute the increased exports and imports. 
The fundamental changes of the production and distribution systems for electricity which are 
mainly caused by the rapid development of the information technology and the liberalisation 
of the markets are shown to have a positive potential for the growing balancing requirements. 
The scenario analyses have been carried out for the electrical production and consumption 
systems in six regions in Denmark, Estonia, Germany, Great Brittan, Spain, and Poland. 
 
 
THE DESIRE PROJECT 
The DESIRE project addresses the balancing of the forecasted increased amount of 
fluctuating and unpredictable electricity production in Europe. [1] 
It has been carried out in the framework of EU-FP6 by 10 European companies and 
universities headed by Aalborg University. It was concluded May, 31st 2007. 
A number of technologies with balancing potentials have been investigated using six chosen 
regions throughout Europe as cases. The methodology has been to analyse the balance of the 
electrical grid of each region as a whole and to compare various mixes of production and 
regulating technologies with respect to the ability to assist in minimizing either the need for 
forced exchange of power with the neighbouring regions or the total socio economic costs of 
electricity production of the region. 
                                                 
* Corresponding author 
In the scenario analyses used to identify the best technologies, optimal use of all parts of the 
electrical system has been assumed on an hourly basis for a whole year. This is a sound 
assumption to make when the purpose is to find the best solutions from a technical point of 
view, but it is of course an ideal, which it is difficult to achieve in practice. In parallel parts of 
the project the economic and bureaucratic barriers have been addressed. 
 
THE SIX REGIONS 
 
The following countries have been involved in the DESIRE project: Estonia, Denmark, 
Germany, Poland, Spain, UK. 
For each country a region suitable for simulation has been selected. The criteria used are: 
1. Large enough to include both fluctuating electricity production (e.g. wind turbines) and 
power plants with regulation capacity (Combined-Heat-and-Power plants - CHP) 
2. Small enough not to have important internal bottlenecks (one price area) 
3. Well defined boundaries. 
4. Available data (for 2004 plus forecasts for 2020). 
 
The results of the selection were: 
• Estonia - the whole country 
• Denmark  - the western part (Jutland and Funen) 
• Germany - the whole country 
• Poland - the whole country 
• Spain - the whole country (minus the islands) 
• UK - the southern part of Scotland (Fig. 1) 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. UK calculation region. 
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Simulations of the energy systems in the selected regions had a number of different purposes 
during the project: 
 
• Calculations of how the present and future energy systems can improve the 
capability of incorporating fluctuating electricity production (e.g. wind turbines) by 
optimising regulation strategies. 
• Calculations of how changes in the flexibility of the electricity production units 
(e.g. by increasing heat storages at CHP plants) influence the electricity balance in 
scenarios with growing share of fluctuating and unpredictable electricity producers. 
• Calculations of how changes in the flexibility of the electricity consumption (e.g. 
by the introduction of battery cars) influence the electricity balance in scenarios 
with growing share of fluctuating and unpredictable electricity producers. 
• Calculations of various scenarios concerning the question of establishing new 
international transmission lines versus increasing the flexibility of the production 
and consumption in the electricity system. 
 
The simulation software, EnergyPLAN, which has been developed by Aalborg University and 
other partners in the project, was used for the simulations. 
It is an input-output model, which uses data on capacities and efficiencies of the energy 
conversion units of the system and availability of fuels and renewable energy inputs. 
Hour by hour it calculates how the electricity and heat demands of society will be met under 
the given constraints and regulation strategies. 
Fig. 2 gives an impression of the functioning of the model. It is seen how it concentrates on 
the electrical system but incorporates other parts of the system which interact with it. 
The result of the calculation is a detailed knowledge on the production of the different units. 
From this, fuel consumption can be calculated and subsequently the socio-economic costs and 
CO2 emissions caused by the of meeting the demands of the society can be found. 
The model is described in detail in delivery D 1.5 of the DESIRE project [1]. It can be 
downloaded free of charge from [2] including a comprehensive manual. 
The process of collecting the necessary data and carrying out the reference calculations for 
2004 and 2020 is described in deliveries D 1.1 and D 1.3 [1]. 
In this process determination of fuel prices and electricity market prices for 2020 constituted a 
special problem. For all data official forecasts have been used when available, but the 
forecasts for prices depending on the oil price were too different. This can be explained by 
different attitudes regarding the development of the oil price. In Denmark and Spain, the 
official IEA forecast has been used, in which the present high level of oil prices is expected to 
be intermediate, while other countries have more pessimistic (realistic?) approaches. To make 
the calculations comparable it was decided to use two sets of standard data for oil, N-gas and 
electricity. A low price scenario, 2020a, corresponding to the first attitude (26 $/brl) and a 
high price scenario, 2020b, corresponding to the latter (100 $/brl). 
Examples of the assumed prices for N-gas and electricity is shown in figure 3. As the 
calculations are dealing with socio economy only, the shown prices are estimates of 
international wholesale market prices. On top of these prices an estimate of the 2020 price of 
CO2-certificates is taken into account (13,3 €/t). 
 
Figure 2. The EnergyPLAN model. 
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Figure 3. Assumed market prices. 
IMPORTANT BALANCING TECHNOLOGIES 
 
Electricity production technologies 
 
The most important production technology considered is the co-production of electricity and 
heat at small (< 25MW) or large power plants. In particular when such plants are equipped 
with heat stores corresponding to the daily heat production they have a very significant 
balancing potential apart from a high overall efficiency.  In Denmark this technology has been 
promoted for the last 20 years and a share of app. 60% of the total production of electricity 
has been achieved. The level in EU in general is much lower, but lately a specific promotion 
programme has been launched. The main reason for this is not the balancing potential but the 
fuel savings involved in the increase of overall efficiency. 
The technologies used for CHP are mainly N-gas engines at the small plants and extraction 
steam turbines at the large plants (mainly coal fired). 
In the project also micro turbines, fuel cells and stirling engines have been analysed for small 
plants or even households. 
Hydro turbines with reservoirs and eventual reverse pumping capacity also have large 
balancing capacities, but they have the disadvantage of being difficult to establish. The 
present plants can seldom be enlarged. 
 
Conversion and storing technologies 
 
The use of large heat pumps (> 1 MWe) at the CHP plants will enable these to shift from 
electricity production to electricity consumption in a matter of minutes without loosing the 
heat production capacity. If the efficiency of the heat pump is sufficient the overall efficiency 
of the system will not decrease. The only disadvantage is the investment and operation costs 
of the heat pump.(see German case below). 
Storing heat is simple but storing electricity is still difficult and expensive. The following 
technologies have been looked into: hydrogen and electrolysers, compressed air, reverse 
pumping, batteries (in particular in connection with battery cars – see Spanish case below). 
 
Regulating technologies 
 
Demand-Side-Management (DSM) has been analysed in particular in connection with 
heating, ventilating and cooling of houses. In this connection the use of district cooling has 
been considered. 
 
Use of interconnectors 
 
In principle imbalances in one region can be balanced by the neighbouring regions if 
interconnectors have sufficient capacity and commercial availability. This method is 
particularly relevant when the regions have different profiles regarding electricity production 
or consumption. The balancing of German wind power by Austrian hydro power is an 
example of such a situation.  The economic and physical planning difficulties in establishing 
new power lines, however, are huge and often internal measures as described above are 
preferable. (see Danish case below). 
 
THREE CASES 
 
Increasing capacity of interconnectors (Denmark) 
 
In order to investigate the economy in solving the balancing problem involved in a 
considerable increase of wind power in Denmark a situation is considered where the capacity 
of wind power is gradually increased from the present 20% to about 120% of the electricity 
demand. The economic consequence of doing this is shown below in figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Costs of production at various levels of wind power. 
 
It is seen how very high levels of wind power are profitable in the high price scenario, 
whereas a minimum level of costs is reached at a level of 12 TWh/year in the low price 
scenario. It is noted that socioeconomic costs only are considered and that a low interest rate 
of 3% without inflation is assumed. Often much higher rates are used for this kind of 
calculations causing much lower levels of renewable energy technologies to be feasible. The 
low rate is used for the following reasons: 
• This interest rate is close to the rate which is to day obtainable in Denmark for long 
term investments in e.g. insulation projects. 
• It resembles the rate used when long term environmental and health effects of energy 
investments are assessed. (like in the ExternE project [3]) 
• That long term energy investments compete with other investments like in the export 
industry and hence should ‘pay’ the same interest rate is an argument often used but 
not valid. Such other investments depend on cheap and reliable supply of energy. In 
other words: It might be that it is more profitable to invest in trains than in rails, but 
sooner or later this strategy will prove unsustainable.[4] 
 
Part of the reason for the falling marginal profit of wind power at higher levels of production 
is that the assumed capacity of interconnectors to Norway/Sweden and to Germany, 1700 
MW, becomes unable to balance the fluctuating production despite utilisation of the CHP´s 
for balancing (4850 MWe with 25 GWh thermal stores). This means that Critical Excess 
Electricity Production (CEEP) would occur if special measures, which are economically 
unwanted, were not taken into use. Table 1. shows the measures used in the above calculation 
to maintain the balance of the Western Denmark region in the case of 30 TWh/year wind 
power. It is stressed that the measures shown in table 1. are used at high levels of wind power 
only and only after all economically sound measures like making use of the heat stores of the 
CHP’s have been fully exploited. 
 
 
 
 
Table 1. Avoiding critical excess production at 30 TWh/year 
CEEP – reduction, TWh Low prices High prices 
Reduce CHP production, 
(increase boiler heat production)  
5,21 2,04 
Use electric boilers at CHP 4,01 4,38 
Reduce wind power by stopping 
wind turbines 
3,44 3,10 
 
The methods shown in table 1. are used from top to bottom, which means that the actual 
stopping of turbines is used as the last (and most uneconomic) resort. 
If an attempt is now made to solve the balancing problem at high levels of wind power by 
adding 1000 MW of new capacity to the interconnectors the following results are obtained. 
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Figure 5. Profit of increasing interconnector capacity with 1000 MW. 
 
It is seen that the additional capacity pays only in some situations. And it is noted that it does 
not pay in the situations where the wind power provides maximum benefit. Hence the 
investment is questionable. 
In the above calculation the total investment for the1000 MW interconnector is assumed to be 
300 M€. (lifetime 30 years, O&M 0,5% of investment). An interregional transmission line 
normally requires costly strengthening of the internal grid. The total cost in the actual case is 
based on analyses carried out by the Danish Energy Agency [5]. 
 
 
 
Adding heat pumps to combined-heat-and-power plants (Germany) 
 
The forecasts for electricity production in Germany for 2020 call for 23 GWe of CHP 
capacity and 45 GWe of wind turbines. They contribute 17% and 26% respectively of the 
electricity production (app. 500 TWh/year). 
This amount of wind power can easily be balanced. One reason for that is the strong 
interconnector capacity of 17 GW. 
It should be noted that critical excess electricity production will start to occur if the wind 
power share is increased to more than 50% of the demand. 
In this situation the effect of installing 5 GWe of heat pumps with a COP of 3 is investigated. 
The low temperature heat source could be condensing cooling of exhaust gas from N-gas 
engines.(e.g. 20 dg.C) stored in a low temperature heat storage. 
The economic result of this calculation is shown in figure 6. 
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Figure 6.  5 GWe heat pumps, Germany. 
 
Figure 6 shows that the investment in heat pumps pays in the high price scenario only. The 
hybrid effect of heat pumps and wind turbines,however, is seen by the way the heat pumps 
increase the marginal value of the wind power in the whole range of the variation (faster 
decrease of costs at increasing level of wind power). 
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Figure 7. CO2-effect of heat pumps. 
 
Finally the environmental effects of the heat pumps are assessed. It can be seen from figure 7 
that the heat pumps have a clear positive effect on CO2-emissions regardless of the prices and 
the wind power levels. This shows that they do not lower the overall efficiency of the system. 
 
Introducing battery cars (Spain) 
 
The projected situation for Spain in 2020 is that 25 GWe of wind power provides 22% of the 
total demand (app 380 TWh/year) while hydro power provides 9%, nuclear 17% and 
conventional power plants 41%. CHP is negligible.  
The hydro plants have some regulating capacity, but the conventional plants provide most of 
the balancing. The interconnectors to France, Portugal and Morocco are weak (total app. 2000 
MW). 
New technologies with balancing potential must be introduced if further increases in the wind 
power capacity are wanted. In this case the possibility of involving the transport section is 
investigated. The assumption is made that 20% of all cars will be changed to battery cars. The 
necessary electrical power to maintain the former amount of transport work is calculated to be 
13 TWh/year. Because of the high efficiency of battery cars compared to petrol cars this 
electricity in turn substitutes 60 TWh petrol and lower CO2 emission with 15,9 Mt CO2. The 
cost of the investment is assumed to be 80% more than the corresponding petrol car, which is 
valued at 11000 € (socio economic costs). It is underlined that the estimate of the extra cost 
prices is based on today’s technology. In 2020 they are probably much lower. 
To maximise the balancing use of the batteries in this great number of cars the so-called 
Vehicle-to-Generator (V2G) operation is assumed. According to this method the owners of 
the cars are motivated to keep the cars connected to the grid whenever they are not in use. 
This will make it possible for the system operators to load and to unload the batteries 
according to the balancing needs of the system. An intelligent control system in each car 
ensures that sufficient energy is available for the battery when it is needed by the owner. 
Figure 8. below shows how this function in practice. In the shown situation the left graph 
shows how the electricity demand is met in a situation with a high level of wind power, i.e. 
75% of total yearly demand and without the battery cars. The right graph shows how the 
batteries are used to lower the production of the power plants (yellow=storage). The energy 
for this purpose has been loaded into the batteries at times, where a surplus of power would 
otherwise have caused some turbines to be stopped. 
 
 
Figure 8. Production without (left) and with (right) battery cars.(RES12=wind power, 
RES34=hydro power and photo voltaic, PP=power plant). 
 
The economy of the investment and the operation of the cars are shown in figure 9. It shows 
that the heavy investment in the battery cars is not justified in the low price scenario, but in 
the high price scenario they provide a profit and a clear increase of the marginal profit of wind 
power. 
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Figure 9. Economy of battery cars. 
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Fig 10. CO2 emissions, battery cars. 
 
Finally figure 10 shows the effect on CO2 emissions of the battery cars. It can be seen that the 
decrease of emissions is not just due to the fuel substitution. It increases with higher levels of 
wind power because the regulating capacity becomes more and more important. 
 
NECESSARY STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN THE DISTRIBUTION NETWORK 
 
The energyPLAN scenario calculations referred to above assume that a perfect market (or a 
centralised control system) allocates the production capacities hour by hour in a way which 
ensures either minimum excess electricity production or minimum socio economic costs of 
production. This is a sound methodology when the aim is to compare the potential of different 
capacity mixes or different control strategies, but it does not give a realistic picture of the 
functioning of the partially liberalised electricity market today. 
The reasons for this are analysed in a number of deliveries of the DESIRE project [1]. 
However, this situation is being improved as both the markets and the technical systems are 
changing at considerable speed in the direction of more intelligence and flexibility. 
 
This process has been studied by a number of EU projects and lately in the EU SmartGrid 
Technology Platform, which was launched in April 2006. The text below and in Figure 11  
show how the process involves many topics from microgrids to Smarter use of transmission 
lines. 
 
 
 
The platform in turn relies partly on the finding of the projects in the FP5 cluster: IRED.  
Among them DISPOWER and CRISP. 
 
Figure 11. SmartGrids. 
 
It is seen from these studies that the aim of the mentioned process is not just to improve the 
ability to incorporate fluctuating electricity sources but also to minimise the need for new 
costly interconnectors and – most of all – to improve the supply security in ‘open’ systems 
with many operators. There are two main headlines for this studies: a) more powerful 
communication networks. b) a change from AC distribution systems towards DC systems 
involving HVSC (high voltage semi conductors). The first can provide more flexible and 
efficient balancing of fluctuating electricity productions. The latter can provide cheaper and 
more effective transmission and distribution systems with less environmental impact 
(underground cables). 
In Denmark, where the need for changes is big because of the high share of wind power, a 
large scale pilot test is ongoing with a new way of organising the distribution system – the 
cell system. It is described in detail in ref [6].  
The idea is to equip a distribution area at the medium voltage level (60 kV) with an extensive 
information network connecting all producers and a number of large consumers. This will 
create a semi-independent ‘cell’ where automatic balancing of as well active as reactive 
power can take place. In case of voltage break-downs at the higher levels of the transmission 
system this cell can disconnect itself and continue operation in ‘island’ mode. The cell is 
situated in the Holsted area in Southern Jutland and encompass as well wind turbines as 
CHP’s. [7] 
Similar projects are under way in Australia and USA where a combination of new 
decentralised power plants (mainly N-gas combined cycle), high peak demands caused by air 
condition and a liberalised marked have caused a decreasing security of supply.[8] 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
A: The scenario calculations of the future electricity supply in different parts of Europe 
performed in the DESIRE project show that economic balancing of production and supply in 
the regions can only be achieved by carefully planning the combination of production units 
with different characteristica. A specific technology cannot be assessed alone, but only as part 
of a mix in a complete scenario analysis. The economy in establishing new transmission lines 
with the purpose of interregional balancing must also be analysed carefully as it depends 
strongly on the dynamic behaviour of the grids in the regions involved. Often such new 
transmission lines cannot compete economically with measures to improve the internal 
balancing potential of the regions involved. Part of the reason for this is the large costs and 
long planning periods involved in the strengthening of the internal transmission networks 
which are necessary to distribute the increased exports and imports. 
 
B: Fundamental changes in the electricity production and distribution systems are taking place 
for the following main reasons: 
• Development of cheaper and more effective information technology 
• Development of more effective and flexible power transmission systems (DC) 
• A need to incorporate larger shares of fluctuating and unpredictable electricity 
productions (RES) and combined-heat-and-power (CHP) 
• A wish to open and liberalise the electricity markets 
These developments are not in conflict. An example: The improved information systems 
which are needed to secure safe operation of decentralised production can also be used for 
advanced market functions. This can secure optimal allocation of production units and 
effective balancing of fluctuating productions. 
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Abstract 
There has been discussion about the extent to which combined heat and power 
(CHP) plants with thermal stores are suitable for sustainable energy production and, 
under certain conditions, for integration of wind energy. At the moment, in the UK 
the development of this type of plants is limited. This paper analyses the economics 
and optimum size of (CHP) operating with gas engines and thermal stores in British 
market conditions assuming that all electricity is exported to the public electricity 
supply. This is achieved using energyPRO software. It is shown that the use of 
thermal stores could make the practice of exporting electricity from CHP plant much 
more profiatble in the UK. Hence this system can improve the overall economics of 
CHP in the UK. The optimal size of CHP plant (exporting its electricity to the grid) 
for a heat load of 20000 MWh per year is found to be a 3MWe gas engine with a 7.8 
MWh thermal store. In this case the analysis reveals that the use of thermal store more 
than doubles the return on investments (as measured in net present value). It is 
concluded that thermal stores will make CHP plants more economic in present British 
circumstances; therefore, in the future CHP with thermal stores could potentially offer 
a flexible strategy to integrate fluctuating wind power production as is currently 
practiced in Denmark. 
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1. Introduction 
Combined heat and power is the simultaneous production of electricity and heat. 
Combined heat and power plants (CHP) produce energy in an efficient way by 
decreasing the fuel consumption while producing the same amount of electricity and 
heat with the conventional generation, where electricity and heat are produced in 
separate plants1,2. For this reason, CHP and renewable energy sources are the focus of 
recent research on innovative concepts for sustainable energy production3,4,5. 
Furthermore, CHP technology can be combined with thermal stores which allow the 
CHP to generate electricity when power prices are high, and go offline when prices 
are low. They allow CHP plant to store heat when it is not needed, and they allow 
CHP plant to go offline because heat load can still be met from the stores. CHP plants 
with big thermal stores offer the possibility for integrating wind energy into the 
electricity network. This is an established practice for dealing with wind energy 
fluctuations in Denmark6,7,8. 
 In the longer term, it is likely to be the case that there will be greater demand in 
the UK to seek the most cost-effective means of integrating fluctuating renewable 
energy production. The Government has a target of deriving 20 per cent of UK 
electricity from renewable energy by the year 2020. However, currently in the UK 
there are not enough CHP plants with thermal stores for wind energy integration9. 
Although work has been done to analyse the optimum economic size of thermal stores 
and CHP plant in other countries10,11 and various optimization tool have been 
developed12,13 little work has so far been done to analyse what the optimum sizes of 
plant and store are in the UK. However, there are widespread calls for more 
decentralised CHP in the UK and indeed there is a Government-backed demonstration 
programme, the community energy programme, to support such developments in the 
domestic and services sectors14.   
This paper investigates, using the energyPRO15,16 software Excel spreadsheets 
the optimum design of CHP plants with thermal stores in the UK. This assumes recent 
UK conditions of heat demands, energy prices and plant performance and costs. 
energyPRO calculates the operation income of a selected plant configuration and 
Excel is used for the calculation of the Net Present Value (NPV) of the investments 
which is the criterion for the selection of the optimum plant configuration. Net present 
value is the discounted financial gain that is derived after various costs, including 
capital repayment costs, have been paid. A sensitivity analysis regarding the heat 
demand profile as well as the investment and operational and maintenance costs has 
also been conducted. 
 
We carry out this study in the following order. We discuss how, in practical 
terms, CHP units can operate effectively with thermal stores. Then we discuss the 
workings of the energyPRO software which we use to analyse the most cost-effective 
sizes of gas engine CHP and thermal stores. We then describe out output-input-
assumptions for the software model followed by the process by which we did the 
analysis with the software. We then discuss our results and come to a conclusion.  
 
2. Background– Possible Use of CHP and thermal stores 
In contrast to conventional power stations where the temperature of waste heat 
emitted is too low to make any use of it, in combined heat and power plants the heat 
from the engine is obtained while it is still at high temperature and it can thus be used 
for the production of industrial process steam or the heating of industrial and domestic 
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premises, the so called district heating2. While the efficiency of the electricity 
production is thus reduced the overall thermal efficiency of the plant is significantly 
increased.  
 
It has been observed, in Scandinavian studies, that the installation of a device for 
storing heat in CHP plant can be desirable on economic grounds. This heatstore is 
typically called thermal store or heat accumulator17. The thermal store is used for 
short term energy storage. It is a tank with a zone of hot water at the top and a zone of 
cold water at the bottom18. The two zones are separated due to the stratification effect 
with an approximately 1 metre high non-usable separation layer. The water content in 
the tank is constant in terms of weight and is independent of the energy content. When 
charging the thermal store hot water is supplied in the top of the tank simultaneously 
with extraction of the same amount of cold return water at the bottom. The process is 
reversed when discharging. The thermal store is connected to the district heating 
system between the CHP plant and the district heating network. When the heat 
production is higher that the heat consumption the thermal store is charged and it is 
discharged in the opposite case.  
 
Thermal storage is a way of dealing with the mismatch between the electricity 
and heat demand. Typically, the electricity demand is high during morning and 
afternoon, lower during the rest hours of the daytime and even lower during nigh-
time, weekends and holidays. This variation is reflected on the electricity prices, 
especially prices for exporting electricity to the public supply system.  
 
Typically much electricity generated by CHP plant is consumed ‘in-house’. A 
major problem in the UK is that  electricity export prices have often not been high 
enough to justify generation by CHP plant for the purpose of exporting electricity to 
the grid. However, use of thermal stores may make this a more profitable exercise. 
This is a key focus of our investigations, and in order to simplify our model, we make 
our calculations assuming that all electricity is exported.  
 
Consequently the prices of the produced or consumed electricity may vary 
significantly with the time of the day. The heat demand is usually low during the 
summer and higher during winter. The CHP is worth running when the electricity 
price is high. If the heat demand is low (e.g. summer daytime), the excess heat is 
stored in the thermal store. The stored heat can then be used when the electricity 
demand and therefore the electricity price are low and it is not economical to run the 
CHP (e.g. night-time). In other cases, the heat stored when the production exceeds the 
demand the heat can be used when the heat produced by the CHP is not enough to 
meet the heat load (e.g. winter). If there was no thermal store we would have to size 
the gas engine to meet the minimum heat demand or to stop or modulate the engine in 
order to avoid dumping the extra heat. Part load operation of the engine is undesirable 
because it reduces the engine efficiency. Large numbers of engine starts and stops has 
a significant negative effect on the performance and the lifetime of the engine19. 
Nevertheless the belief that gas engines are are able to start and stop with lower 
negative costs, in addition to their relatively low capital costs for small units, accounts 
for their widespread use in Denmark as the basis of CHP plant with thermal stores. 
 
A further, interesting use of CHP plants with big thermal stores regarding 
sustainable energy production is for balancing the electricity production from 
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renewable energy sources. This kind of operation presupposes that the CHP plants are 
decentralised CHP plants and therefore do not deliver frequency or voltage 
stabilization. This is the case in Denmark, where the wind penetration is high and the 
electricity production from wind turbines is sometimes as high as the electricity 
demand in the whole Denmark 6,7,8: Decentralised CHP plants with thermal stores are 
at present being used, (indirectly, via the electricity spot market), to balance 
fluctuating wind energy output. The CHP plants might in the nearby future be widely 
used for offering system balancing for fluctuating wind energy outputs. The process is 
described briefly here. 
 In cases of a sudden increase in electricity production from the wind turbines, it 
is possible for the decentralised CHP plants to shut down some engines to reduce the 
amount of electricity produced. Due to the big thermal storage capacity the Danish 
CHP plants can still deliver heat. In other occasions, the wind turbines may fail to 
produce the expected amount of electricity. For example, they may have to shut down 
because of an approaching hurricane. As much as 1500MW20 can then be obtained 
from CHP plants since their big thermal stores will be able to accommodate the 
excess heat produced simultaneously. Consequently large CHP and thermal storage 
capacities are required for this type of operation . This method of integrating 
fluctuating productions can be achieved if there is the possibility for CHP plants with 
thermal stores to aggregate and to act as a ‘virtual big power plant’1.  
Clearly this concept presupposes that there exists an electricity market in the 
country which allows this type of aggregation. In addition there has to be a sufficient 
number of CHP plats with thermal stores, of the required size, to aggregate. The 
investigation of the market conditions in the UK that allow for the aggregation of the 
CHP units is beyond the scope of this study.  
In the UK, at present, most of the CHP capacity is industrial CHP. Such plant 
does not normally have thermal store. In addition, industrial CHP plants deliver steam 
and therefore have to follow the steam demand which makes them inflexible and 
unsuitable for wind turbine integration in the utility network. Therefore, in the UK 
CHP plants suitable for the integration of wind energy have yet to be developed and 
as mentioned earlier, there are calls for the amount of non-industrial ‘community’ 
CHP to be built up. We define community CHP broadly as being CHP deployed in the 
non-industrial sector. The key difference with industrial CHP is that the bulk of the 
heat load is likely to be concerned with delivering heated water for heating, and other 
hot water requirements. This concern with delivering hot water means that thermal 
stores could be an important part of community CHP developments. Hence it is 
important to analyse the extent to which thermal stores could make such strategies of 
decentralised CHP more economic. 
 
In order to assess the optimum sizes of engines and thermal stores and the 
improvement in plant economics, it is useful to conduct an analysis using variable 
electricity tariffs that are available in British electricity markets for exported 
electricity from CHP plant. This is what we do in this paper. 
 
3. energyPRO 
energyPRO15,16 is an input/output software tool which is used for modelling 
energy systems. It can consider an unlimited amount of demands and energy units. 
energyPRO allows for changes in the modelled energy systems and the operation 
strategy in order to determine the optimal productions. In this work the energyPRO 
has been used for one year calculations. The input data that have to be specified for a 
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study are the types of demands, like electricity, heat and cooling demands, the fuels, 
the specifications of energy units (production units and the thermal store) and the 
operation strategy. There is a decision table which is used to describe the priority 
amongst energy production units in all different specified periods of plant operation. 
In addition, the economy calculations should also be specified. There are several sorts 
of input data for the economy calculations depending on the nature of the study. In 
this work the input has been restricted to the revenues and the operating costs. The 
output includes the results of the calculations regarding the income from operation 
and the energy conversion. The latter refers to annually and monthly results of the 
energy productions, hours of operation, number of starts and fuel consumption of the 
production units. 
 
The calculations in energyPRO are carried out, typically on hourly steps. 
However, instead of calculating the energy productions in a chronological order, the 
software calculates, productions of the most favourable periods for the whole year, as 
those are defined by the user. As a consequence, before being accepted, each new 
planned production is carefully checked sothat it will not disturb already planned 
productions with higher priorities. 
The non-chronological operation is based on the concept of the division of the 
year in periods of priority. The prioritization is done according to the electricity prices 
most of the times. Then the operation strategy of the production units can be 
determined. As a result, in energyPRO the production is prioritised by the user 
according to the following argument: First production by the unit of the highest 
priority, one of the gas engines for example for the most favourable period, say the 
period with the highest electricity prices. This production is set by the user to have 
priority number 1. The second priority, priority number 2, corresponds again to a 
production unit and a period characterized by certain electricity tariffs. The rest of the 
priorities are established in a similar manner.  
The software goes through the whole year six times for each priority number, 
performing the following loops10,16.  In the first loop it tries to fill the production gaps. 
If for example a day had two periods characterised by high electricity prices, then an 
attempt is made by the software to keep the unit running during the intervening period 
. If not successful, all productions for these calculation periods in between will be 
inserted. In the third loop the production unit is forced to start in periods that they 
have the highest priority amongst the periods that they have not yet been calculated. 
This applies even if they are not neighbouring periods to those already calculated. In 
the forth loop, the production unit is forced to start when the fuel storage is full. In the 
fifth loop, the production unit is forced to start when the thermal store is empty. 
Finally in the sixth loop there is an attempt to produce during the periods that  have 
not been examined yet, if there are any. 
 
4. Input-Assumptions 
The assumptions refer to the input data used in the energyPRO as well as the 
investments in the new equipment, gas engine(s) and thermal store and represent a 
generic case of current UK situation. The key technical assumptions are summarized 
in Table 1 and the key economical assumptions in Table 2. 
 
Outdoor temperature 
The outdoor temperature affects heat demand. Average daily data of outdoor 
temperature from Central England have been used in this study in order to consider 
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the most general case. The data have been obtained from the energyPRO files (Test 
Reference Year). 
 
Heat demand 
The total heat demand was assumed to be 20,000MWh a year. 
A typical heat demand profile has been assumed here9 which is more 
representative of University campuses in the UK9. 
In the colder months, there are on a typical University campus a number of 
experiments that have to be kept warm at night, while the majority of units like 
teaching rooms, lecture theatres, offices, sports facilities, restaurants, would all have 
no requirement for heat during the night. Therefore a ratio of 2:1 daytime to night-
time demand has been assumed. 
Given that University campuses are usually compact, network losses are 
expected to be between 20% and 10%. The same percentages are expected for the 
summer heat demand for hot water, as there is only a small demand for hot water if 
there are no residential blocks on the site. Therefore, in overall, 25% of the heat 
demand is assumed here to be independent of the outdoor temperature, while the rest 
75% of the total heat demand is assumed to be dependent linearly on ambient 
temperature between September and May inclusive. The reference temperature for the 
dependent demand is also required as input by software in order for the demand to be 
distributed after a simple degree-day method16. The reference temperature is the 
temperature below which room heating is initiated. For the UK the reference or the so 
called base temperature, is typically considered to be 15.5oC21.  At this value of 
ambient temperature most UK buildings can heat themselves without the need for 
supplementary heating, due to the internal gains from occupants and equipment and 
the solar gains through the building fabric – walls and windows. 
 
Gas engines  
Gas engines of 2MW and 3MW have been considered to get total CHP 
capacities between 2 and 4 MW. The largest natural gas engines currently available in 
the UK market22,23 are 3MW capacity. As indicative values of efficiency22,23 for the 
gas engines, 38% electrical efficiency and 40% heat efficiency have been assumed, 
when the energy input is measured in gross calorific value (GCV). The engines in this 
study are assumed to have the same efficiency which is a good approximation given 
that they differ little in size. 
It has also been assumed that the gas engine(s) is not available for 4 days twice a 
year either for maintenance purposes or due to grid failure. Due to the negative effects 
of starting and stopping the engine frequently, it is desirable to consider solutions with 
a reduced number of starts of the engines. To this end a restriction has been 
introduced, according to which the minimum operational time of the engine is set to 
two hours. 
 
Boilers 
In UK boiler plants typically run standard boilers9,27 and the existing systems are 
not designed for the low temperatures required for the condensing boilers24,25. For this 
reason in the general case that is examined in this work a plant with standard boilers 
has been considered. However, it should be mentioned that recent regulations are 
pushing for higher efficiency in boilers26. 
Typical efficiency value of a standard natural gas boiler used in UK plants is 
80% to 85% in gross calorific value for 2.5-3 MW boiler size27,28. It is common 
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practice in applications to use more than one boiler of smaller capacities than one big 
boiler. In this way, firstly, there are always boilers available for operation in case one 
is out of order for maintenance purposes and secondly more control can be achieved 
on the resulting temperature since the change in the output by starting up a new boiler 
is small. The disadvantage is that increasing number of boilers will increase the 
operational and maintenance costs and therefore there is always a compromise to be 
made. According to the above arguments, it has been assumed that the plant consists 
of 3 boilers of 82% efficiency. 
 
Fuel 
The fuel used for the boilers and the gas engine is natural gas. The heat value of 
the natural gas22 is 10.73 kWh/Nm3 in gross calorific value. 
 
 The thermal store 
The temperature difference in the thermal store is the difference between the hot 
zone of the thermal store and the cold zone at the bottom of the thermal store. This 
difference in the UK is 30oC9. Part of the thermal storage is not used in daily 
operation. Therefore there is an effective used volume or net volume. The percentage 
of the net volume has been set to be 90% of the total volume of the thermal store. 
These settings allow the software to associate the volume of the thermal store with the 
heat capacity. For example, a 100m3 thermal store has thermal storage capacity of 3.1 
MWh.  
 
Periods of priority 
The year is divided in periods of priority which are set according to the 
electricity prices. Therefore, each period is characterized by a fixed electricity price. 
 
 Operation strategy 
The production of the gas engine during the hours of the highest electricity 
prices is set to be the production of the highest priority (priority number 1). In the 
case of a plant with more than one gas engines both gas engines are set to have the 
same priority for production during a particular group of hours characterized by a 
certain electricity price. The gas boilers are prioritised after the gas engines. 
The gas engine(s) is only allowed to operate at full load and it is allowed to 
produce heat in the thermal store. The boilers can operate either at full load or part 
load and they are not allowed to produce in the thermal store. 
 
Revenues-expenditures 
The revenues are from the heat and electricity sales. The expenditures are for the 
fuel used and the operational and maintenance costs of the gas engines and the 
boilers. The gas cost and electricity sale prices that are used in this study are 
approximate values indicative of costs observed in various UK applications for the 
years 2005-2006 and they do not refer to all particular applications. It is not possible 
to produce benchmarks to cover all applications although some data, such as 
operating costs, have been generated by some studies in a generic fashion which we 
cite elsewhere in this study.  
For a boiler plant the cost of the gas includes the climate change levy (CCL). 
The CCL29 is a tax which came into effect on the 1st of April 2001, and applies to 
energy used in the non-domestic sector, that is industry, commerce and the public 
administration sector. There are several exemptions from the levy in order to support 
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energy efficiency schemes and renewable sources of energy.  A boiler plant is not 
exempted from the CCL and has therefore to pay £1.5/MWh for the gas consumed.  
 
In contrast to boiler plants, CHP schemes are exempted from the CCL on the 
energy use if they are assessed as being ‘good quality’29,30 CHP. There are two key 
parameters for assessing a CHP scheme; the power efficiency and the Quality Index 
(QI). A scheme that qualifies as Good Quality CHP for its entire annual energy input 
is one where the power efficiency equals or exceeds 20%. The power efficiency is 
defined as the ratio of the total annual electricity output of the scheme to the total 
annual fuel energy input and it is based on the gross calorific value of input fuel. A 
scheme that qualifies as good quality CHP for its entire annual power output is one 
where the QI equals or exceeds 100. The Quality index of the plant is an indicator of 
the energy efficiency and the environmental performance of the scheme. It takes 
account of the fact that power supplied is more valuable than heat supplied30.  
energyPRO allows for the calculation of the QI of the plants. 
 In the cases of the CHP plants examined here the plant is always qualified for 
CLL exemption.  
 
The price at which the plant sells the heat is assumed to be equal to the cost of 
producing 1kWh heat with the boilers. This cost includes the cost of the gas and the 
operational and maintenance costs of the boilers. 
 
The electricity is sold at variable tariffs9. There is price variation during the day 
and during the year with high prices during the daytime and in winter and low prices 
during the night and during summer. The tariff profile considered in this work is 
applies to an example of plants with capacities 2.5 to 3.5 MW. We use this as the best 
data to hand, in the absence of representative data. The fact is that tariff profiles are, 
in any case, not publicly avialable. For reasons of commercial confidentiality we 
cannot publish our example in full, but we can give an idea of the range. Figure 1 
shows a comparison between the highest peak and the lowest off peak electricity 
tariffs in February. 3.4 £/MWh has been added to the prices to account for incomes in 
respect of the CCL  exemption that applies to electricity exported by CHP plant. This 
amount is 80% of 4.3 £/MWh, and is typical of the contract offer from electricity 
suppliers29.  
 
It should be noted that there is a minimum acceptable electricity price for a 
given gas price. This is the price at which the boiler and the gas engine are producing 
heat at the same price. At lower electricity prices the boilers are producing heat 
cheaper than the gas engine and in this case we should not run the gas engine. This 
minimum accepted electricity price has been calculated in our model to be 
£29.4/MWhel. Similarly, there is a maximum electricity price for a given gas price, 
above which it is better to dump heat using a device like a cooling tower (if the 
thermal store is full). This maximum electricity price is equal to the cost of producing 
1MWh electricity with the gas engine and it includes the cost of the consumed gas 
and the operational and maintenance cost of the engine. This price has been calculated 
to be £55.7/MWhel.  
 
The operation and maintenance costs of the engines are assumed to be 
dependent on the size of the engine22. The operational and maintenance costs of the 
range of the engines considered here engines considered here are estimated to be 
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within the range of £5.5 to £6.5 /MWhel and these values can be considered 
representative of an average UK situation. The starting and stopping of the engine 
during the operation of the unit is done automatically and there is not additional cost 
involved. 
 
Typical operational and maintenance costs27 of 2.5-3 MW boilers are £250 per 
year for cleaning. In the case of larger boilers that require more time for cleaning the 
cost will be doubled. It will cost £500 per year to maintain the burners. In this study, 
there are three boilers in the plant, so the operation and maintenance cost of the 
boilers will be £2,500 per year. 
 
Investments 
As in the case of the operation and maintenance cost and the electricity prices 
the investment cost assumed in this application are typical UK costs. 
The capital cost of one MW engine including installation and the additional 
equipment needed (heat exchangers, chimney etc) is 500,000 £/MW for 1MW engine 
and it is reduced for bigger engines22. 
The investment cost in the thermal store9 is 714 £/m3. 
The lifetime of the investments is taken to be 15 years and the discount rate 5%. 
These are used because they are common parameters for assessment of large 
scale energy projects in the UK financed through project finance31. Small companies 
may require more rapid rates of return, but there is some benefit in using parameters 
also used for large power projects since we can use the analysis to compare the 
economics of CHP with other power projects. 
 
5. Methodology 
The reference plant is assumed to be a natural gas boiler plant which covers the 
total annual heat demand. The various plant designs examined in this study are 
compared with this reference plant. The expenditures of the reference plant equal the 
revenues since it has been assumed that the heat is sold at a price equal to the 
production cost. It is assumed, in the first simulation with energyPRO, that this plant 
invests in a 2MW gas engine and a small, 1.6 MWh (50 m3) thermal store. In the new 
plant, the production of gas engine will meet part of the heat demand, either directly, 
or indirectly, through the thermal store. The latter refers to the heat stored during the 
time of production to be used later on when the heat demand exceeds the production 
of the engine or when the engine is off.  
The heat is sold at the same price as before and the electricity is sold at variable 
tariffs presented in section 4 of this paper under the heading ‘Revenues-
Expenditures’.  
 
The software calculates the annual income of the plant and this value is used as 
input in an Excel file to calculate the present value (PV) and the net present value 
(NPV) of the investments in the gas engine and thermal store. The net present value 
(NPV) is the present value minus the capital cost of the investments. So, as has been 
mentioned earlier, the net present value represents the net financial benefits derived 
from the project after taking into account the cost of the plant and after discounting 
the net income from the revenue stream. 
The next step is to consider investment in the 2MW engine and larger sizes of 
thermal stores. The operation income is calculated each time in the energyPRO and 
the NPV of each alternative configuration in Excel. The optimum solution is the one 
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that corresponds to the maximum NPV. The process is repeated for CHP sizes of 3 
and 4MW.  Hence we consider 1x2MW engine, 1x3MW engine and 2x2MW engines 
plant taking into account the availability of the gas engines in the UK as mentioned 
earlier.  
A sensitivity analysis is carried out regarding the heat demand by comparing 
with a case study heat demand variation. The calculations, therefore, for the plant 
which runs only boilers in order to cover 20,000MW heat demand annually are 
repeated in the energyPRO for heat demand assumed to follow the same monthly 
variation with the heat demand32 in the Kings Buildings CHP scheme in Edinburgh 
University. The daytime to night-time ratio is assumed to be the same with the heat 
demand of the general case28. 
The reference temperature was calculated from the monthly average values of 
the heat demand at the site and the monthly average temperatures of East Scotland 
obtained from the met office website33. The reference temperature was found 12.9oC 
as opposed to 15.5oC, which was the reference temperature assumed in the general 
case. Assuming 1.16MW constant hot water and network loss the fraction of the 
dependent demand was calculated to be 61%, which is smaller than the fraction 
assumed in the general case. Different alternatives of gas engine-and thermal store 
were investigated and the net present values of each investment were again calculated 
in Excel. 
 
Further sensitivity analysis was carried out regarding the investment cost of the 
gas engines and thermal stores and the operational and maintenance costs of the gas 
engines.  Danish figures34 have been used for this analysis for comparison, since 
Denmark is leading in terms of integrating distributed production into the national 
electricity production system8. This correspond to 20% reduction in the investment 
cost of the gas engine, 72% reduction in the investment cost of the thermal store and 
in 18% reduction in the operational and maintenance costs of the engines. Prices like 
these might occur in a future UK market with a high dissemination of these systems. 
 
6. Results and discussion 
Figure 2 shows three curves representing CHP sizes between 2 and 4 MW. Each 
curve shows the NPV as a function of increased storage capacity. It can be seen that 
the NPV increases in the beginning by adding storage capacity and then falls as the 
cost of expanding the heat storage becomes higher than the benefit. The optimal 
design is the point of the curve that results in the highest NPV. The optimum 
investment in gas engine and thermal store for a plant which uses only boilers to meet 
20000 MWh annual heat load is the investment in 1x3MW engine and 7.8 MWh 
(250m3) thermal store. In this case the net present value was found to be £804,231 for 
the 15 years lifetime of investments and 5% discount rate. In addition, it has been 
found that the engine covers 85% of the annual heat demand in a year and runs 61% 
of the time. The optimum size of thermal store for the 2MW engine is 4.7MWh 
(150m3) and the engine covers smaller percentage of annual heat demand, 67.7%, and 
runs fewer hours a year, 73.2%. The optimum size of thermal store for a 2x2 MW 
engine is 6.3 MWh (200m3) and the engines cover larger amount of heat demand, 
94.6%.  
Clearly there are various combinations of engine sizes that give a total capacity 
of 2MW, 3MW or 4MW. The effect of the different combinations on the Net Present 
Value of the investment will depend on the efficiency and size relationship of the 
engines and the pricing mechanisms regarding the investment and operation and 
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maintenance costs in relation to the engine size. The pricing policy assumed here 
favours the use of one large engine instead of more engines of smaller capacity. On 
the other hand the assumption that the efficiency is independent of the size of the 
engine favours the use of smaller engines instead of one big since smaller engines 
have lower efficiencies. Furthermore it can be seen that the bigger the engine the 
bigger becomes the optimum size of thermal store (e.g. the 3MW engine needs 
7.8MWh thermal store for optimum operation while the 2MW needs 3.1).  However, 
the use of several small engines instead of one bigger leads to smaller optimum 
storage size since, one of the small engines can operate during low heat demand with 
out the need of big thermal store. This is why the 3MW plant needs smaller thermal 
store for optimum operation than the 2X2MW plant.  
It is important to note that the addition of thermal storage makes more larger 
CHP units more economic; e.g. without thermal store the 2MW CHP would be better 
investment than the 3MW (Figure 2). 
It should also be noted that the addition of a thermal store makes a considerable 
improvement to the economic functioning of the CHP plant. As can be seen in Figure 
2 without the thermal store the NPV of the 3MWe plant is less than £350,000 whilst if 
it works with the optimal size of thermal store the NPV is over £800, 000. Hence the 
(NPV) financial benefit of having the thermal store compared to not having the 
thermal store approaches half a million pounds And is more than doubled in size. 
 
It has been commented that, because of the administrative changes brought in 
during the latest stages of electricity market liberalisation, the effective export tariffs 
available for small CHP plant have been lower compared to electricity prices on the 
main wholesale electricity markets20. This is essentially because they have to sell to 
third parties who discount the value of the electricity compared to what is available to 
power stations through power exchange trading.  
 
It has been calculated that, were a regulatory reform introduced to give the same 
variable tariffs to small generators that is available through power exchanges, then 
income from electricity export sales would increase by around 30 per cent compared 
to the figures used in this study20. This would improve the economics of the use of 
thermal stores with gas engines still further. 
 
It is useful to present how the CHP plants operate according to the input settings 
in the energyPRO. Figure 3 shows a production graph from the energyPRO of one 
week winter operation of the optimum plant. The upper curve shows the variation in 
the electricity tariffs. The next curve shows the heat productions of the gas engines 
and the boilers as well as the heat demand (heat consumption). The bottom curve 
gives the expected content of thermal energy in heat storage. It can be seen that the 
engine runs when the electricity prices are high while at night (when the prices are 
low), the engine may stop for some hours. In addition, it can be seen, that, the engine 
turns on only when it can operate continuously for at least two hours. When the 
engine(s) produces more than the heat demand then the extra heat is stored in the 
thermal store if there is space. When the engine is off, or when it does not produce 
enough heat to meet the demand, the heat from the thermal store is used in order to 
cover the heat demand. In case there is more heat needed, the boilers turn on to meet 
the demand. In detail: 
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On Monday at 00:00 the heat from the engine is not enough to meet the heat 
demand and the heat from the thermal store is used. At 6:00 the thermal store is 
completely empty and the boilers turn on to meet the demand that is not covered by 
the engine. The boilers are running until 21:00. After 21:00, the engine itself can 
cover the heat demand until the midnight. Then the heat demand drops and the engine 
produces more heat that is needed. As a result the thermal store starts to fill in. At a 
latter stage, on Wednesday at 00:00-02:00 that the engine is off the heat is provided 
only by the thermal store.  
It is important to investigate the effect of the variable electricity tariffs on the 
optimization of the plant operation. 
Without the variation in the electricity tariffs the operation of the CHP plant 
would be as shown in Figure 4. It should be noted that in Figure 4 the curve with the 
electricity tariffs has been omitted here because a fixed tariff is assumed: 
The engine stops only when the thermal store is full, for example on Wednesday 
at 3:00. The engine starts again whenever it is possible to operate continuously for 
two hours-as it set in the input- without the need to dump heat. When this condition 
applies and the engine starts again to operate, the thermal store may be either 
completely empty, like, for example, on Wednesday at 7:00, or party empty, like, for 
example, on Sunday at 4:00. If this condition does not apply, and the thermal store is 
empty, it is the only case that the heat will be provided exclusively by the boilers.  
Having prioritized the production according to variable electricity tariffs the 
above operation is modified as it can be seen in Figure 3. The engine does not stop 
only when the thermal store is full like on Tuesday at 00:00; it also stops when the 
thermal store is partly empty and further operation of the engine during the following 
hours is going to prevent its operation at a latter stage during hours of better 
electricity prices (higher priority). This is the case on Wednesday at 4:00, when the 
engine stops so that the operation is possible between 7:00-24:00 when the electricity 
prices are higher. The same principle, together with the requirement of the engine 
being able to run for at least two hours without the need to dump heat, determine 
when the engine turns on; if the engine should not turn on, and yet there is still a need 
for heat then the boilers start. It is possible in this case, that only the boilers are 
running while the gas engine is off and the thermal store empty, like for example on 
Friday 6:00-8:00. In this case, the operation of the boilers during the hours of low 
electricity tariffs allows for the operation on the engine during the consecutive hours 
8:00-19:00. 
Clearly the highest the difference in the electricity tariffs between day and night 
the most pronounced the benefit of using thermal storage. 
In UK the development of CHP with gas engines is made more economic if it is 
done with thermal stores given that the variable rates of electricity tariffs apply. The 
reason is that the high difference of electricity tariffs between day and night makes it 
possible to take advantage of the thermal storage ability of the plant in order to exploit 
the high electricity rates during the day. It becomes more economic for the engine to 
run for a larger part of the year.  
 
In the case of heat demand variation similar with that at Kings Blds in Edinburg, 
the optimum investment is a 1x3MW engine, that is the same size with the general 
case and 4.7 MWh (150 m3) thermal store (Figure 5), as opposed to the larger thermal 
store of the general case. In addition the NPVs are higher for all engine and thermal 
store sizes compared to the general case. The reason for finding smaller thermal store 
as optimum investment, is, that the heat demand variation is smother between winter 
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and summer than in the general case, with higher heat demand in summer and lower 
heat demand in winter, as shown in Figure 6. For the same reason the engine is 
running more hours during the year (65%) and covers higher percentage of the annual 
heat demand (91%) in the case of Kings Blds heat demand variation.  
  
Now we will discuss the results from the sensitivity analysis regarding the 
investment costs in gas engines and thermal store as well as the operational and 
maintenance costs of the gas engines. Figure 7 shows the results of investment in 
2x2MW gas engines and in a 3MW engine when the costs mentioned above are 
similar with those in Denmark. In this case, it is better to invest in larger gas engine 
capacity and a larger thermal store; the 2x2MW engine with 12.5MWh (400m3) 
thermal store is shown to be a better investment. 
The difference between the UK and Danish prices could be due to: the 
differences in the real purchasing power of the exchange; because there are many 
CHP plants with thermal stores in Denmark, or because costs of different installation 
needs are included in the pricing.  
 
Further research is needed to show whether the optimum size of CHP plants that 
can be developed in the UK and has been identified in this study, is suitable for 
aggregated operation under the rules of the UK electricity markets, in order to be used 
for wind35 integration. 
 
7. Conclusions 
It has been shown how the high variation in the electricity prices between day 
and night allow thermal stores to improve the economics of CHP plants in the UK. It 
has been shown how the thermal store can allow for the engine to operate as a priority 
during hours of high prices. It has been found that the optimum plant designed to 
cover most of an annual heat demand of 20,000MW, would consist of a 3MW engine 
and 7.8MWh (250 m3) thermal store. In this case the Net Present Value of the 
investment in the 3MW gas engine and 7.8MWh thermal store is improved by nearly 
half a million pounds compared to the case of not having a thermal store. A smaller 
thermal store is optimum if there is lower variation in the heat demand between winter 
and summer with higher summer and lower winder demand. In this case more fraction 
of the heat demand is covered by the gas engine and the NPVs are higher. Finally, it 
has been shown that investment and operation and maintenance costs as low as those 
in the Denmark would make a larger CHP plant a better investment. Further 
investigation should deal with the possibility of the optimum size CHP plants, which 
has been identified here, to aggregate in the UK electricity market in order to be used 
for integration of wind turbines.  
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Figure 1 Comparison of highest peak and lowest off peak electricity tariffs in February   
Figure 2 The optimum gas engine and thermal store size for a system that uses only boilers to generate 
20,000MWh heat annually  
Figure 3 Production graph from the energyPRO of the optimal plant configuration against the variable 
electricity tariffs 
Figure 4 Production graph from the energyPRO of the optimal plant configuration against one fixed 
electricity tariff 
Figure 5 Optimum gas engine and thermal store size for a system that uses only boilers to generate 
20,000MWh heat annually when the heat demand varies in the same way with the heat demand in 
Kings Blds in Edinburgh University  
Figure 6 Monthly average heat demand of the general case and the case of a heat demand that varies in 
the same way with the heat demand in Kings Blds in Edinburgh University 
Figure 7 Optimum gas engine and thermal store size for a system that uses only boilers to generate 
20,000MWh heat annually using Danish data 
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Temperature • Daily temperature data of Central England 
Heat demand • Annual demand =20,000 MWh  
• 75% temp. dependent September to May 
• ref. temperature =15.5o C 
• Daytime demand/Night-time demand =10/5 
 
Gas engine (s) • nel=38%  (GCV) 
• nheat=40% (GCV) 
Boilers • nheat =82% (GCV) 
Fuel • Natural gas 
• Heat value =10.73 kWh/Nm3 (GCV) 
Thermal store • Temp difference=30oC 
• Utilization=90% 
 
Table 1 Technical input for the energyPRO calculations 
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Gas cost 18.9 £/MWh 
Climate Change Levy (CCL) 1.5 £/MWh 
Engine(s) O&M costs ~6-7 £/MWh  
Boilers annual O&M costs £2,500 
Heat sale price 25 £/MWh 
Electricity sale price Variable tariffs 
Investment cost of 1MW engine £ 500,000 
Investment cost of thermal store 714 £/m3 
Lifetime of the investments 15 years 
Discount rate 5% 
 
Table 2 Economical input for the energyPRO and Excel calculations 
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Figure 4 
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Abstract 
 
The economic performance of community (and some industrial) CHP will be 
considerably increased by the use of thermal stores. Our modelling suggests that the 
optimum economic size in MWe is increased by over 50 per cent for a given example. 
Moreover, if, in addition to this, CHP units are ‘aggregated’ together to sell power to 
the grid, the economic performance of the CHP units will be further enhanced, and 
the optimum size of CHP plant increased by even greater amounts. This activity 
depends on the use of the thermal store system to sell exported power directly to 
wholesale power markets through aggregated despatch. Regulatory changes to 
establish a right for CHP plant to receive the same levels of payment for exported 
electricity as large power stations could also reduce penalties that are effectively 
imposed on small generators by BETTA. However, we see no regulatory barriers in 
the way of use of ‘aggregated despatch’ by CHP with thermal stores. Work still needs 
to be done to investigate and disseminate information concerning this proposed 
practice of ‘aggregation’.  
 
Moreover, recent changes in planning policy guidance and incentives inherent in new 
building regulations create great potential for development of community heating and 
CHP in new building developments. Action at a local government level is necessary to 
realise this potential.  In the long term the thermal store-gas engine-CHP system, 
which is extensively used in Denmark, offers a flexible option for the integration of 
high levels of fluctuating renewable electricity into the grid. We shall be conducting 
further modelling over the next few months in order to analyse and develop ‘best 
practice’ arrangements for CHP and thermal stores. 
 
Use of thermal stores 
 
The thermal store is used for short term energy storage. It is a tank with a zone of hot 
water at the top and a zone of cold water at the bottom. In the UK thermal stores can, 
in the short term, dramatically improve the economics of community CHP. Here we 
use the term ‘community CHP’ to mean CHP acting as primary heat source in a 
community heating network. In the long term community CHP using thermal stores 
can present a flexible means of absorbing the output of fluctuating renewable energy 
sources into the grid, so expanding the economic potential for supplying renewable 
energy. 
 
 In Denmark, decentralised CHP units consist of highly efficient gas engines and use 
of thermal stores. These CHP plant supply around a quarter of Danish electricity and 
together all CHP plant supply over half of Danish electricity (with wind power 
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supplying around 20 per cent). A large plant is set up by stringing several gas engines 
together in modular form. This has advantages compared to gas turbine technology at 
sizes under around 100MWe because of relatively low capital costs, higher 
efficiencies, and greater ability to work in ‘flexible’ as opposed to continuous 
operating modes.  
 
In the UK, as in Denmark, thermal stores can allow CHP plant to produce electricity 
when electricity market prices are high, and shut off production of electricity when 
prices are low. When electricity prices are high, the heat generated by the CHP unit 
can be stored in the thermal stores (sometimes called accumulators) when it is not 
needed on site. When electricity prices are low, the CHP unit can stop generating and 
still service its heat demand from the thermal stores.  
 
We have modelled the economics of CHP with and without thermal stores using a 
typical heatload. If we assume that all electricity is exported outside the plant then, the 
optimum economic size of the plant for heating load of 20,000 MWh per year is a 
3MWe engine and a 250m3 (7.8MWh) thermal store. If there is no thermal store then 
the optimum economic size of the plant will less than 2 MWe. This is shown in Figure 
1 in the Appendix. We used typical contract prices for gas and electricity revenue and 
expenditure to derive this result. We should note that most of the existing community 
CHP plants in the UK do not typically have thermal stores, are very small, and are 
sized to meet the minimum heat load so that the engine can run without wasting heat. 
We plan to carry out further modelling of CHP and thermal stores. This will involve 
refining our general model, and, in addition, we shall use operating data from three 
existing CHP plant that employ thermal stores in order to examine the optimal 
theoretical sizes of engines and thermal stores in these cases. 
 
 
Incentives 
 
Our overall conclusion here is that the current incentives available for CHP relative to 
conventional power stations are more than negated by the penalties imposed on small 
generators by the BETTA system. 
 
The main incentive for CHP is the long term cost savings, but this is aided by the 
climate change levy (CCL) exemption. This involves CHP plant being exempt from 
paying CCL on gas consumed by the CHP facility and the and electricity that is 
exported. We modelled the impact of this in a typical UK CHP scheme assuming that 
it just covers its in-house electricity needs with the electricity produced.  We found 
that for 2005 gas and electricity prices, it costs 34% less to run the CHP compared to 
a plant that has only boilers (operational and maintenance costs not taken into 
account). This percentage would be 27% if there was no CCL exemption. In addition 
to this the enhanced capital allowance and the business rates discount will give net 
benefits of the equivalent of around 5 per cent of CHP capital costs. However, we also 
have to bear in mind that a high proportion of CHP plant are currently in energy 
intensive sectors who in any case enjoy an 80 per cent reduction in liability for the 
CCL. This effectively reduces the value of the CCL exemption for CHP plant. 
 
We must also take into account the most recent rounds of electricity market reforms, 
and these, in practice, work to considerably reduce the income of CHP plant and 
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discourage them from exporting electricity. This occurs because all plant that trade on 
the electricity wholesale markets must comply with the terms of the balancing and 
settlement code (BSC). The administrative work required to do this, in addition to the 
fear of penalties that may follow defaulting on pre-announced output, dissuades CHP 
plant under 50 MWe from complying with BSC. 
 
There is a common belief that ‘consolidator’ services, through which ‘consolidator’ 
companies buy power from several small plant and pool the output (treating them as 
negative demand), overcome the aforementioned problem. We do not doubt that 
consolidators generally increase income for CHP compared to the ‘in house’ 
electricity supplier, but our research suggests that the CHP plant still lose money 
compared to the prices large power stations receive for their electricity sales on the 
wholesale market. Analysis of typical examples used in our research suggests that 
even using consolidator services, small (say 3 MWe), CHP plant will lose around 
a quarter of their income for exported electricity compared to the value of 
electricity sold by conventional power stations to power exchange markets. 
 
We have modelled the optimum economic size for a ‘typical’ community CHP plant 
using electricity export prices similar to that earned by large power stations.  As can 
be seen in Figure 2 in the Appendix, if CHP plant export their electricity and use 
thermal stores and are paid the same for electricity as conventional power stations 
then the optimum economic size of the CHP plant increases considerably. This 
increase in size is from 3 MWe to between 4 and 6MWe in the case of CHP plant 
using thermal stores. Under current conditions of lower export prices and without a 
thermal store the optimum economic size is less than 2 MWe.  
 
Hence the benefits derived from the CCL exemption and other incentives are likely to 
be outweighed by the fact that small CHP plant are unable to derive the same levels of 
income from exported electricity compared to conventional power stations. An 
additional problem, which has been highlighted by the Combined Heat and Power 
Association, and others, is that distribution network operators have a reputation of 
being uncooperative in connecting CHP units with nearby customers. This problem 
persists despite pilot schemes designed to alleviate this problem.  
 
 
So how can we encourage CHP and community heating to be deployed in practice? 
One means is by taking advantage of recent changes in the planning environment. 
Further measures have been implied by our foregoing research conclusions; the 
development of CHP plant with thermal stores and also mechanisms to enable small 
CHP to earn the same levels of income for their exported electricity as earned by 
conventional power stations.  We now turn to consider these various methods of 
bringing community CHP to market. 
 
Bringing Community CHP to market 
 
Two recent policy changes introduced by the Government have greatly enhanced the 
possibilities for community heating and CHP. First, Planning Policy Statement 1 (PPS 
1) promotes CHP and community heating in new buildings. Second, the 2006 building 
regulations (Pat l) say that buildings must achieve 20 per cent greater carbon 
reduction compared to the 2002 building standards. Effective use of the PPS1 
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provision is patchy so far, but in parts of London spatial development planning is now 
at the stage where there is insistence that new housing developments must use 
community heating. CHP is incentivised through the new building regulations. 
Certainly, activity by NGOs and others to pressure local authorities and educate 
planning officers and engineers to adopt community heating and CHP will encourage 
more rapid proliferation of developments. If community CHP is in place in new 
building developments , and if PPS 1 and the new building regulations are properly 
enforced, then gas engine CHP using thermal stores can be introduced as a very cost-
effective means of meeting the carbon reduction requirements in the revised building 
regulations.. 
 
Currently a very small number (around 5) examples of community CHP using thermal 
stores exist in the UK. Nevertheless a small number of companies with the expertise 
do exist to implement this technology, and a number of projects are in the pipeline. It 
would be beneficial if case studies of existing schemes and those which are in the 
planning stages could be prepared and publicised among engineers and planners 
in local government, commerce and industry. 
 
Aggregated despatch 
 
Aggregated despatch may allow CHP schemes to gain access to higher electricity 
prices than is practically possible at the moment. Note: this needs to be sharply 
distinguished from ‘consolidation’ where CHP power is aggregated as negative 
demand. By contrast aggregated despatch involves CHP plant acting together to sell 
electricity directly to one or other of the wholesale power markets. This would 
involve CHP plant with thermal stores being co-ordinated (as they are in Denmark) to 
act as ‘big’ power stations so as to generate electricity when there are peak power 
prices available. 
 
 When there is a critical initial mass of community CHP with heat stores (say 50 
MWe) then full scale ‘aggregated despatch’ can be achieved. We see no reasons, in 
principle, why this should not be possible within the context of the present Balancing 
and Settlement Code. However, demonstrations will need to be conducted to 
investigate the adequacy of current regulatory arrangements.  
 
Regulatory reform 
 
A regulatory reform agenda could include a measure ensuring that all decentralised 
power generation (including, perhaps, microgeneration as well as CHP) receives the 
same sort of payments for electricity exports as conventional power stations receive 
on the power exchange markets. Such a regulatory reform would bring the UK in line 
with the EU Electricity Directive 2003/54/EC which proscribes electricity market 
balancing arrangements which discriminate against particular generators. For 
example, it is stated: 
 
7. Rules adopted by transmission system operators for balancing the electricity 
system shall be objective, transparent and non-discriminatory, including rules for the 
charging of system users of their networks for energy imbalance. Terms and 
conditions, including rules and tariffs, for the provision of such services by 
transmission system operators shall be established pursuant to a methodology 
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compatible with Article 23(2) in a non-discriminatory and cost-reflective way and shall 
be published.  
 
In addition to this, regulatory reform is also required to establish transparent, effective 
rights for small generators to be connected to the distribution network. In general we 
believe that a ‘rights based’ approach to affording equal payments for electricity 
exports compared to conventional power stations and also easy grid and distribution 
connection is a necessary step. 
 
The long term picture – absorbing more renewables 
 
 
A key long term advantage of having a significant proportion of electricity generated 
from CHP with thermal stores is that this will reduce the costs of integrating high 
levels of fluctuating renewable energy sources into the grid. Community CHP is 
designed to be a flexible mode of generation, responding to changes in demand. Gas 
engine CHP organised in collaboration with thermal stores allow generation to be 
started and stopped with minimal losses in efficiency and maintenance problems 
compared to large conventional power stations.  
 
The existence of large amounts of CHP with thermal stores will allow very large 
amounts of renewable energy to be absorbed into the grid without increasing 
economic penalties. This is because CHP with thermal stores are designed, as a 
system, to come on- and off-line in response to price changes. This flexible system is 
already being used in Denmark to integrate their large amounts of wind power into the 
grid, and it is likely to be used more in the future as the proportion of electricity 
generated from renewable sources increases beyond the present 20 per cent.  
 
This lack of power stations flexibility will not be a problem at relatively low loads of 
renewables penetration (up to around 20 per cent). However, if, in the long term, the 
UK wishes to increase the proportion of renewables beyond 20 per cent and at the 
same time reduce the increasing costs of integrating such amounts, then it will be 
helpful to have a significant volume of production generated from gas-engine CHP 
with thermal stores.  
 
The DESIRE Project is funded by the EU’s FP6 Programme. It is a consortium 
consisting of research and commercial institutions drawn from Denmark, Germany, 
UK, Spain, Poland and Estonia. DESIRE stands for Dissemination strategy for 
balancing for large scale integration of renewable energy. We acknowledge the 
information and advice from our sub-contractors, PB Power. This input has been 
invaluable to the project. 
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Figure 1: Thermal store optimization study for the UK, using typical export 
electricity prices (September 2005-August 2006). 
The optimum plant for a district or community heating load of 20000 MWh per year 
seems to be a 3MW plant with (7.8MWh or 250m3 ) thermal store. The Net Present 
Value of a 15 years investment assuming 5% discount rate is £ 804,231. The pay 
back time is 6.9 years. 
NOTE: without thermal store, the pay back time for this engine size is 8.4 years, 
and the Net Present Value is £323,042. 
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Figure 2: Thermal store optimization study for the UK, using SBPs (July 2005-June 
2006), as a proxy for the system power exchange prices  
 
The optimum plant for a district or community heating load of 20000 MWh per year 
seems to be a 6MW plant with 15.6 MWh (or 500m3 ) thermal store. The Net Present 
Value of a 15 years investment assuming 5% discount rate is £ 4,216,324. The pay 
back time is 4 years. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper assesses the impact of the UK government’s measures to promote CHP 
schemes, the most important of which is exemption from the Climate Change Levy 
(CCL), in support of its target for 2010 of 10,000 MWe of CHP generating capacity. 
This paper analyses the effectiveness of this exemption in terms of its impact on key 
investment parameters. The annual cost savings in gas and electricity due to the CCL 
exemption are calculated for different energy prices and the savings are compared 
with the up-front cost of installing a CHP unit. It is shown that CCL exemption can 
reduce quite significantly the simple pay back period for a CHP project and has higher 
impact on the IRR compared to an accelerated depreciation policy.  Exemption from 
business rates has little impact on the scheme’s profitability.  The benefits of 
exemption from the (fixed) CCL are proportionately least important when energy 
prices are high, but this is when support is least likely to be required. 
 
Keywords 
Climate Change Levy (CCL), Combined Heat and Power (CHP), financial incentives 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Combined heat and power (CHP) plants simultaneously produce electricity and heat. 
While the efficiency of the electricity production is reduced compared to the 
conventional power generation the overall thermal efficiency of the plant is 
significantly increased.  The UK government has a target for 2010 of 10,000 MWe of 
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CHP generating capacity.  To help reach this target, it has provided incentives in the 
form of Enhanced Capital Allowances that can be offset against Corporation Tax on 
profits, reductions in the Business Rates paid to support local government, and 
exemption from the Climate Change Levy (CCL) introduced as an environmental tax 
on energy use in 2001.  This paper analyses the effectiveness of the CCL exemption 
as an incentive for CHP schemes. 
The majority of the CHP schemes in the UK, about 12,000 schemes, are below 
1MW electricity output. Most plants in the UK are sized to meet the minimum heat 
load on their site. Only a few have a device called a thermal store or heat 
accumulator1 which allows for short term heat storage and is a way of dealing with 
the mismatch between the electricity and heat demand.  The store is charged when 
heat production is higher than heat consumption and discharged in the opposite case. 
The gas engine plants usually have only one engine which is running full load 50% to 
60% of the total hours in a year. The extra heat load above the minimum is met 
usually by one or two boilers. Typically, these plants do not produce more electricity 
that they need on site while sometimes they may have to buy electricity to cover the 
demand.  
The Government announced, in 2000, a target of achieving at least 10,000 MWe 
of Good Quality CHP capacity by 2010 and the development of a Strategy to achieve 
it. A draft Strategy was published for consultation in May 2002 and in February 2003 
the Energy White Paper – Our energy future – creating a low carbon economy – 
reaffirmed the Government’s commitment to the target2. 
Currently the UK legislation provides three main incentives for CHP; the 
climate change levy (CCL) exemption, the enhanced capital allowances (ECA) and 
business rates reductions.  This paper analyses and evaluates the impact of these 
incentives on a typical CHP scheme. It shows their impact on the simple-payback 
period and internal rate of return for the scheme, calculated for different prices for gas 
and electricity.  It also calculates the break-even combinations of gas and electricity 
prices required to earn a given internal rate of return, and investigates how these vary 
with the level of incentives. 
 
2. BACKGROUND 
The CCL3 is a tax which came into effect on the 1st of April 2001, and applies to 
energy used in the non-domestic sector, that is, industry, commerce and the public 
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administration sector. There are several exemptions from the levy in order to support 
energy efficiency schemes and renewable sources of energy.   
CHP schemes are exempted from the CCL on their energy use if they are 
assessed as being ‘good quality’,4 CHP. There are two key parameters for assessing a 
CHP scheme; the power efficiency and the Quality Index (QI). A scheme that 
qualifies as Good Quality CHP for its entire annual energy input is one where the 
power efficiency equals or exceeds 20%. The power efficiency (npower ) is defined as 
the ratio of the total annual electricity output of the scheme to the total annual fuel 
energy input, based on the gross calorific value of input fuel.5 A scheme that qualifies 
as Good Quality CHP for its entire annual power output is one where the QI equals or 
exceeds 100. The Quality Index of the plant is an indicator of the energy efficiency 
and the environmental performance of the scheme. It takes account of the fact that 
power supplied is more valuable than heat supplied.  
The general form of the QI definition is: 
QI=(X*npower) + (Y*nheat) 
 
where X and Y are coefficients that are related to alternative power supply and 
alternative heat supply options in correspondence and their values vary for different 
sizes and types of CHP schemes 
 npower is the power efficiency of the scheme defined as mentioned above and, 
 nheat   is the heat efficiency of the scheme defined as the ratio of the total annual 
heat output of the scheme to the total annual fuel energy input 
 
The other legislative incentives are the ECAs and the Business Rates.  The 
ECAs6 were introduced for the first time with the Capital Allowances Act 2001, 
Section 45A(1) to (4).  Corporation tax is charged at a rate of 30% on profits, but a 
business can write off the costs of capital investment against its profits over four 
years, effectively getting a tax rebate equal to 7.5% of the cost of the asset in each 
year.  Accelerated depreciation allows the business to claim this rebate earlier, thus 
increasing the discounted value of the saving.  A business can claim 100% first-year 
allowances (FYAs) if it incurs qualifying expenditure on designated energy-saving 
plant and machinery.  This means that it gets a 30% rebate in the first year after the 
investment, rather than getting 7.5% a year for four years.  Qualifying expenditure is 
capital expenditure incurred on new energy-saving plant or machinery for business 
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purposes. The qualifying technologies and products are specified in the Energy 
Technology List. The current list was published on 14 July 2005 and came into effect 
on 7 September 2006. The list contains details of the energy-saving criteria that must 
be met for each of the technology classes. It also contains lists of products that have 
been certified as meeting those standards. The qualifying technologies are specified in 
the Energy Technology Criteria List. The list is not fixed, it is periodically reviewed 
and technologies can be added or removed in the future. CHP qualifies as energy-
saving plant and machinery if it is certified as “Good Quality CHP” under the quality 
assurance scheme for CHP (CHPQA), and has been granted a “certificate of energy 
efficiency”.  The ECA is only relevant to investment and therefore represents an 
incentive to invest in a new CHP scheme without really affecting existing CHP 
schemes.  
Business rates are taxes that businesses have to pay to local authorities. Every 
non-domestic property has a rateable value, intended to represent the annual rent that 
would be paid for it in an open market transaction on a fixed valuation date.  The 
amount payable is equal to this rateable value, multiplied by the Uniform Business 
Rate, equal to 43.3% in 2006/7.  While equipment such as a CHP plant would 
normally increase the rateable value of a property, Good Quality CHP schemes are 
exempt from business rates and so the value of the scheme is not included in the 
rateable value of the property.  Under the scheme of prescribed assessment (used until 
2005), gas-fired power plant (without steam turbines) had a rateable value of £5,000 
per MW of capacity, implying that exemption from rates would be worth £2,165 per 
MW in 2006/7. 
 
3. METHODOLOGY 
A typical UK CHP scheme is modelled in an Excel spreadsheet.  The monthly 
variation in heat demand is based on that of the Kings Buildings CHP scheme at the 
University of Edinburgh.  This scheme is sized to meet the minimum monthly heat 
demand and the electricity produced is all used to just cover the electricity demand of 
the scheme. It is assumed that the engine is running 60% of the time equally 
distributed amongst all months apart from February and September, when we assume 
that the engine is not available 4 days in each of these two months, in order to account 
for maintenance or grid failure. The system is sized to meet the minimum heat load. 
In detail, it is sized to meet the total heat demand of the month with the minimum 
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total heat load, August in this case. It is assumed that all the electricity produced is 
consumed on site. 
As indicative values of efficiency7,8  for the gas engine, 38% electrical 
efficiency and 40% heat efficiency have been assumed, when the energy input is 
measured in gross calorific value (GCV). 
In UK boiler plants typically run standard boilers9 and the existing systems are 
not designed for the low temperatures required for the condensing boilers.10,11 For 
this reason, in the general case that is examined in this work, a plant with standard 
boilers has been considered. However, it should be mentioned that recent regulations 
are pushing for higher efficiency in boilers12. A typical efficiency of 82% in gross 
calorific value has been assumed here for a standard natural gas UK boiler13,14.  
The total gas consumed and the electricity bought are calculated for each month 
and for the whole year, separately identifying the gas consumed by the boilers and by 
the CHP unit (if installed). The spreadsheet also calculates the power efficiency and 
the quality index of the plant. 
These calculations are performed for four case-scenarios of plant configuration 
and CCL exemption: 
Case1 (No CHP): The plant runs only boilers. The plant pays CCL for the gas 
consumed and the electricity bought. 
Case 2 (No CCL exemption): The plant runs boilers and CHP. No CCL 
exemption is assumed, and so the plant pays the CCL on its gas and electricity 
purchases. However, in this case the electricity in-house demand is covered by the 
production of the CHP unit. 
Case 3 (Partial CCL exemption): The plant runs boilers and CHP. It is assumed 
that the plant has to pay the CCL for the gas used in boilers, but the gas used in CHP 
and the electricity bought for in-house use are exempted from the levy.  
Case 4 (Full CCL exemption): The plant runs boilers and CHP. The plant 
assuming it is a good quality CHP is exempted from the levy on all the gas consumed 
and the electricity bought. 
 
For each of the three scenarios with CHP, we calculate the annual cost saving in gas 
and electricity, taking account of the cost of operating and maintaining the CHP unit, 
compared to using heat-only boilers and buying all the site’s electricity from the grid.  
First, we calculate this extra cost assuming that there is no CCL exemption for the 
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plant (A). We also calculate it (B) assuming that the CHP scheme has to pay CCL 
only for the gas used in boilers and (C) assuming that all the gas consumed at the site 
is exempted from CCL and the electricity brought is also exempted (full CCL 
exemption) .  
 
Therefore: 
A=cost if case 1-cost if case 2; No CCL exemption extra cost       ( 1) 
B=cost of case 1-cost of case 3; Partial CCL exemption extra cost         ( 2) 
C=cost if case 1-cost if case 4; Full CCL exemption extra cost         ( 3) 
 
The costs A, B and C have been calculated using three different sets of gas and 
electricity prices15 - Low, Medium and High. Firstly, gas and electricity prices of 
2003 were used (the Low case). Secondly, the higher prices of the second Quarter of 
2005 have been used in the calculations (Medium case). Finally, the increase in the 
prices between the above two years has been calculated and the third set of prices is 
selected to have the same increase over the Q2 2005 prices (High case). The results 
are shown in table 1, table 2 and table 3. 
These annual cost savings must be compared with the up-front cost of installing 
the CHP unit.  We use a figure of £500,000, which is typical for a 1MWe CHP plant, 
as our central value for this.  The comparison is performed in two ways that might 
figure in a company’s investment appraisal.  First, we calculate the simple pay-back 
period for investing in a CHP plant, rather than simply using boilers and buying 
power from the grid.  The pay-back period is equal to the additional capital cost of the 
CHP unit, divided by the annual saving in fuel costs (taking account of CHP operating 
costs).  This is a very simple measure, but one widely used within industry when 
making investment decisions.  The results are presented in Table 4. 
Second, we calculate the Internal Rate of Return for the investment.  This is the 
cost of capital at which the project would just break even if it had to borrow the 
money when the CHP unit was installed, and pay it back, with interest, from the 
savings in fuel costs.  Using the IRR allows us to consider the timing of expenditure 
and cost savings.  In particular, it allows us to include the value of the Enhanced 
Capital Allowances received for investment in CHP plant, which allow the company 
to reduce its Corporation Tax bill in the year that an investment is made, rather than 
having to wait four years until the full benefit is received.  We calculate the IRR for 
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two project lengths – three years and five years – in line with the short timescales 
often used to assess investments in energy efficiency.  We calculate it with and 
without the benefit of the ECAs, to show the impact of this second incentive for 
investment in CHP plant.  For sensitivity analysis, we have considered the three sets 
of fuel prices described above, and capital costs that are 20% above and 20% below 
our central figure. These results are presented in Table 5 and Table 6
 
4. RESULTS-DISCUSSION 
The electrical efficiency of the scheme was found to be 21% and therefore just meets 
the requirement for CCL exemption. Furthermore, the quality index of the scheme is 
122, which is again exactly within the limit required for the plant to be categorized as 
a ‘good quality CHP plant’. Therefore, it is found that a typical UK CHP plant, being 
sized to meet the minimum heat load, just meets the two minimum requirements of 
the British legislation for being exempted from the CCL. The production of the gas 
engine seems to only serve this purpose. The absence of a thermal store does not 
allow for a bigger engine or more intensive CHP production than just meeting the 
minimum heat demand. A thermal store would allow the CHP plant to store heat 
when it is not needed, and it would allow the CHP plant to go offline when electricity 
import prices are low because heat load can still be met from the store. Clearly, the 
absence of heat storage influences the size and the operating hours of the engine; if 
the engine was larger then by running the CHP all the time the plant would have 
either to dump heat, which is undesirable, or to stop the engine. What happens in 
practice in cases of excess heat production is that the plant stops the engine in case 
more heat is produced than the heat demand.  
The changes in annual costs are shown in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3 for the 
cases of Low, Medium and High fuel prices.  The left-hand column shows the amount 
spent on buying gas and electricity for the site.  Moving from heat-only boilers to a 
CHP scheme reduces the amount of energy required by 27%, weighting gas and 
electricity at their respective market prices.  The additional benefits of CCL 
exemption reduce the cost by another £37,000 (bottom line), or £21,000 with only the 
partial exemption (third line).  This exemption is proportionately less valuable when 
fuel prices are high, in Table 3, than when they are low (Table 1). 
We also need to consider the costs of operating and maintaining the CHP plant.  
These are assumed invariant to fuel prices, and therefore have a bigger proportional 
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impact on the plant’s overall saving when fuel prices are low.  With low (2003) fuel 
prices, the overall saving on the annual costs of the boiler-only plant is 18% with no 
CCL exemption, or 27% with the full exemption (Table 1).  With high fuel prices 
(Table 3), the saving ranges from 22% (no exemption) to 27% (full exemption). 
 
Benefit of  Benefit  of Energy input Net benefit of Net benefit of
Energy input CHP before CHP before Engine plus CHP (before CHP (before
cost other costs other costs O&M costs O&M costs capital cost) capital cost)
(£) (£) (%) (£) (£) (£) (%)
1.Cost when just boiler 403,003 403,003
2.Cost of CHP with no CCL exemption 294,484 108,519 26.93% 35,279 329,763 73,240 18.17%
3.Cost of CHP with partial CCL exemption 273,349 129,653 32.17% 35,279 308,628 94,374 23.42%
4.Cost of CHP with full CCL exemption 257,465 145,537 36.11% 35,279 292,744 110,258 27.36%  
Table 1 CCL benefit on CHP, 2003 gas and electricity prices (Low Case) 
 
Benefit of  Benefit  of Energy input Net benefit of Net benefit of
Energy input CHP before CHP before Engine plus CHP (before CHP (before
cost other costs other costs O&M costs O&M costs capital cost) capital cost)
(£) (£) (%) (£) (£) (£) (%)
1.Cost when just boiler 517,645 517,645
2.Cost of CHP with no CCL exemption 378,234 139,411 26.93% 35,279 413,513 104,132 20.12%
3.Cost of CHP with partial CCL exemption 357,100 160,545 31.01% 35,279 392,379 125,266 24.20%
4.Cost of CHP with full CCL exemption 341,216 176,429 34.08% 35,279 376,495 141,150 27.27%  
Table 2 CCL benefit on CHP, 2005 gas and electricity prices; 0.33 increase in the gas cost 
and 0.32 increase in the electricity cost over 2003 prices (Medium Case) 
 
Benefit of  Benefit  of Energy input Net benefit of Net benefit of
Energy input CHP before CHP before Engine plus CHP (before CHP (before
cost other costs other costs O&M costs O&M costs capital cost) capital cost)
(£) (£) (%) (£) (£) (£) (%)
1.Cost when just boiler 669,408 669,408
2.Cost of CHP with no CCL exemption 489,228 180,179 26.92% 35,279 524,507 144,901 21.65%
3.Cost of CHP with partial CCL exemption 468,094 201,314 30.07% 35,279 503,373 166,035 24.80%
4.Cost of CHP with full CCL exemption 452,210 217,198 32.45% 35,279 487,489 181,919 27.18%  
Table 3 CCL benefit on CHP, High gas and electricity prices; 0.33 increase in the gas cost 
and 0.32 increase in the electricity cost over 2005 prices (High case) 
 
These annual savings must be compared with the initial cost of the CHP 
equipment.  We do this in Table 4, which shows the simple pay-back periods for 
different CCL exemption policies, fuel prices, and engine costs.  For many 
companies, energy efficiency projects will only be adopted if they have a pay-back 
period of two years or less.16  Even with high fuel prices, the full CCL exemption and 
a low equipment cost, the CHP project fails to meet this demanding target.  However, 
the table clearly shows that the CCL exemption can reduce the payback period quite 
significantly, and the reduction is greatest in the cases with long payback periods.   
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Taking a higher threshold of five years, we see that the exemption makes a 
difference if CHP is expensive for medium energy prices (2005) but does not help if 
CHP is expensive for the low (2003) prices while for high prices it worth any way to 
do the project. Secondly, we assume that this threshold is 4 years. In this case, it 
makes a difference if CHP is expensive for high energy prices and if CHP has its 
actual cost for medium energy prices, while for low prices (2003) it makes a 
difference only if CHP is cheap and full CCL exemption applies. 
actual engine cost 20% decrease 20% increase
Engine cost(£): 500000 400000 600000
Pay back period in years=cost of the engine (£)/net benefit(£)
for 2003 prices: CHP with no CCL exemption 6.8 5.5 8.2
CHP with partial CCL exemption 5.3 4.2 6.4
CHP with full CCL exemption 4.5 3.6 5.4
for 2005 prices: CHP with no CCL exemption 4.8 3.8 5.8
CHP with partial CCL exemption 4.0 3.2 4.8
CHP with full CCL exemption 3.5 2.8 4.3
for high prices: CHP with no CCL exemption 3.5 2.8 4.1
CHP with partial CCL exemption 3.0 2.4 3.6
CHP with full CCL exemption 2.7 2.2 3.3  
Table 4 Pay back period for different engine prices and gas and electricity prices- effect of 
the CCL exemption 
 
Our final set of results are presented in Table 5 and Table 6. These tables show 
the sensitivity of the internal rate of return for a CHP project to energy prices, the 
capital costs of CHP, whether there is a CCL exemption, and whether Enhanced 
Capital Allowances are given. 
Table 5 presents the upper limit of the internal rate of return (or cost of capital) 
of a five year project to break even. That is, if the firm’s cost of capital is less than the 
percentages presented in Table 5, then the project will save more than enough money 
to pay back the money invested in it, with interest, within five years. Over the last ten 
years, UK companies have had an average return on capital of between 11% and 
14%.17  The 2005 Energy Review18 used a figure of 10% when calculating the cost of 
various technologies for electricity generation.  In practice, however, firms typically 
seek rather higher internal rates of return before a project is considered to be viable.  
If we use a figure of 15% and a five-year project life, then high energy prices 
would make the project viable, regardless of government policy or the initial cost of 
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the plant.  In the case of medium energy prices, either of the two policies (accelerated 
depreciation or CCL exemption) is sufficient to make the project viable for the actual 
CHP investment cost, while the CCL exemption, but not accelerated depreciation, 
would make the project viable if CHP is expensive to install. In the case of low 
energy prices, the project is never viable if CHP is expensive, while for cheap CHP 
and for the actual CHP cost, the project is viable if the CCL exemption, only, applies; 
the accelerated depreciation is inadequate on its own to make the project viable in this 
case. Clearly the impact of CCL exemption on the internal rate of return is higher than 
that of the accelerated depreciation. For 2005 energy prices and actual engine cost, the 
accelerated depreciation increases the internal rate of return from 14% to 18%, while 
the CCL exemption rises from 14% to 25%. This difference in the increase resulting 
from the two policies is more pronounced for low electricity prices and low engine 
costs.  
Decrease/increase in engine cost actual cost 20% decrease 20% increase
Engine cost(£) 500000 400000 600000
Internal rate of return of a 5-year project
for 2003 prices: CHP with no CCL exemption and no accelerated depreciation 5% 14% -2%
CHP with no CCL exemption but accel depreciation 6% 13% 1%
CHP with full exemption and no accel depreciation 16% 27% 8%
CHP with full exemption and accelerated depreciation 20% 29% 13%
Decrease/increase in engine cost actual cost 20% decrease 20% increase
Engine cost(£) 500000 400000 600000
Internal rate of return of a 5-year project
for 2005prices: CHP with no CCL exemption and no accelerated depreciation 14% 25% 7%
CHP with no CCL exemption but accel depreciation 18% 26% 11%
CHP with full exemption and no accel depreciation 25% 37% 16%
CHP with full exemption and accelerated depreciation 30% 40% 22%
Decrease/increase in engine cost actual cost 20% decrease 20% increase
Engine cost(£) 500000 400000 600000
Internal rate of return of a 5-year project
for high  prices: CHP with no CCL exemption and no accelerated depreciation 26% 38% 17%
CHP with no CCL exemption but accel depreciation 31% 42% 23%
CHP with full exemption and no accel depreciation 35% 49% 26%
CHP with full exemption and accelerated depreciation 42% 54% 33%  
Table 5 Internal rate of return for a 5 year project 
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Decrease/increase in engine cost actual cost 20% decrease 20% increase
Engine cost(£) 500000 400000 600000
Internal rate of return of a 3-year project
for 2003 prices: CHP with no CCL exemption and no accelerated dep -14% -4% -21%
CHP with no CCL exemption but accel dep -11% -3% -16%
CHP with full exemption and no accel dep -2% 10% 0%
CHP with full exemption and accelerated depreciation 4% 13% -3%
for 2005prices: CHP with no CCL exemption and no accelerated dep -4% 8% -12%
CHP with no CCL exemption but accel dep 2% 11% -5%
CHP with full exemption and no accel dep 7% 21% -2%
CHP with full exemption and accelerated depreciation 15% 26% 6%
for high prices: CHP with no CCL exemption and no accelerated dep 8% 22% -1%
CHP with no CCL exemption but accel dep 16% 27% 8%
CHP with full exemption and no accel dep 19% 34% 8%
CHP with full exemption and accelerated depreciation 27% 41% 18%  
Table 6 Internal rate of return for a 3 year project 
 
For shorter project lives the internal rate of return to break even decreases 
significantly. Table 6 presents the upper limit of the cost of capital for a three year 
project to break even. With the low 2003 electricity prices, the project is unable to 
reach the 15% threshold IRR for any policy combination or initial cost we study. For 
medium energy prices (2005) CHP is viable with a low initial cost only if it gains an 
exemption from the CCL, whereas the actual engine cost implies that both CCL 
exemption and accelerated depreciation are required to make the project (just) viable. 
For high energy prices and initial cost, CHP is viable only if both policies apply, 
while for the actual initial cost CHP will be viable if either policy is applied.  With the 
cheap initial cost and high energy prices, CHP would be viable without either policy.  
Just as with a five year project period, it is clear that the CCL exemption has more 
impact on the IRR than accelerated depreciation. 
 
5. BREAK-EVEN ENERGY PRICES 
The attractiveness of a CHP plant is heavily dependent on the relative prices of gas 
and electricity.  The higher the price of electricity, relative to that of gas, the more 
likely it is that a given CHP scheme will be profitable.  We have therefore calculated 
the break-even combinations of gas and electricity prices for our CHP plant, with six 
policy cases.  The plant will be profitable, given a policy choice, if the combination of 
gas and electricity prices considered is above the line for that policy, and unprofitable 
if the prices are below the break-even line.   
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Our base case is shown in figure 1 – we assume an engine cost of £500,000, a 
five-year project life, and a required internal rate of return of 15%.  The first policy, 
and the one producing the highest break-even electricity price, is that CHP schemes 
receive no support.  The second policy, supporting CHP only via the exemption from 
business rates, produces only a marginal reduction in the break-even price.  For 
plausible gas prices, the annual expenditure on the CHP scheme is of the order of 
several hundred thousand pounds, and so a rate rebate worth £2,000 has almost no 
impact.  Enhanced capital allowances produce a slightly greater impact on the break-
even electricity price, but it is still small.  Our fourth policy case gives the CHP partial 
exemption from the CCL – this is the case 3 of section 3.  This has roughly twice as 
much impact as the enhanced capital allowances.  The impact of full CCL exemption, 
our fifth policy, is roughly twice as great, in this example.  Each of the lines so far 
considers a single support policy in isolation, but the final, lowest, line shows the 
impact of all three current policies together.   
The figure also shows the electricity and gas prices paid by the “other” sector 
(dominated by commercial users) from the Digest of UK Energy Statistics, table 1.6, 
for three recent years.  In our base case, requiring a 15% IRR over five years, our 
CHP plant would have been marginally profitable, even without support, given the 
prices ruling in 2001 and 2005, but would have been unprofitable in 2003, had it not 
received the CCL exemption. 
We present some sensitivity analyses in figures 2-5.  These show, respectively, 
the impact of requiring only a 10% IRR, a ten-year project life, and lower (£400,000) 
and higher (£600,000) engine costs.  The break-even lines are shifted downwards, as 
expected, in all but the last of these cases.  The pattern of the lines does not change, 
however – the CCL exemption is still by far the most effective policy of the three in 
promoting CHP. 
We note that the lines are approximately parallel in all five figures.  This is 
because the value of the incentives is not linked to the price of gas or electricity, since 
the CCL is a fixed tax.  This would imply that the proportionate value of the 
incentives are much greater when the prices of gas and electricity are low.  If the gas 
price rises by £1/MWh, the break-even electricity price rises by £1.34.  In the 
electricity market, however, gas is converted in power at a thermal efficiency of 
around 55%, or less in the older plants.  This implies that a £1/MWh rise in the price 
of gas would lead to an increase in the price of electricity of nearly £2/MWh.  In other 
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words, as the price of gas rises, the market price of electricity is likely to rise much 
faster than the break-even price of power calculated for our CHP scheme.  The CHP 
scheme is more likely to be profitable when gas prices are high.  It is therefore 
appropriate that the government incentives have their greatest proportional impact 
when gas prices are low – there is little point in providing more generous subsidies at 
times when CHP schemes are likely to be in profit at the market prices. 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
The UK government promotes CHP via three main incentives – exemption from 
business rates, enhanced capital allowances, and exemption from the Climate Change 
Levy.  A typical UK CHP scheme is modelled in an Excel spreadsheet for the analysis 
and evaluation of these incentives.  It was found that CHP plants sized to meet the 
minimum heat load, since there is no heat storage facility in most of them, just meet 
the requirements for ‘good quality’ CHP and therefore exemption from the CCL. The 
extra cost to run a plant with only boilers in case of partial and full CCL exemption 
was calculated for different energy prices.  We showed how the CCL exemption 
raised the annual cost savings from running the CHP plant, and how this becomes less 
pronounced as energy prices increase, since the CCL remains constant. The annual 
cost savings were compared with the up-front cost of installing the CHP unit. Firstly, 
the sensitivity of the beneficial effect of the CCL exemption on the capital cost of 
CHP has been studied using as a criterion the pay back time and it has been shown 
that the CCL exemption can reduce the payback period quite significantly. However, 
the beneficial effect is less pronounced for high energy prices and low engine costs. 
Secondly, a study was conducted to compare the impact of CCL with the impact of 
the accelerated depreciation on a CHP project. This was done by calculation of the 
IRR for different energy prices, capital costs, and for five and three year project 
lifetimes.  We showed that the CCL exemption has a much greater impact on the IRR 
than the accelerated depreciation. Again, high energy prices and low engine costs 
reduce the benefit of the CCL exemption, in exactly those circumstances when it is 
less likely to be required.  Finally, we calculated the break-even gas and electricity 
prices for our scheme, and showed how these varied with the policy instruments 
chosen.  The impact of exemption from business rates was minimal, but the 
exemption from the CCL will have been sufficient to make some otherwise 
unprofitable schemes profitable at times of low energy prices. 
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 While we are not arguing for the other policies promoting the adoption of 
CHP to be dropped, this work shows that their impact is likely to be much lower than 
that of the CCL exemption.  If each policy to promote CHP implies an administrative 
burden on government and, if it has to be claimed explicitly, on CHP operators, we 
recommend that these burdens could be minimised by channelling a chosen level of 
support through the minimum number of significant measures.  
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1 Introduction 
Electricity generated from wind power will play an important role in the future 
energy supply in many countries. This implicates the need to integrate this 
power into the existing electricity supply system, which was mainly designed for 
large units of fossil fuel and nuclear power stations. Wind power has different 
characteristics and therefore this integration leads to some important challenges 
from the point of view of the electricity system. 
The availability of the power supply generated from wind energy varies 
fundamentally from that generated conventionally from fossil fuels. The most 
important difference is that wind power generation depends on the availability of 
the wind, i.e. it is weather dependent. In contrast to conventional power plants, 
which are controlled to produce power according to the demand, wind power 
usually is produced according to the available wind. This also means that the 
power output is fluctuating with the wind variations. In the electricity system, 
supply and demand must be equal at each time. Thus, in an electricity system 
with an important share of wind power, new methods of balancing supply and 
demand are needed. 
Wind power forecasting plays a key role in tackling this challenge. It is the 
prerequisite for the integration of a large share of wind power in an electricity 
system, as it links the weather dependent production with the scheduled 
production of conventional power plants and the forecast of the electricity 
demand, the latter being predictable with reasonable accuracy. This is 
illustrated in the following example. 
Figure 1 shows the electricity demand of Germany for one week as an example 
(upper curve). The first day was a public holiday with a relatively low electricity 
demand, comparable to that of day four, which was a Sunday. Saturday shows 
a slightly higher demand and also a different temporal course. The load was 
again slightly higher on the Friday between the holiday and the weekend. The 
last three days show the typical weekday load curves. This load curve is readily 
predictable, even for a rather atypical week as shown in the example, and the 
conventional power plants are scheduled such that their prediction follows the 
predicted load curve. Deviations of the actual from the predicted load are 
balanced by the use of balancing power. 
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Figure 1: Load and wind power generation for one week in Germany (1.-
7.5.2003) 
 
The dark band shown in the graph was the share of electricity generated by 
wind power in Germany during this week. The wind power production was 
varying between almost zero on the last day and up to about 10 GW on day 
three. Conventional power plants had to supply only the share of the load 
shown by the lower curve. If the wind power generation was not predicted, it 
would appear as an additional and unknown ‘negative load’ and would require 
an extremely large use of balancing energy. This is technically and 
economically undesirable. Instead, the forecast power output from wind power 
is used together with the load forecast to schedule the conventional power 
plants. In this way only the errors in the forecasts have to be balanced by 
balancing energy. This also shows clearly that the forecast error determines the 
need of balancing energy for the integration of wind power. 
A wind power forecast is indispensable for system operation and security. Its 
accuracy is directly connected to the need for balancing energy and hence to 
the cost of wind power integration. Consequently, a large amount of research 
has been directed towards the development of good and reliable wind power 
forecasts in the last years and many different forecasting systems with different 
approaches have been developed. In countries with a substantial share of wind 
power in the electricity system like Denmark, Germany or Spain, wind power 
forecasting systems are already an essential part of grid and system control.  
2 Applications of wind power forecasting 
The most important application for wind power forecasting is to reduce the need 
for balancing energy and reserve power, which are needed to integrate wind 
power into the balancing of supply and demand in the electricity supply system, 
i.e. to optimise the power plant scheduling. This leads to lower integration costs 
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for wind power, lower emissions from the power plants used for balancing and 
subsequently to a higher value of wind power.  
A second application is to provide forecasts of wind power feed-in for grid 
operation and grid security evaluation. To assess the security of the grid and to 
operate it, e.g. for maintenance and repair, the grid operator needs to know the 
current and future wind power feed-in at each grid connection point. 
The objectives of a wind power forecast therefore depend on the application: 
• For optimised power plant scheduling and power balancing, an accurate 
forecast of the wind power generation for the whole control zone is 
needed. The relevant time horizon depends on the technical and 
regulatory framework, e.g. the types of conventional power plants in the 
system and the trading closure times. 
• For determining the reserve power which has to be held ready to provide 
balancing energy, a prediction of the accuracy of the forecast is needed. 
As the largest forecast errors determine the need for reserve power, 
these have to be minimised. In Germany, the relevant forecast horizon is 
usually rather long, i.e. predicted one day ahead. 
• For grid operation the current and forecast wind power generation in 
each grid area or grid connection point is needed. This requires a 
forecast for small regions or even single wind farms. For grid 
management, shorter time horizons are often relevant. Switching and 
other grid operations do not have a long lead time and therefore a higher 
accuracy of short-term forecasts is more important.  
3 Steps of a forecasting system 
In producing a wind power forecast, different steps can be distinguished: 
• Numerical weather prediction  
• Wind power output forecast 
• Regional upscaling 
As the first step, a weather prediction including the forecast of the wind speed 
and possibly some other meteorological parameters is needed for a wind power 
forecast. This is provided by numerical weather prediction (NWP) models. Most 
often, two or more hierarchical levels with different NWP models and increasing 
resolution are used (see section 4). Very simple systems use as a substitute for 
NWP models measured wind speeds from a location in the direction of the 
mean pressure systems movement. It is possible to compute forecasts without 
weather prediction from actual measurements of power output, but only for very 
short forecast horizons.  
The NWP data are used as input to the next step, the wind farm power output 
forecasting. This takes into account the local meteorological influences on the 
wind speed and direction, the power conversion characteristics of the turbine, 
wind farm shading and other effects which influence the power output. Different 
approaches and combinations of approaches have been developed and are in 
use (see section 5). For forecasts with a shorter forecast horizon, online 
measured wind speeds and/or wind farm power output are used as additional 
input to the forecasting (see section 6). 
If the forecast is needed for a larger region with very many wind farms or wind 
turbines, forecasts are compiled only for some representative wind farms and 
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the results from these are scaled-up to regional forecasts as a third step (see 
section 7). 
4 Numerical weather prediction 
Weather forecasts from numerical weather prediction models (NWP-models) 
are the most essential input needed for almost all wind power forecast models. 
Usually a model chain of hierarchical levels with different NWP models and 
increasing resolution is used.  
The model chain starts with meteorological measurements and observations all 
over the globe, done by meteorologists, weather stations, satellites, etc. All 
available data are used as input to a global NWP model, which models the 
atmosphere of the entire earth. The NWP model calculates the future state of 
the atmosphere from the physical laws governing the weather. Since these 
calculations are very computationally expensive, the resolution of a global 
model has to be rather coarse (see Figure 2 left). Global models are in 
operation at only about 15 national weather services.  
 
Figure 2: Horizontal grid of a global numerical weather prediction model and 
enlarged area covered by a local area model (figures taken from DWD) 
 
To provide more accurate weather forecasts, local area models (LAM) are used, 
which cover only a small part of the earth, but can be run with a much higher 
resolution (see Figure 2 right). These models use as input the forecasts of the 
global model and calculate a weather forecast taking into account the local 
characteristics of the terrain.  
NWP models are usually run operationally by national weather services. Most of 
these only run LAM for their region of interest and use data from other global 
models as input. Some commercial companies also run NWP models and there 
also exist dedicated service companies running NWP models for wind power 
forecasting.  
One example of a LAM is the LME model [ 1] of the German Weather Service 
(DWD). It covers central Europe with 325 times 325 grid cells. This leads to a 
horizontal resolution of about 7 times 7 km. The forecast horizon of the 
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operational model is 48 hours and the resolution 1 hour. Model runs are started 
twice daily at 00 UTC and 12 UTC. 
In some model systems a third step is performed using a high resolution 
mesoscale model with an even higher resolution. This is especially important if 
the LAM available has low resolution and the terrain is complex. The mesoscale 
models can either be run by the provider of the weather prediction data, i.e. a 
weather service provider, or as part of the wind power forecast model.  
In practical application, often different NWP model data are available for a wind 
power forecast. Important criteria for the selection of the most appropriate NWP 
model are: 
• Area covered 
• Spatial and temporal resolution 
• Forecast horizon 
• Accuracy 
• Number of runs and their calculation time 
5 Different approaches for the power output forecast 
The aim of a wind power forecast is to link the wind prediction of the NWP 
model to the power output of the turbine. Three fundamentally different 
approaches can be distinguished: 
• The physical approach aims to describe the physical process of 
converting wind to power and models each of the steps involved.  
• The statistical approach aims at describing the connection between 
predicted wind and power output directly by statistical analysis of time 
series from data in the past. 
• Finally the learning approach uses artificial intelligence (AI) methods to 
learn the relation between predicted wind and power output from time 
series of the past. 
In practical applications the methods are sometimes combined or mixed. 
Models with a physical approach almost always use data from the past to tune 
their models or use model output statistics (MOS) for a correction of the result. 
On the other hand, models using statistical or AI methods often use knowledge 
of the physical processes like the shape of the power curve in designing their 
models. 
The physical approach contains a chain of models of the different physical 
processes involved: 
• Wind conditions at the site and hub height of the turbines 
• Wind farm shading effects 
• Turbine power curve 
• Model output statistics (MOS) 
The wind prediction of a NWP model represents a mean wind speed over the 
area of one grid cell of the model at a certain height. As a first step, the site 
specific wind speed and direction at hub height of the turbines has to be 
calculated. The models used for this are either micrometeorological models like 
the WAsP [ 2] model and/or flow models, usually mesoscale models like MM5 [ 
3]. These models take into account the influence of the vertical wind speed 
profile, the orography of the terrain, the surface roughness and thermal effects. 
In a second step, wind farm shading effects are calculated by a wind farm 
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model, e.g. PARK [ 4] or FLaP [ 5]. The turbine power curve is then used to 
convert the wind speed at each turbine into the expected power output. Finally, 
model output statistics (MOS) are used to correct the results for systematic 
deviations caused either by uncertainties in the information needed by the 
models or by inaccuracies in the models. MOS is a statistical correction method 
based on time series of the past. It is essential for good forecasting quality of a 
physical model, since the physical processes are highly complex and the 
information needed for the models often has limited accuracy. The models need 
detailed knowledge about the wind farms to be forecast, e.g. the terrain around 
the wind farm, the layout of the farm and the power curve of the turbines.  
 
Statistical approaches analyse the connection between weather forecasts and 
power production from time series of the past, and describe this connection in a 
way that enables it to be used for the future.  
Like statistical models, artificial intelligence methods also describe the 
connection between input data (the predictions of the NWP model) and output 
data (wind farm power output). But instead of an explicit statistical analysis they 
use algorithms which are able to implicitly describe non-linear and highly 
complex relations between these data. Different methods are used for this, e.g.: 
• Artificial neural networks 
• Support vector machines 
• Nearest neighbour search 
For both the statistical and AI approach, long and high quality time series of 
weather predictions and power output of the past are of essential importance.  
Each of these approaches is used in practical applications. The physical 
approach is e.g. used in the models Prediktor ([ 6], [ 7]) and Previento ([ 8], [ 9]). 
The WPPT ([ 10], [ 11]) model uses a statistical approach, while the WPMS ([ 
12], [ 13]) model uses an AI approach. For an overview over different models, 
see [ 14], [ 15], [ 16]. The main advantages and drawbacks of different 
approaches for the power output forecasts are summarised in Table 1.  
 
Table 1: Summary of main advantages and drawbacks of different approaches 
for the power output forecast 
Statistical and artificial intelligence 
approaches 
Physical approach 
+  No physical insight necessary 
+  Fast calculation 
− Depending on high quality and long-
term measurement data 
− Situations with limited numbers of 
observations difficult 
+  Chance to understand physical 
behaviour 
+  Measurement data less important 
− Needs extensive information about 
wind farms 
− High effort in set-up 
 
 
6 Forecast horizon 
The forecast horizon is the time period between the time at which the forecast is 
available and the forecast point in time. Different forecasts are used for different 
purposes and their forecast horizons depend on the requirements of the user, 
stemming from technical and regulatory conditions and on the feasibility of 
forecasting.  
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From the meteorological and climatological point of view, one can distinguish 
long-term or seasonal forecasts with a forecast horizon of several months, 
medium-term forecasts with a range of up to 2 weeks, short-term forecasts for 
the next few days and very-short term forecasts for a forecast horizon of up to 
one day. Generally the forecast accuracy decreases with increasing forecast 
horizon.  
For wind power forecasting currently deterministic forecasts are used up to a 
forecast horizon of 3 to 5 days. Mainly two forecast horizons have to be 
distinguished: The day-ahead forecast and the short-term forecast. The day-
ahead forecast is mainly used for day-ahead power trading. The forecast 
horizon therefore depends on the organisation of the trading, e.g. the gate 
closure time and the trading days. An example for a gate closure time of 12 
o’clock for the next day is shown in Figure 3. The NWP model starts running at 
midnight with the observations from the day before. It finishes calculation 
around 7 o’clock in the morning and sends the information to the wind power 
forecasting system. This usually has a very short calculation time and the 
results are available a few minutes later. They are analysed and used for 
trading the power for the next day until at 12 o’clock the trading ends. This 
means that the calcualtion of the forecast starts 48 hours ahead, counted from 
the start of the NWP model. If there is no trading at weekends and pubic 
holidays lead time for the calculation for the ‘day-ahead’ trading actually can be 
96 hours or longer.  
 
 
Figure 3: Typical time schedule for wind power forecasting used for day-ahead 
trading 
 
Short-term wind power forecasting is mainly used for intra-day trading and grid 
operation and security. Its main characteristic is that it utilises online data from 
measurements of actual power output and/or wind speed. For very short 
forecast horizons this leads to a very important increase in forecast accuracy 
(see Figure 4). Usually NWP model data and online measurement data are 
combined for the short-term forecast, giving more weight to the NWP data for 
longer forecast horizons and more weight to online data for shorter horizons. 
Very short-term forecasts of up to 1 or 2 hours are possible even without NWP 
NWP model starts 
0h UTC 0h UTC 0h UTC 12h UTC 12h UTC
Forcast period 
NWP model results sent to forecasting model 
Wind power forecast results
Day-ahead trading closes
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model data. For forecast horizons of more than about half a day the online data 
usually do not add information the NWP model data and the short-term forecast 
ends.  
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Figure 4: Example time series of online measurement and forecasts of wind 
power generation in Germany; forecasts with different forecast horizons are 
shown. 
7 Regional upscaling  
A wind power forecast for a larger region with many wind farms is usually made 
by forecasting only some of the wind farms and extrapolating their power output 
to the whole region - often called regional up-scaling. This minimises the effort 
involved in making the forecasts and reduces the amount of data needed from 
NWP models as input. The accuracy of the forecasts does not decrease much, 
since wind farms close to each other show a similar behaviour. However, it is 
important that the wind farms selected for forecasting are representative of all 
wind farms to which their output is extrapolated. 
Different algorithms can be used for upscaling. Their main function is to 
calculate the output of all wind farms of the area from the known - or forecasted 
- output of the representative wind farms. In the Wind Power Management 
System (WPMS), developed by ISET in Germany, the following mechanism is 
used:  
The area of interest it is subdivided into grid squares. For each of these grid 
squares the installed capacity of wind farms, their coordinates and hub heights 
and the roughness of the terrain are known. 
This information is compiled from a data base of all wind turbines in Germany, 
which includes:  
• Installed power 
• Rotor radius 
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• Hub height 
• Location 
• Turbine type 
• Surface roughness 
• Date of erection and dismantling 
 
 
Figure 5: Grid squares used by WPMS for regional up-scaling 
 
Figure 5 shows the grid squares for Germany as an example. The size of the 
squares shows information about installed capacity (smallest squares 1-13 
MW), largest squares 131-146 MW). The WPMS calculates the power output of 
the wind turbines in each grid square by using the forecast power output of the 
representative wind farms. The closer a reference wind farm is to the grid 
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square, the greater is its influence (see Figure 6). Considering a case with i grid 
squares and j representative wind farms, the power output of the whole region 
Ptotal is the sum of the power output Pi off all grid squares: ∑=
i
itotal PP           ( 1 ) 
The power output of one grid square is calculated from the weighted power 
outputs of all representative wind farms: ∑=
j
jijii PAkP
         ( 2 ) 
Here Pj is the power output of representative wind farm j, normalised with its 
installed power and ki is a normalisation factor. The weighting factors Aij are 
calculated as 
iIP
ij
ij PS
S
A ,
0
exp ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ −=
        ( 3 ), 
where PIP,i is the installed power in grid square i, Sij is the distance between 
representative wind farm and grid square and S0 is a spatial correlation 
parameter, which has to be determined empirically.  
The normalisation factor ki makes sure that the sum of all weighing factors 
equals one.  
∑=
j
ijj
i As
k
*
1
         ( 4 ) 
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Figure 6: Sketch of the calculation of the power output of a grid square with the 
up-scaling mechanism 
 
8 Smoothing effect 
The power output of wind farms fluctuates. These fluctuations are very difficult 
to forecast and even if the power output on a particular day is predicted well, the 
fluctuations will cause a forecast error. The larger the wind farm, the smaller will 
be the fluctuations and the corresponding forecast error. If many wind farms are 
forecast together, the forecast error decreases further. And the aggregation of 
large regions with several GW installed capacity will lead to a decrease in the 
relative forecast error, since there will be cases where the forecast errors of 
different regions will partly cancel each other out. An example of this is shown in 
Figure 7: It shows the forecast error for the three German control zones with 
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large wind power capacity, those of E.ON, VE-T and RWE, together with the 
error of the aggregated forecast for an example time series of four days. It can 
be seen that the forecast error for the aggregated wind power always stays 
below 2,5%, while the error for single control zones reaches up to 8%. The 
forecast error is given here as the difference between forecast and 
measurement in percent of the installed capacity. 
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Figure 7: Example time series of relative forecast error for the individual control 
zones of EON, VET and RWE, and for the whole of Germany 
 
The forecast error depends on the number of wind turbines and wind farms and 
their geographical spread. In Germany, typical forecast errors for the 
representative wind farms forecast with WPMS are 10-15% RMSE (root mean 
square error) of installed power, while the error for the control zones calculated 
from these representative wind farms is typically 6-7%, and that for the whole of 
Germany only 5-6%. 
9 Forecast accuracy 
The accuracy of a wind power forecast is of course the most important criterion 
for its quality and value. Figure 8 shows an example time series of the day-
ahead forecast for Germany together with its monitored values for one month.  
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Figure 8: Example time series of monitored and forecast power output for 
Germany 
 
Since the forecast accuracy changes with time, a long time period has to be 
considered to evaluate the quality of a forecasting system. Since this is difficult 
with a time series plot, often a scatter plot is used. However, the information at 
which time a certain error occurred, is lost in this evaluation method. An 
example of a scatter plot of forecast errors is given in Figure 9. The forecast 
wind power output for Germany is shown versus the monitored values. The data 
comprise the period of one year and are normalised with the installed capacity. 
The forecast data are from a day-ahead forecast performed with ISET’s wind 
power management system (WPMS) using NWP data from the German 
weather service (DWD).  
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Figure 9: Forecast versus monitored wind power output for Germany; values 
are normalised with the installed capacity 
 
The information given in the scatter plot can be further condensed by 
calculating a frequency distribution of the forecast error. Here the information at 
which power output a certain error occurred is not visible any more. Figure 10 
shows an example, using the same data as in the scatter plot. 
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Figure 10: Frequency distribution of the difference between forecast and 
monitored power output; data as in Figure 9  
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Often the information about the forecast error needs to be further condensed to 
only one or a few values. Many different error measures can be used for this: 
• BIAS (mean error) 
• MAE (mean average error) 
• RMSE (root mean square error) 
• Correlation coefficient, r 
Additionally, different ways of relating the error to the production or size of the 
installation are used: 
• Normalised with installed power 
• Normalised with mean power generation 
• With respect to current power generation 
It has to be stressed that different measures lead to very different values. For 
comparison of different wind power forecasting systems, it is therefore 
extremely important to be sure to use the same error measures. Additionally, 
the error depends on many other influences, which have to be equal for a 
comparison of different systems: 
• The error is different for each wind farm, depending on local conditions, 
the size and location of the wind farm, geographical spread, etc. 
• For regional forecasts, it depends on the number of wind farms, their size 
and spatial distribution (see section 8) 
• The error depends on the weather prediction model used as input. 
• It is different for different time periods. 
• It depends on the amount and quality of the measured data used as input 
to the system. 
• It also depends on the forecast horizon (see section 6) 
 
10 Example: The Wind Power Management System 
(WPMS) 
Wind power forecasting is an integral part of the electricity supply system in 
Germany. The Wind Power Management System (WPMS), developed by ISET, 
is used operationally by three of the four German transmission system 
operators (see Figure 11). The system consists of three parts:  
The online monitoring, which performs an up-scaling of online power production 
measurements at representative wind farms to the total wind power production 
in a grid area.  
The day-ahead forecast of the wind power production by means of artificial 
neural networks (ANN). This is based on input from a numerical weather 
prediction (NWP) model.  
The short-term forecast, which additionally employs on-line wind power 
measurements to produce an improved forecast for up to 8 hours ahead.  
 
For a short-term wind power forecast, representative wind farms or wind farm 
groups have to be determined and equipped with online measurement 
technology. For the day-ahead forecast, only historical time series of measured 
power output of the representative wind farms are needed. For these locations, 
forecast meteorological data obtained from a numerical weather prediction 
(NWP) model are used as input. The resolution of the forecast and the forecast 
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horizon depend on the NWP data used. In Germany, currently an hourly 
resolution and a forecast horizon of 3 days are in operation.  
 
 
Figure 11: The graphical user interface of the Wind Power Management System 
(WPMS) 
 
Artificial neural networks (ANN) are used to forecast the wind power generated 
by a wind farm from the predicted meteorological data of the NWP model. The 
ANNs are trained with NWP data and simultaneously measured wind farm 
power data from the past, in order to ‘learn’ the dependence of the power output 
on predicted wind speed and additional meteorological parameters (Figure 12). 
The advantage of an artificial neural network over other calculation procedures 
is that it ‘learns’ connections and ‘conjectures’ results, even in the case of 
incomplete or contradictory input data. Furthermore, the ANN can easily use 
additional meteorological data like air pressure or temperature to improve the 
accuracy of the forecasts. In the operational forecast system, the deviation 
(Root Mean Square Error, RMSE, as a  percent of the installed capacity) 
between the (day ahead) predicted and actual occurring power for the control 
areas of ENE, VE-T and RWE currently currently is about 6-7% of the installed 
capacity. The forecast error for the total German grid amounts to 5-6%. 
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Figure 12: Sketch of an artificial neural network (ANN) used for the wind power 
forecast 
 
In addition to the forecast of the total output of the wind turbines for the 
following days (up to 72 hours), short-term (15-minutes to 8 hours) forecasts are 
the basis for efficient and safe power system management. Apart from the 
meteorological values such as wind speed, air pressure, temperature etc., 
online power measurements of representative sites are an important input for 
the short-term forecasts. As in the day-ahead forecast, ANNs are used to relate 
the input values to the power output. The forecast uncertainty is considerably 
lower than for the day-ahead forecast. For the German grid the RMSE as a 
percentage of the installed capacity is currently 2.6% for the 2-hour-ahead 
forecast and 3.6% for the 4-hour-ahead forecast [ 17]. 
11  ‘Learning curve’ of the forecasting accuracy 
 
Since the WPMS forecasting system was first implemented in 2001, it has been 
improved constantly. The result is a continuous reduction of the forecast error, 
resulting in a ‘learning curve’ of decreasing forecast error over time, as can be 
seen in Figure 13, which shows the development of the forecasting error for the 
example of the E.ON control zone [ 13]. The accuracy of the operational wind 
power forecast has improved from approximately 10% RMSE at the first 
implementation in 2001 to an RMSE of about 6.5% in 2005. 
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Figure 13: Development of the forecasting error of the operational day-ahead 
forecast for a control zone; shown is the root mean square error of the forecast 
time series compared to that of the online monitoring 
 
The operational experience of several years shows that the system has not only 
performed well in terms of accuracy, but also in terms of practical usability. The 
system has been installed in three different control room software 
environments. It has been extended constantly to include user requirements 
and wishes and now includes e.g. a hot stand-by capability with full monitoring, 
different options for the graphical user interface, etc. 
12 Examples for current research 
12.1 Improved representation of the atmospheric boundary 
layer 
The selection of the input parameters for the ANN is of crucial importance for 
the performance of the forecast. Wind velocity and wind direction are, of course, 
the most important parameters for the wind power forecast. However, with the 
neural network approach it is easily possible to incorporate additional 
parameters. The set of meteorological parameters used for the forecast has 
been improved to take into account the influence of atmospheric stability, 
especially for new turbines with high towers. This has led to an important 
improvement in forecast accuracy. Most important was the inclusion of the wind 
speed predicted by the NWP at 100 m height [ 17]. As can be seen in Figure 14 
for the example of one German TSO control zone, the forecast error (RMSE as 
a percent of installed capacity) was reduced by more than 20%. Two different 
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numerical weather prediction models were used as input for the forecast, 
showing very similar results. 
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Figure 14: Comparison of the wind power forecast accuracy for a control zone 
using 10 m and 100 m wind speed as input parameter 
 
12.2 Multi-model approach for forecasting methods 
The day-ahead wind power forecast by ANN using one method of artificial 
intelligence (AI) is used operationally by German TSOs. To improve the forecast 
ability other types of AI-models were investigated in a comparative study [ 18]. 
In detail, these were:  
• Artificial neural networks (ANN) as reference 
• Mixture-of-experts (ME)  
• Nearest-neighbour search (NNS) combined with particle swarm 
optimization (PSO)  
• Support vector machines (SVM). Additionally we built an ensemble 
including all models.  
The ANN consists of nonlinear functions g which are combined by a series of 
weighted linear filters [ 19]. Here a neural network with one ‘hidden layer’ with j 
‘neurons’ was used, constituting the weight matrices A and a.  
⎥⎦
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The vector wkt contains the input data from the numerical weather prediction 
model, i.e. k values of meteorological parameters at time t. tPˆ  denotes the 
output value, i.e. the predicted power output of a wind farm at the time t. 
The ME model is a construction of different ‘expert’ neural networks to tackle 
different regions of the data, and then uses an extra ‘gating’ network, which also 
sees the input values and weights the different experts corresponding to the 
input values [ 20].  
The NNS [ 21] uses those observations in a historical NWP data set closest in 
input space to the actual input values to form the output. The NNS method used 
is based upon the construction of a common time delay vector of weather data 
from several prediction locations of the NWP and upon an iterative algorithm 
consisting of the NNS and a superior PSO for the selection of optimal input 
weather data [ 22].  
The SVM maps the input data vectors tw  into a high-dimensional feature space 
by calculating convolutions of inner products using some so-called support 
vectors iw of the input space.  
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −= ∑
vectorsport
tiiit bwwKPsignwf
sup
),()( α  
In general, support vector machines are learning machines using a convolution 
of an inner product K, allowing the construction of non-linear decision functions 
in the input space, which are equivalent to linear decision functions in the 
feature space. In this feature space, an optimally separating hyperplane is 
constructed [ 23]. 
A comparative study between the different forecasting methods has been 
performed using power output measurements of 10 wind farms in the E.ON 
control zone and corresponding NWP prediction data for these points from the 
German weather service DWD. Data from September 2000 to July 2003 have 
been used. Figure 15 shows the comparison of the mean RMSE for the 10 wind 
farms. It can be seen that the support vector machine yields the best results in 
this case. Also, a simple ensemble approach has been tested by averaging the 
outputs of the models studied. As can be seen in Figure 15, even this simple 
ensemble improves the forecast accuracy compared to the results of the single 
ensemble members. 
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Figure 15: Comparison of the mean RMSE of a wind power forecast for a group 
of single wind farms obtained with different AI methods and with a combination 
of all methods; The methods used are: Artificial neural networks (ANN), Mixture 
of Experts (ME), Nearest Neighbour Search (NNS) and Support Vector Machine 
(SVM) 
 
12.3 Multi-model approach for numerical weather forecast 
models 
 
A study has been performed to investigate the influence of merging different 
NWP models on the accuracy of the wind power forecast. Three different NWP 
models have been used for a day-ahead wind power forecast for Germany (see 
Table 2). All three models have been used as input to the WPMS based on the 
ANN method. The training of the networks has been performed with data of 
more than one year. A concurrent data set of seven months (April – October 
2004) has been used for the comparison. 
The RMSE in percent of the installed capacity of the three models is shown in 
Figure 16. It can be seen that the differences between the different models are 
small. Additionally, a simple combination of the three models has been tested 
by averaging their forecasts. It can be seen that even this simple approach 
improves the forecast accuracy very significantly compared to the results of the 
single models. The resulting RMSE for the combined model for Germany is 
4,7%, while the values for the individual forecasts are between 5,8% and 6,1%. 
 
Table 2: Main characteristics of the NWP models used 
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 NWP-1 NWP-2 NWP-3 
Forecast Schedule  72 Hours 48 Hours 72 Hours 
Model Runs  00 and 12 UTC
(Universal Time) 
00 UTC 00 UTC 
Available 
Parameters  
Wind Speed  
Wind Direction 
Temperature 
Air Pressure 
Humidity 
Wind Speed  
Wind Direction 
Temperature 
Air Pressure 
Humidity 
Momentum Flux 
Wind Speed  
Wind Direction 
Temperature 
Air Pressure 
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Figure 16: Comparison of the mean RMSE of a wind power forecast for 
Germany obtained with the WPMS based on ANN with input data from three 
different NWP models and with a combination of these models 
12.4 Prediction of the forecast uncertainty 
In addition to the wind power forecast itself, it is important to have knowledge of 
uncertainties of this forecast. A confidence interval of the forecast gives a 
quantitative measure of the possible deviation of the actual wind power from the 
forecast, depending on the meteorological input data for each time stamp. A 
statistical method has been used to predict not only the power output, but also 
an upper and lower limit for the forecast accuracy for each time step (Figure 17) 
[ 17]. The method is based on the determination of the forecast uncertainty for 
each representative wind farm, depending on wind speed and wind direction. 
The total uncertainty is than calculated from the uncertainty estimations of all 
representative wind farms.  
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Figure 17: Example time series of the forecast power output and its 90% 
probability interval, compared with the values of the online monitoring 
13 Future challenges 
 
As the wind power capacity grows fast in Germany and many other countries, 
forecast accuracy becomes increasingly important. Especially for large offshore 
wind farms, an accurate forecast is crucial due to the concentration of large 
capacity in a small area. However, in recent years the forecast accuracy has 
improved constantly, and it can be expected that this increase can be 
maintained in the future. For the WPMS, a number of improvements are 
planned: 
• The development of operational ensemble model systems using the data 
from several numerical weather prediction models will clearly improve the 
forecast accuracy. Also, an improved method for model combination will 
be developed. 
• Improvements in the NWP models and more frequent updates of the 
weather predictions will improve the input data for wind power 
forecasting. 
• Further improvements in the forecasting methods and improved methods 
for the combination of different forecasting methods can be expected to 
further reduce forecasting errors. 
• Especially for short-term wind power forecasting, additional use of online 
wind measurement data has the potential for improved forecasts. In 
Germany, it is planned to use the ISET wind measurement network [ 24] 
to correct the NWP data used for the forecasts. 
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Forecast accuracy is only one of the challenges for wind power forecasting 
systems of the future. Additionally, the scope of systems will have to be 
extended to meet future challenges: 
• Wind power forecast in the offshore environment has the potential to 
become more reliable than on land, if specific offshore forecast models 
are developed. The meteorological situation in the near-shore marine 
atmospheric boundary layer differs from that over land. Especially, the 
atmospheric stability and the distance to the shore have an important 
influence over sea. 
• Improved forecasts for short time horizons will be needed for grid safety 
and intra-day trading. 
• Prediction of the probability distribution of the forecasting error and 
reduction of events with large errors give the opportunity to reduce the 
reserve capacity for balancing wind power forecast errors. 
• Forecasts in high spatial resolution for each grid node of the high voltage 
grid will be needed for high wind power penetration, in order to tackle the 
problem of congestion management. 
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Zusammenfassung  
Es zeigt sich, dass es über weite Teile des Jahres möglich ist die Stromerzeugung mit Kraft-
Wärme-Kopplung (KWK) von den windstarken auf windschwache Zeiten zu verlagern. 
Restriktionen treten bei geringem Wärmebedarf im Sommer auf. Wenn gleichzeitig Demand 
Response, d.h. das Potential der Verschiebung von Stromverbrauchern genutzt wird, ist ein 
effizientes Stromversorgungssystem mit sehr hohem Windkraftanteil realisierbar.  
 
Ergebnisse aus Untersuchungen im Rahmen des EU-Projekts Desire1 
Unsere zukünftige europäische Stromversorgung wird aller Voraussicht nach stark mitgeprägt 
sein von der kostengünstigen Windenergienutzung. Für das europäische Stromnetz bedeutet 
dies, dass sich zur Variation im Stromverbrauch die variable Stromerzeugung aus Windkraft 
gesellt. Das zukünftige europäische Stromnetz wird höhere Schwankungen und eine 
veränderte und veränderlichere Charakteristik zeigen, bei der ständig ein recht plötzlicher 
Wegfall von Windenergie ebenso wie ein Überangebot auszugleichen ist. 
Für eine effiziente Stromerzeugung stehen die Technologien der Kraft-Wärme-Kopplung 
(KWK) bereit, die bei mittlerer und hoher Netz-Last in Betrieb gehen und sogar 
Regelenergieaufgaben übernehmen können. Bei diesen Anlagen erfolgt dann neben der 
Stromnutzung auch eine Wärmenutzung, und je vollständiger die Wärme mitgenutzt wird, 
umso effizienter ist das Gesamtsystem. Auf der anderen Seite tritt damit eine Restriktion auf 
den Plan, die dazu führt, dass nur Strom erzeugt werden kann, wenn auch ein aktueller 
Wärmebedarf vorhanden ist. Ein solches einfaches System wäre stark eingeschränkt in seinen 
Ausgleichsmöglichkeiten.  
Die Erfahrungen aus Dänemark zeigen, dass diese Restriktion für die Stromerzeugung durch 
den Einsatz von Wärmespeichern und eine geeignete Anlagen-Dimensionierung wegfällt. In 
West-Dänemark stammt über 50 % aus KWK und über 20 % des Stroms aus Windenergie. 
Dieser Ausbau-Erfolg ist eng daran geknüpft, dass für KWK eine spezielle Vergütung, der 
Tripeltarif, mit verlässlichen Rahmenbedingungen eingerichtet wurde. Im Vergleich zu 
Deutschland wurde hier zu den Spitzenverbrauchszeiten mittags und am frühen Abend ein 
dritter Tarif mit um ca. 2 ct/kWh_el höherer Vergütung als im Hochtarif bezahlt. Hieraus 
ergab sich unmittelbar eine extreme Verschiebung auf die hoch vergütete Zeit und eine anders 
geartete Auslegung als im übrigen Europa. Eine Auslegung mit großen Wärmespeichern gab 
die für die Stromerzeugung gewünschte Flexibilität, indem Wärme gespeichert und bei Bedarf 
dem Speicher wieder entnommen wird. Die klaren Randbedingungen auf der einen Seite, und 
der auch von der Bevölkerung über Beteiligungsmodelle an der Fern- bzw. 
Nahwärmeversorgung mitgetragene Umstieg auf Kraft-Wärme-Kopplung waren weitere sehr 
günstige Rahmenbedingungen für einen kräftigen KWK-Ausbau. 
                                                 
1 http://www.project-desire.org/  
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Die andere Seite des Windenergie-Ausgleichs, als Ergänzung zur abgestimmten 
Stromerzeugung mit KWK, ist das Demand Response. Hierbei wird der Betrieb von 
Stromverbrauchern wie z.B. Wärmepumpen und Kühlaggregaten von Zeiten mit 
voraussehbarer Unterdeckung auf Zeiten mit „Stromüberschuss“ verlagert. Die 
Untersuchungen hierzu konzentrierten sich auf solche Verbraucher, die mit geeigneten 
thermischen Speichern in Verbindung stehen wie z.B. Wärmespeicher für Heizung und 
Warmwasser sowie Kühlanlagen. Es zeigt sich, dass hier ein erhebliches Potenzial zur 
sinnvollen Verwendung von Überschussstrom aus Windenergie vorhanden ist.  
 
Fazit  
Die Nutzbarmachung von thermischen Speichern kann für das zukünftige europäische 
Stromnetz mit hohem Anteil erneuerbarer Energien eine Schlüsselrolle übernehmen.   
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Flexible KWK-Anlagen können den Bedarf an Regelenergie für den 
weiteren Ausbau der Erneuerbaren Energien mindern 
 
Peter Ritter, EMD Deutschland, Kassel 
 
Wissenschaftler und Experten aus Europa haben im Rahmen des EU-
Projekts DESIRE (www.projekt-desire.org) den Bedarf und die 
verschiedenen Möglichkeiten untersucht, wie die schwankende 
Einspeisung aus großen Anteilen von  Erneuerbaren Energien 
ausgeglichen werden kann. Ein besonderer Schwerpunkt mit 
umfangreichen Analysen und Berechnungen wurde dabei auf die KWK 
gelegt. Darüber hinaus wurden die Erkenntnisse an konkreten 
Demonstrationsbeispielen in Dänemark umgesetzt, die Online unter 
www.emd.dk/desire/skagen bzw. www.emd.dk/desire/hvidesande  verfolgt 
werden können.  
 
Die großen Potentiale der KWK in Deutschland und die umfangreichen 
Möglichkeiten der  CO2 Einsparungen durch deren Ausbau wurden erkannt 
und daher soll die Deckung des Stromverbrauchs durch KWK von derzeit 
12% auf 25% bis 2020 KWK gesteigert werden. Dennoch  werden die 
positiven Eigenschaften von flexiblen KWK zur Abdeckung der Variation 
von Angebot und Nachfrage an Strom außer Acht gelassen. Die 
notwendige Flexibilität erhalten die KWK Anlagen durch die Installation von 
großen Wärmespeichern, wie sie z.B. in Dänemark schon zu Zeiten des 
dreistufigen Einspeisetarifs realisiert wurden. Wärmespeicher haben den 
Vorteil, dass je nach Größe der Speicher die Stromerzeugung vom 
Wärmebedarf um einige Stunden (z.B. 5-8 Stunden) entkoppelt werden 
kann. Dadurch können die KWK Anlagen auch heute schon zu Zeiten 
hoher Preise an der Strombörse den Strom flexibler vermarkten und so Ihre 
Gewinne maximieren. Dabei liegen die Amortisationszeiten für den 
Wärmespeicher meist unter 3 Jahre.  
 
Da Strom nicht einfach im Netz speicherbar ist, muss die Stromerzeugung 
immer dem Verbrauch entsprechen. Während die Lastprofile der 
verschiedenen Verbraucher weit im Voraus prognostiziert werden können 
und entsprechen frühzeitig die Strombeschaffung von den 
Energieversorgern an den Märkten vorgenommen werden kann, haben die 
Erneuerbaren Energien, besonders die Windenergie den Nachteil, dass die 
zu erwartenden Energiemengen nur kurzfristig vorausgesagt werden 
können. Daher spielt die Strombörse mit ihrem Handel in der Regel einen 
Tag im Voraus eine wichtige Rolle. Wie DESIRE und andere 
Untersuchungen aufzeigen, beeinflusst die für den Folgetag prognostizierte 
Menge an Windenergieeinspeisung den Preis an der Strombörse. In 
Dänemark, wo die Windenergieanlagenbetreiber ihren Strom an der 
Strombörse für 0€/MWh anbieten müssen, damit sie diesen auch sicher 
einspeisen können, ist der Einfluss besonders deutlich. Teilweise kommt es 
sogar zu einer 100%iger Abdeckung des Stromverbrauchs durch die 
Windenergieanlagen, wodurch der Preis dort durchaus auf 0€/MWh fallen 
kann.  
 
Da die KWK-Anlagen, bedingt durch die Treibstoff- und Betriebskosten, 
ihren Strom nicht so billig wie Windenergieanlagen anbieten, schützt so die 
Strombörse zum einen vor Übereinspeisung ins Stromnetz und zum 
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anderen wird der KWK-Betreiber seine Energie nur zu Hochpreiszeiten, 
wenn der Energiebedarf besteht, einspeisen. Die Strombörse bewährt sich 
daher als Indikator, wieviel Energie aus Windenergie ins Netz eingespeist 
und wieviel Energie benötigt wird. So kann Sie als Marktinstrument für die 
optimale Ausbalancierung des Angebot und der Nachfrage des Stroms bei 
gleichzeitiger Einspeisung großer Anteile von Erneuerbaren Energien 
verwendet werden. Leider ist die Strombörse nicht vor Missbrauch 
geschützt und durch die bestehenden Rahmenbedingungen wie 
Treibstoffpreise und zu niedrigen Preise für die CO2-Zertifikate, können die 
Strompreise dauerhaft an der Börse unter den Grenzpreis der KWK-
Anlagen fallen, wodurch diese dann den Wärmebedarf mit Kessel 
abdecken müssen. Für diese Fälle fehlen Gesetze, Fördermodelle und 
Richtlinien, die den Betrieb und die Investitionen von KWK-Anlagen 
langfristig absichern.   
 
Die Herausforderung für die Politik besteht nun darin Rahmenbedingungen 
ähnlich wie durch das EEG zu schaffen, die nicht nur langfristig die 
Wirtschaftlichkeit der geplanten KWK in Konkurrenz zu den 
Großkraftwerken ermöglichen, sondern durch Integration von großen 
Wärmespeichern auch die für den Ausbau der Erneuerbaren Energien 
erforderliche Flexibilität der KWK-Anlagen sicherstellen. Dadurch können 
neben der CO2-Einsparung durch Kraft-Wärme-Kopplung weitere 
volkswirtschaftliche Kosten eingespart werden, da auf einen Teil der 
Investitionen für zusätzliche Wasser,- und Druckluftspeicherkraftwerke 
verzichtet werden kann.   
 
In Dänemark wurde im Rahmen des Projekts DESIRE noch einen Schritt 
weiter gedacht, wie die KWK Anlagen noch flexibler und wirtschaftlicher 
betrieben werden können. Dazu können die motorbetriebenen KWK-
Anlagen am Regelenergiemarkt ähnlich dem Deutschen Intradaymarkt ihre 
positive und negative Leistung anbieten. Darüber hinaus zeigt sich in 
Dänemark, dass der Wärmebedarf in Niedrigpreiszeiten an der Strombörse 
durch Wärmepumpen als Stromverbraucher erzeugt werden kann.  
 
Wie sich in dem Projekt DESIRE gezeigt, hat ergänzen sich die 
Erneuerbaren Energien und flexible KWK sehr gut. Nun gilt es nun die 
Hemmnisse für die Investitionen in die KWK zu reduzieren und Anreize für 
die Investition in große Wärmespeicher zu geben. 
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Flexible KWK-Anlagen können einen Teil der für den weiteren Ausbau der 
Erneuerbaren Energien erforderlichen Regelenergie abdecken 
 
Peter Ritter, EMD Deutschland, Kassel 
 
Überblick 
Durch den geplanten weiteren Ausbau der Energieversorgung mit Erneuerbaren Energien 
(besonders Windenergie) besteht Bedarf an einer Flexibilisierung der Energieversorgung in 
Europa. Bisher besteht überwiegend die Auffassung, dass dies nur durch den Ausbau der 
Regelenergiereserven mit modernen großen Kraftwerken (z.B. Gasturbinen) und durch neue 
Speicherkraftwerke (z.B. Druckluftspeicher) realisiert werden könne. Im Rahmen des 
Europäischen Demonstrationsprojekts DESIRE (Dissemination strategy on Electricity 
balancing for large-Scale Integration of Renewable Energy www.projekt-desire.org) mit 
Projektpartner aus Dänemark, Deutschland, Großbritannien, Spanien, Polen und Estland 
wurde aufgezeigt, dass es andere Möglichkeiten und Technologien für den Ausgleich von 
Erzeugung und Verbrauch gibt, die gleichzeitig die Energieeffizienz erhöhen und den CO2 –
Ausstoß reduzieren. Einen besonderen Stellenwert erhalten dabei flexible 
Kraftwärmekopplungs-Anlagen (KWK) mit kurzen Anfahrzeiten und geringen Startkosten in 
Verbindung mit großen Wärmespeichern. Daher stellen die KWK-Anlagen mit 
Wärmespeichern neben ihren hohen Energienutzungsgraden eine optimale Ergänzung zu 
dem Ausbau der Erneuerbaren Energien dar. 
 
Gleichzeitig zeigt sich, dass innerhalb der bestehenden Strukturen des Liberalisierten 
Strommarkts mit Strombörsen und Regelenergiemärkten auch die Wirtschaftlichkeit von 
KWK-Anlagen durch den Einsatz von den Wärmespeichern auch in Deutschland erheblich 
gesteigert werden kann.  
 
Im Rahmen des Projekts DESIRE wurden an konkreten KWK-Beispielen in Dänemark, 
Deutschland und Großbritannien die Möglichkeiten für einen wirtschaftlicheren Betrieb 
aufgezeigt. Dazu wurden die Beispiele mit allen Randbedingungen mit der Software 
EnergyPro von EMD International A/S nachgebildet und die wirtschaftlichste Größe der 
Wärmespeicher ermittelt. Weiterhin wurde für den optimalen Betrieb von KWK-Anlagen mit 
Wärmespeicher im liberalisierten Strommarkt in dem Projekt das Softwaretool EnergyTRADE 
entwickelt. An zwei der dänischen KWK-Kraftwerke wird EnergyTRADE bereits erfolgreich 
eingesetzt.  
 
In einem weiteren Schritt des Projekts wurde analysiert, inwiefern durch die Teilnahme der 
KWK-Anlagen an den anderen Strommärkten, wie dem Regelenergiemarkt (z. B. 
Minutenreserve) und dem Intraday-Markt eine zusätzliche Gewinnsteigerung möglich ist. 
 
Ausgleich von Schwankungen bei Einspeisung großer Anteile von Erneuerbaren 
Energien 
Derzeit spielt die Windenergie in Europa aufgrund seiner geringen Erzeugungskosten die 
größte Rolle unter den erneuerbaren Energien und soll daher weiterhin umfangreich 
ausgebaut werden. Die Windenergieeinspeisung hat jedoch den großen Nachteil, dass die 
Einspeisung entsprechend dem Windangebot variiert und sich nicht mit den Schwankungen 
der Stromverbraucher deckt (siehe Abb. 1  blaues Band). Dabei können die Lastprofile 
(oberste Linie Abb. 1) der Verbraucher unter Berücksichtigung der üblichen 
Temperaturschwankungen über das Jahr, den Feiertagen und Wochenabläufen gut 
prognostiziert werden. Die Stromerzeugung aus Wind ist jedoch nur ab ca. 48 Stunden im 
Vorfeld gut prognostizierbar und wird immer besser je kürzer der Vorhersagedauer wird. Dies 
hat zur Folge, dass bei Windstille Kraftwerksreserven zur Verfügung stehen müssen die den 
Verbrauch dann abdecken, aber bei windstarken Zeiten nicht benötigt werden. Derzeit ist der 
Anteil an Windenergie in Deutschland noch gering und zusätzliche Regelreserven wurden 
nicht benötigt, da die Schwankungen der Verbraucher über den Wochenablauf 
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überwiegen.(siehe Abb. 1) und Reserven für einen Großkraftwerksausfall vorgehalten 
werden müssen. Der Aufruf der Reserven hat jedoch durch die Windenergienutzung 
zugenommen. Bei dem geplanten weiteren Ausbau, ähnlich wie in Dänemark, wo der 
Stromverbrauch durch die Windenergie zeitweise mit über 100 % abgedeckt wird, werden 
neue Anforderungen an das Versorgungssystem gestellt. Entgegen der verbreiteten 
Auffassung, dass diese Probleme nur mit neuen Reservekraftwerken und 
Speicherkraftwerken gelöst werden können, wurden die Energieversorgung in Dänemark mit 
einen Anteil von über 50% aus KWK-Anlagen mit Hilfe der Marktinstrumente Strombörse und 
Regelenergiemarkt flexibilisiert. 
 
Strombörse und Regelenergiemarkt als Indikator für Stromangebot und 
Stromnachfrage 
Die Flexibilisierung der Energieversorgung wurde in Dänemark dadurch erreicht, dass die 
Wind- und KWK-Anlagenbetreiber ihren Strom an der Strombörse verkaufen. 
Windenergieanlagen bieten einen Tag im Voraus mit prognostizierten Energiemengen ihren 
Strom für 0 €/MWh an der Strombörse an und erhalten den an der Strombörse ermittelten 
Preis. Dadurch beeinflussen die Windenergieanlagen in DK im Gegensatz zu Deutschland 
den Preis an der Strombörse erheblich. Dies kann dazu führen, dass der Preis sogar bis auf 
0 € fällt. Da die KWK-Anlagen, bedingt durch die Treibstoff- und Betriebskosten, ihren Strom 
nicht so billig wie Windenergieanlagen anbieten, schützt so die Strombörse zum einen vor 
Übereinspeisung ins Stromnetz und zum anderen wird der KWK-Betreiber seine Energie nur 
zu Hochpreiszeiten einspeisen, also genau dann wenn der Energiebedarf besteht. Die 
Strombörse bewährt sich dort als Indikator, wieviel Energie aus Windenergie ins Netz 
eingespeist und wieviel Energie benötigt wird. So kann Sie als Marktinstrument für die 
optimale Ausbalancierung des Angebot und der Nachfrage des Stroms bei gleichzeitiger 
Einspeisung großer Anteile von Erneuerbaren Energien verwendet werden. Leider ist die 
Strombörse nicht vor Missbrauch geschützt und durch die bestehenden 
Rahmenbedingungen wie Treibstoffpreise und zu niedrigen Preise für die CO2-Zertifikate, 
können die Strompreise dauerhaft an der Börse unter den Grenzpreis der KWK-Anlagen 
fallen, wodurch diese dann den Wärmebedarf günstiger mit dem Kessel abdecken müssen.  
Im Vergleich besteht in Deutschland derzeit nur ein geringerer Zusammenhang zwischen der 
Energieeinspeisung aus Erneuerbaren Energien und dem Strompreis an der Strombörse 
(siehe Abb. 2), da die Übertragungsnetzbetreiber (ÜNB: EnBW Transportnetze AG, E.ON 
Netz GmbH, RWE Transportnetz Strom GmbH, Vattenfall Europe Transmission GmbH) die 
Energie aus erneuerbaren Energien, die nach dem Erneuerbaren Energien Gesetz (EEG) 
vergütet werden, zu einem Tagesband (konstanter Betrag für 24h) veredeln. Der zu 
erwartende Anteil der Windenergie wird dabei von den ÜNB mit Hilfe des Prognosemodells 
vom Institut für Solare Energieversorgungstechnik e.V. (ISET) zu festen Uhrzeiten bis zu 48 
Stunden im Voraus berechnet. Die Beschaffung und Verkauf der Strommengen zur 
Veredlung der Energie aus den EEG-Anlagen ist derzeit sehr undurchsichtig und wird 
überwiegend über bilaterale Verträge abgedeckt. Aufgrund des Tagesbands sind in 
Deutschland die Strompreise an der Börse im Tagesverlauf nur geringfügig von der 
Einspeisung durch Erneuerbaren Energien abhängig und sind im Wesentlichen von der 
Nachfrage geprägt.  
 
Jedoch für eine Flexibilisierung der Energieversorgung zu Gunsten der Einspeisung großer 
Anteile aus Erneuerbaren Energien mit höherer Energieeffizienz und weniger 
Kraftwerksreserven zum Ausgleich des schwankenden Stromangebots ist ein Indikator wie 
der Strompreis für die Einspeisung aus Erneuerbaren Energien notwendig, um dynamische 
Anreize entsprechend dem Angebot und der Nachfrage für die die Marktteilnehmer zu 
geben. So lassen sich das Angebot und die Nachfrage an Strom besser aufeinander 
abstimmen und neue Technologien zur Ausbalancierung können sich entwickeln. Eine 
weiterer richtiger Schritt zur Flexibilisierung des Strommarkts in Deutschland ist der seit 
September 2006  eingeführte Intraday-Stromhandel in dem Energiemengen derzeit 75 
Minuten und später 45 Minuten vor der Lieferung über die Strombörse EEX gehandelt 
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werden können. Durch den Intraday-Markt kann der Bedarf an Regelenergie für die 
Windenergieeinspeisung weiter reduziert werden, da der Prognosefehler der 
Windenergieprognose bei kürzerer Vorhersagedauer wesentlich abnimmt und dann die 
Energiemengen auf dem Intraday-Markt beschafft bzw. verkauft werden können.  
 
 
Neue wirtschaftliche Potentiale für KWK-Anlagen 
Viele KWK-Anlagen werden in Deutschland neben den je nach Alter, Typ und Größe 
festgelegten Zuschlägen mit dem an der Strombörse quartalsweise ermittelten „üblichen“ 
Preis vergütet (siehe Abb. 3 rote Linie). Wird der übliche Preis mit den Preisen an der 
Strombörse verglichen (siehe Abb. 3, blaue Linie) zeigt sich für KWK-Anlagen, die nicht 
permanent betrieben werden, welcher zusätzliche Gewinn erwirtschaftet werden kann, wenn 
sie nur zu Zeiten mit hohen Strompreisen an der Strombörse ins Stromnetz einspeisen. So 
wäre zum Beispiel im 1. Quartal 2006 gegenüber dem üblichen Preis eine Ertragssteigerung 
von 22% für eine KWK-Anlage mit 65% Auslastungsdauer möglich gewesen (siehe Abb. 3, 
gestrichelte Linie). 
 
Die entscheidende Größe bei KWK-Anlagen für die optimale Vermarktung an der 
Strombörse ist der Grenzpreis, der für jede KWK-Anlage individuell zu ermitteln ist. Dieser 
gibt an für welchen Preis der Strom an der Strombörse verkauft werden muss, damit es 
billiger ist den Wärmebedarf mit der KWK-Anlage gegenüber dem Kessel zu erzeugen. Dazu 
werden der thermische und elektrische Wirkungsgrad, alle zusätzlichen Kosten, Einnahmen 
und Vergünstigungen der KWK-Anlage gegenüber dem Kessel berücksichtigt. Der 
Grenzpreis berechnet sich für die MWh elektrisch erzeugten Strom aus dem KWK-Bonus, 
der Steuerersparnis bei Gas und Strom sowie den vermiedenen Netznutungsgebühren die 
den KWK-Anlagen wegen ihrer dezentralen Einspeisung gutgeschrieben werden (siehe 
Tabelle 1). Bei der Vermarktung des KWK-Stroms an der Strombörse gibt es dann auch 
Zeiträume, in denen der Betrieb inkl. Brennstoffeinkauf teurer ist als der Erlös aus Strom- 
und Wärmeverkauf. Ist dann in dem Wärmespeicher keine Energie mehr zur Verfügung, 
dann ist es wirtschaftlicher die benötigte Wärme mit Kesseln zu erzeugen. Für Dänemark 
wurde in DESIRE für diese Fälle bei niedrigen Strompreisen weiterführend untersucht, 
inwiefern Wärmepumpen als Ergänzung zu den KWK-Anlagen die Wärmeerzeugung 
übernehmen können. So wird das KWK-Kraftwerk noch flexibler und kann neben der 
Stromerzeugung auch Strom verbrauchen.  
 
Um den Strom flexibel nur zu Zeiten mit hohen Strompreisen in das Netz einspeisen zu 
können, aber dennoch den Wärmebedarf abdecken zu können, werden die KWK-Anlagen 
mit großen Wärmespeichern ausgerüstet. Die wirtschaftlichste Größe des Wärmespeichers 
ist individuell z.B. mit der Software EnergyPRO von EMD International A/S zu ermitteln, liegt 
aber üblicherweise in der Größenordnung von 6-8 Stunden Wärmespeicherung des 
normalen Wärmebedarfs. Die Software ermittelt auf Basis von Zeitreihen unter 
Berücksichtigung der Spotmarkt Preise, des Wärmebedarfs, des Grenzpreis und 
verschiedenen Anlagensteuerungstrategie die wirtschaftlichste Speicherkapazität des 
Wärmespeichers der KWK-Anlage. Für den optimalen Betrieb sind zusätzliche Softwaretools 
wie EnergyTrade (EMD) notwendig, die unter Berücksichtigung der aktuellen 
Betriebszustände wie Verfügbarkeit der Anlage, Wärmeinhalt des Speichers, zu 
erwartendem Wärmebedarf und prognostiziertem Strompreis vorausschauend für eine 
Woche die Zeiten und Strommenge für die Angebotsabgabe an der Strombörse ermittelt 
(siehe Abb.4).  
 
Da KWK-Anlagen meist zu klein sind, um den organisatorischen Aufwand und die 
Bedingungen für den Handel an der Strombörse zu erfüllen, müssen mehrere Anlagen 
gebündelt werden. Durch das Bündeln (Pooling) von mehreren Kraftwerken zu „virtuellen“ 
Kraftwerken können die Voraussetzungen für diese neue Betriebsstrategie für KWK-Anlagen 
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erfüllt werden (siehe Abb.5). Je nach Größe der Anlagen sind noch elektronische System 
notwendig, die ein Monitoring und eine Fernbedienbarkeit ermöglichen. 
 
In Dänemark werden im Rahmen von DESIRE das Pooling und der Handel mit Hilfe von 
EnergyTrade bereits durchgeführt und zeigt sehr gute Erfolge. Der Betrieb kann online im 
Internet unter www.emd.dk/desire/skagen und www.emd.dk/desire/hvidesande verfolgt 
werden (Siehe Abb. 6 und 7). Um die Wirtschaftlichkeit der KWK-Anlagen noch weiterhin zu 
steigern, werden die Anlagen zusätzlich künftig noch Regelenergie an dem Intraday Markt 
anbieten. Zeitlich liegt die Angebotsrückmeldung von der Strombörse soweit im Voraus, dass 
danach noch Energie auf dem Intraday Markt angeboten werden kann. Nach der 
Rückmeldung ob der Betreiber an der Strombörse gewonnen hat oder nicht, kann er dann 
entsprechend negative Energiemengen (Einschalten der Anlage) oder positive 
Energiemengen (Abschalten der Anlage) anbieten.  
 
Eine weitere Einnahmequelle für KWK-Anlagen, die z.B. im Sommer aufgrund des geringen 
Wärmebedarfs nicht benötigt werden, ist der Regelenergiemarkt mit der Minutenreserve. 
KWK-Anlagen, die Innerhalb von 15 Minuten für mindestens  4 Stunden betrieben werden 
können dort Ihre Leistungsreserve vermarkten. Um Minutenreserve anbieten zu können 
müssen jedoch mehrere KWK Anlagen gebündelt (min. 15MW) werden und über einen 
zugelassenen Händler täglich angeboten werden Auch hierfür ist eine Bündelung und ein 
Händler notwendig. Bisher ist in Deutschland der Arbeitspreis für die Minutenreserve so 
teuer, dass die verantwortlichen ÜNB lieber auf die Sekundäre Regelenergie zurückgreife. 
Dadurch ist der Abruf der Minutenreserve sehr selten und die Anlagen können nur durch ihre 
Präsenz zusätzliche Einnahmen generieren. 
 
 
Fazit 
KWK Anlagen werden durch die Installation von Wärmespeicher flexibler und können die  
variierende Einspeisung der Erneuerbaren Energien mit Ausgleichen. Daher ergänzen sich 
flexible KWK Anlagen geradezu mit den Erneuerbaren Energien und reduzieren den 
Regelenergiebedarf. In Dänemark mit hohen Anteilen an Einspeisungen von KWK und 
Windenergieanlagen wird dies bereits praktiziert. Um die Vorteile  der flexiblen KWK-Anlagen 
zu fördern müssen diese in den Strommarkt integriert werden. Eine Integration kann wie in 
Dänemark über die Strombörse erfolgen. Der Strompreis arbeitet als Marktinstrument, das 
neben der Stromnachfrage auch die Einspeisung der Erneuerbaren Energien wieder gibt. Da 
der umfangreiche Ausbau sowohl der Erneuerbaren Energien als auch der KWK politisch 
umgesetzt werden soll und in Deutschland bis 2020 rund 40 GW neue Kraftwerke benötigt 
werden, ist es derzeit der richtige Moment die KWK auch gleich „flexibel“ auszubauen.  
 
Welche Potentiale sich in Deutschland zu den flexiblen KWK-Anlagen ergeben und wie viel 
an Regelenergiebedarf eingespart werden kann, ist noch genauer zu ermitteln. Bisher 
erfolgte der Ausbau der KWK nicht wie politisch geplant. Gründe liegen in verschiedenen 
Hemmnissen und Risiken bei der Investition in die KWK. Um einen ähnlichen Erfolg wie bei 
den Erneuerbaren Energien zu erreichen, sind Gesetze, Fördermodelle und Richtlinien zu 
erarbeiten, die den Betrieb und die Investitionen von KWK-Anlagen langfristig absichern. 
Darüber hinaus sind mit Hinblick auf den Ausbau der Erneuerbaren Energien Anreize für die 
Investition in Wärmespeicher zu geben. Gegen flexiblen KWK Derzeit widerspricht jedoch 
der gefordert Nutzungsgrad von über 70% für Anlagen bis 2MW für die Gassteuererstattung 
der Flexibilisierung der KWK-Anlagen und sollte daher Aufgehoben werden. 
 
Auf Basis unserer Untersuchungen verschiedener KWK-Anlagen in Deutschland sind große 
Wärmespeicher bei Vermarktung des Stroms an der Strombörse wirtschaftlich zu betreiben. 
Das Projekt DESIRE zeigt die Notwendigkeit der Flexibilisierung der Stromerzeugung und 
des Stromsverbrauchs auf und hat den Anspruch die Umsetzung Anzustoßen bzw. weiter 
voran zu treiben  
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Abb. 1: Beispiel Windeinspeisung und konventionelle Erzeugung sowie Spotmarkt-Preis 
Anfang Nov. 2006  
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Abb. 2: Spotmarkt Preis in Abhängigkeit des Anteils Windenergieeinspeisung zum 
Stromverbrauch in 2006 für alle Tage an denen ein Tag im Voraus ein Handel stattgefunden 
hat (Di.- Sa.). 
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Abb. 3: Ertragssteigerung bei optimaler Vermarktung des KWK-Stroms an der Strombörse 
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Abb. 4. Bestimmung der Energiemengen für die Angebotsabgabe an der Strombörse für den 
Folgetag bei optimalem Betrieb und Speicherausnutzung der Anlage mit Hilfe einer 7 Tage 
Betriebsprognose.  
  
 
 
Abb. 5 Pooling und Betrieb von KWK-Anlagen mit großem Wärmespeicher 
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Abb. 6 Online Darstellung KWK-Anlage Skagen DK 
 
Abb. 7 Online Darstellung KWK-Anlage Skagen DK, Grafiken Speicher und einzelne BHKW 
über 7 Tage 
 
Zusätzliche Einnahme bzw. Vergünstigung Kosten Bemerkungen: 
KWK-Bonus /€/MWhe -12,3€/MWhe 0-22,5€/MWhe je nach Alter 
und Größe, Bsp. < 2MWe 
und älter 2002 
Gaskosten für 1MWhe (entspricht 2,86 MWh 
Gas, Gaspreis 28€/MWh) 
80,0 €/MWh 2006 (ohne Gassteuer wenn 
<70% Nutzungsgrad 
Stromsteuererstattung dezentrale Versorgung - 12,3 €/MWhe f. Großverbraucher 
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Vermiedene Netznutzung - 3,0 €/MWhe 20kV Mittelspannungsebene 
Zusätzl. Betriebs und Wartungskosten 7,0 €/MWhe  
Kosten für Handel an der Strombörse 0,5 €/MWhe z.B. Südwestdeutsche 
Stromhandelsgesellschaft 
Überschüssige CO2-Zertifikate 0 Erst ab 20 MW 
Feuerungsleistung 
Wärmeerzeugungskosten für 1,34MWhth  und 
1 MWhe ohne Erlös durch Vermarktung: 
59,9 €/MWhe  
   
Wärmeerzeugungskosten mit Kessel (86% 
Wirkungsgrad) für 1,34 MWhth 
Preis im 
Vergleich zu 
  1 MWe 
 
Gassteuer 5,5 €/MWh für Kessel  8,6 €  
Betriebskosten 0,5€/MWhth 0,78 €  
Wärme Erzeugungskosten Gaskessel 
(Gaspreis 28€/MWh) 
43,6 € Entspricht der Wärmemenge 
bei Erzeugung 1MWh 
elektrisch mit der KWK 
Summe Erzeugungskosten Kessel für 1,34 
MWhth 
53,0€  
   
Grenzpreis mit KWK-Bonus 2006 6,9€/€/MWhe   
Grenzpreis ohne KWK-Bonus 19,2€/€/MWhe  
Tabelle 1. Bsp. Ermittlung Grenzkosten einer KWK Anlage mit 35% elektrischen und 42% 
thermischen Wirkungsgrad für die Erzeugung von 1MWh elektrisch. 
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Central virtual de energía eólica y cogeneración 
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Resumen 
El incremento de la producción eléctrica a partir de fuentes de energía renovables ha 
propiciado que, en determinadas circunstancias, el carácter no gestionable de alguna de ellas 
haya causado problemas en varios países al operador del sistema. La solución habitual consiste 
en limitar la instalación y/o la producción eléctrica de este tipo de tecnologías, pero existe otra 
alternativa, basada en el uso conjunto de estas fuentes renovables y otras no renovables. En 
concreto, este artículo presenta los resultados del proyecto DESIRE (contrato 
TREN/05/FP6EN/S07.43516/513473), financiado por la Comisión Europea dentro del 6º 
Programa Marco, y que consiste en el análisis del uso conjunto de la energía eólica y la 
cogeneración para formar una “central virtual” (“Virtual Power Plant”), cuya producción sea 
gestionable. 
Palabras clave: Generación distribuida, Energía eólica, Cogeneración, Mercado eléctrico, 
Virtual Power Plant 
 
Wind-CHP Virtual Power Plant  
Abstract 
The increase of electricity production from renewable energy sources resulted, under certain 
circumstances, in some operational problems in different countries for the system operator, due 
to the lack of dispatch capacity of these technologies. Usually, installed capacity and/or 
electricity output from these plants is limited, but there is an alternative solution, which consists 
in the joint use of renewable and non-renewable energy sources. This paper presents the results 
from DESIRE project (contract TREN/05/FP6EN/S07.43516/ 513473), which is funded by the 
European Commission under the 6th Framework Programme, and which analyses the joint use of 
wind power and Combined Heat and Power (CHP) to create a “Virtual Power Plant”, whose 
output can be dispatched. 
Keywords: Distributed generation, Wind power, Combined Heat and Power, Electricity 
market, Virtual Power Plant 
 
1. Introducción 
Uno de los mayores retos a los que se enfrentan las economías europeas es el abastecimiento 
energético a medio y largo plazo. Actualmente, la dependencia energética de Europa es cercana 
al 55%, alcanzando el 85% en España. Esta dependencia energética, unida a la inestabilidad de 
los precios de los combustibles fósiles, hace necesario un cambio en el modelo energético a 
medio plazo. 
Por otra parte, la Unión Europea tiene una serie de compromisos internacionales en materia 
de protección al medio ambiente, entre los que destaca el cumplimiento del Protocolo de Kioto. 
De acuerdo con el mismo, los quince socios que componían la Unión Europea antes de la 
ampliación a 25 Estados Miembros deben reducir hasta 2012 las emisiones de gases de efecto 
invernadero un 8% con respecto a los niveles registrados en 1990.  
La unión de ambos factores ha propiciado la promoción de las fuentes de energía renovables 
como alternativa a los combustibles fósiles, ya que reducen la dependencia energética exterior y 
no contribuyen al cambio climático. En este sentido, cabe destacar el gran desarrollo 
tecnológico que ha experimentado la energía eólica en los últimos años, que le ha permitido 
convertirse en una fuente de energía importante en determinados Estados Miembros de la Unión 
Europea, principalmente, en Alemania, España y Dinamarca. 
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2. Problemática de la energía eólica 
A pesar de sus grandes ventajas económicas y medioambientales, la producción de 
electricidad mediante la fuerza del viento presenta el inconveniente de los errores en la 
predicción de viento. Si bien se han realizado grandes esfuerzos en la mejora de las 
herramientas de predicción, los parques eólicos siguen presentando diferencias entre la 
producción prevista y la producción real. 
Mientras la aportación de la energía eólica a la generación de electricidad ha sido 
testimonial, los errores de predicción de viento se podían asimilar a errores de predicción de la 
demanda eléctrica y, por lo tanto, se compensaban más o menos fácilmente con las centrales 
térmicas o hidráulicas. Sin embargo, hoy en día la energía eólica satisface cerca del 8% de la 
demanda eléctrica en España, habiendo alcanzado máximos horarios de más del 30%. En 
Dinamarca, la participación ronda el 20%, llegando incluso a superar el 100% de la demanda en 
determinados momentos. 
 
Figura 1. Número de horas anuales en las que la producción eólica supera un porcentaje de 
demanda en Dinamarca 
La solución clásica en estos casos consiste en exportar el exceso de energía a los países 
vecinos. Sin embargo, en el caso de Dinamarca, el país vecino al que exportar sus excedentes de 
producción es Alemania, que también tiene instalada gran cantidad de parques eólicos cerca de 
la frontera danesa. Por lo tanto, en los momentos en los que la producción es alta en Dinamarca, 
también lo suele ser en Alemania, de manera que la capacidad de absorción de electricidad por 
parte de Alemania queda limitada. Como consecuencia, es necesario aumentar la capacidad de 
transporte para evacuar toda la producción eléctrica a partir de energía eólica, o limitar la 
producción de los parques eólicos, con la consiguiente pérdida de los beneficios que aporta la 
energía eólica. 
Conviene señalar que, debido a la variabilidad del recurso eólico, la producción media anual 
de un parque eólico se corresponde con la tercera parte de la potencia instalada, es decir, 
produce sólo una tercera parte de la energía que produciría si generase a potencia nominal 
durante todo el año. De acuerdo con los datos facilitados por los principales fabricantes de 
aerogeneradores, las turbinas eólicas empiezan a producir electricidad en el entorno de los 3-4 
m/s de viento y alcanzan su potencia nominal cerca de los 15 m/s, dejando de generar por 
motivos de seguridad mecánica entre los 20 y 25 m/s. Por lo tanto, para que los aerogeneradores 
produjeran a potencia nominal todo el año, la velocidad de viento debería ser cercana a 15 m/s 
durante las 8.760 horas del año, lo cual, evidentemente, no ocurre. 
A la hora de conceder el permiso para conectar una nueva instalación de producción de 
electricidad a partir de energía eólica, los operadores del sistema suelen emplear criterios 
conservadores, considerando como situación más desfavorable aquélla en la que el parque está 
generando electricidad a potencia nominal en momentos de muy baja demanda. Estos criterios 
están totalmente justificados por motivos de seguridad y fiabilidad de la red de transporte, pero 
limitan las posibilidades de participación de la energía eólica en la cobertura de la demanda 
eléctrica. 
Sin embargo, ciertos operadores del sistema han permitido que se instale más potencia que la 
que cumpliría estrictamente con los criterios de seguridad, a fin de realizar un mejor 
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aprovechamiento de la capacidad de los activos de transporte, siempre y cuando los propietarios 
de los parques eólicos permitan que el operador del sistema limite su capacidad de producción 
cuando la seguridad del sistema esté en riesgo. Para garantizar el cumplimiento de dichas 
limitaciones de producción, en España, se obliga a que todas las instalaciones de producción de 
energía eléctrica que emplean la fuerza del viento y cuya potencia nominal sea superior a 10 
MW estén asociadas a un centro de control, que será quien reciba y ejecute la orden de 
reducción de producción dada por parte del operador del sistema, actuando sobre los centros de 
control de los respectivos parques eólicos. 
Sin embargo, esta operación, al igual que la solución para evacuar el exceso de producción 
de Dinamarca, consiste en dejar de aprovechar la energía del viento para producir electricidad, 
lo cual, en el actual marco de precios caros de combustibles y de preocupación por los efectos 
del cambio climático, no parece la mejor solución. 
 
3. Solución propuesta 
Con el fin de mejorar las soluciones utilizadas hasta la fecha, la Comisión Europea co-
financia el proyecto DESIRE1, dentro del 6º Programa Marco, que consiste en el análisis, 
demostración y difusión de resultados de una solución conjunta entre la energía eólica y la 
cogeneración distribuida. 
En Dinamarca, la mayor parte de la potencia eólica está instalada en la península, donde 
también se encuentran la mayoría de las instalaciones de cogeneración de pequeño y mediano 
tamaño. Tanto una tecnología como la otra se encuentran distribuidas por toda la geografía, de 
manera que se pueden crear “centrales virtuales” o “Virtual Power Plants” en terminología 
anglosajona, que vendan la producción conjunta de ambas tecnologías. En la Figura 2, aparece 
la distribución geográfica de la generación eólica y la cogeneración en Dinamarca.  Los puntos 
grises representan los aerogeneradores y los amarillos las plantas de cogeneración distribuidas, 
mientras que los cuadrados naranjas indican la localización de las centrales térmicas. 
Como puede comprobarse en la figura, existe una gran dispersión en cuanto a la instalación, 
tanto de aerogeneradores, como de plantas de cogeneración pequeñas. 
                                                     
1 http://www.project-desire.org 
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Figura 2. Distribución geográfica de la potencia eólica y de cogeneración en Dinamarca 
En estas centrales virtuales, las máquinas eólicas producirán toda la electricidad que puedan, 
y las plantas de cogeneración modificarán sus perfiles de generación en función de aquéllas. 
Para ello, las plantas de cogeneración deben ser capaces de modificar su programa de 
generación, es decir, deben ser flexibles. Muchas de las instalaciones de cogeneración que 
existen en Dinamarca se emplean para las redes locales de calefacción, de manera que se 
utilizan para producir agua caliente y no vapor. El agua caliente se puede almacenar en 
depósitos aislados térmicamente, por lo que no es necesario que la cogeneración siga un patrón 
determinado, siempre y cuando aporte al depósito de agua una cantidad de energía térmica fija 
en un determinado periodo de tiempo: día, semana, mes,… Además, la mayoría de las veces, se 
emplean motores de gas, lo que les permite que los tiempos de arranque y parada sean menores 
que con otras tecnologías, aumentando a su vez la flexibilidad de la planta. 
Así, estas centrales virtuales ya no tienen el problema de falta de predicción que tiene la 
energía eólica, ya que la cogeneración puede equilibrar los errores de predicción en la 
generación eólica. Por otra parte, al ser la producción predecible, también pueden ofrecer 
potencia a subir o a bajar en el mercado de regulación del operador del sistema. Si, además, la 
instalación se complementa con demanda flexible, como las bombas de calor, aún en los 
momentos en los que la producción eólica supere la demanda, se pueden poner en marcha las 
bombas de calor para consumir la electricidad sobrante y producir calor, que se almacenará en 
los depósitos de agua caliente. 
 
4. Barreras para su aplicación en España 
Esta solución, que en Dinamarca parece disponer de todo a su favor, podría emplearse 
también en otros países, en los que la falta capacidad de despacho de la energía eólica cause 
problemas en la operación del sistema, como es el caso de España. Para ello, se ha realizado un 
análisis dentro del proyecto, para comprobar cuáles son las barreras que existen hoy en día y 
cómo se podrían superar. 
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4.1. Legislación 
Primero, se analizó la legislación vigente a fin de determinar si la solución se podía aplicar 
desde un punto de vista legal. La legislación europea contiene numerosas directivas que 
deberían favorecer la implantación de la idea: 
• La directiva 96/92/EC estableció las condiciones para la creación de un mercado de 
electricidad único a escala europea y, posteriormente, la directiva 2003/54/EC subsanó 
algunas de las lagunas que presentaba el primer documento. Entre las disposiciones de 
la directiva se establece que el acceso a la red y a los mercados no debe ser 
discriminatorio y que se debe de promover la competencia. En este sentido, la creación 
de estas centrales virtuales permite la entrada de nuevos participantes a los mercados 
eléctricos, lo que incrementará la competencia. 
• La directiva 2001/77/EC fue aprobada para fomentar el uso de las fuentes de energía 
renovables en el mercado interior de electricidad, de manera que un 22.1% de la 
electricidad consumida en 2010 en la Unión Europea se produjera a partir de energías 
renovables. Dado que la energía eólica está llamada a ser una de las principales artífices 
de alcanzar dicho porcentaje, toda acción encaminada a incrementar su participación en 
la cobertura de la demanda, sin perjudicar el funcionamiento del sistema, estaría en 
línea con el objetivo de la directiva. 
• La directiva 2004/8/EC busca el aumento de la promoción de la cogeneración en el 
mercado interior de electricidad, siempre y cuando su uso suponga un alto rendimiento 
energético. Mediante las centrales virtuales, se fomenta el uso de la cogeneración, ya 
que se convierte en una herramienta útil para los gestores de los parques eólicos, sin 
necesidad de empeorar el rendimiento térmico, ya que el calor producido se almacena; 
simplemente se varía el programa de generación. 
• Por último, la directiva 2003/87/EC establece el régimen de comercio de derechos de 
emisión de gases de efecto invernadero, como instrumento para el cumplimiento del 
Protocolo de Kioto por parte de la Unión Europea. Como se ha mencionado 
anteriormente, las centrales virtuales de cogeneración y energía eólica permiten 
aumentar la producción eléctrica a partir de fuentes renovables y fomentan el uso de 
tecnologías más eficientes, con la consiguiente reducción en la emisión de gases 
contaminantes. 
Todas estas directivas deben transponerse a la legislación de cada uno de los estados 
miembros. La legislación española tiene varias leyes y reales decretos en los que se fomentan la 
competencia, el uso de las fuentes de energía renovables, la cogeneración y la protección del 
medio ambiente: Ley 54/1997 del sector eléctrico y su desarrollo normativo, en el que destacan 
los reales decretos 2818/1998 y 436/2004 del régimen especial, y la Ley 1/2005 sobre el 
comercio de emisiones y su desarrollo normativo. 
Por lo tanto, la legislación comunitaria en vigor, así como la española, no debería presentar 
una barrera para las centrales virtuales de cogeneración y energía eólica. 
 
4.2. Mercado 
Posteriormente, se analizaron las reglas y las condiciones del mercado eléctrico, para 
comprobar la capacidad de estas centrales virtuales de acceder al mismo. 
En cuanto a las reglas de mercado, se establece que la potencia mínima para entrar en el 
mercado es de 1 MW, salvo en el caso de plantas de régimen especial, que pueden ser agrupadas 
por un agente vendedor, a fin de alcanzar la potencia mínima exigida. El hecho de que sea 
necesaria la agrupación de las plantas de cogeneración y los parques eólicos de menos de 1 MW 
para acceder al mercado, favorece el uso de las centrales virtuales. Además, no es necesario que 
las instalaciones agrupadas utilicen la misma tecnología de generación, por lo que el uso de la 
cogeneración y la energía eólica en un mismo grupo es perfectamente factible. 
Sin embargo, la situación actual del mercado eléctrico, en el que dos empresas producen y 
venden en torno al 60% de la electricidad negociada en el mercado, dificulta la entrada de 
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nuevos participantes. El Real Decreto de tarifas para 2007 establece la obligación de que los 
operadores dominantes del mercado realicen emisiones primarias de energía, a fin de reducir el 
control de los mismos sobre el mercado. Estas emisiones primarias consisten en que, si bien los 
propietarios de las centrales siguen siendo los mismos, son otros quienes comercializan la 
electricidad afectada por dichas emisiones. 
36%
25%
12%
7%
3%
3%
1%
1%
1%
9%
1%
1%
Endesa Iberdrola Unión Fenosa Hidrocantábrico
Gas Natural Viesgo Red Eléctrica de España Cepsa
Bizkaia Energía Repsol Acciona Otros (menos 0,2%)  
Figura 3. Reparto de participación de las empresas en OMEL en 2005 
 
4.3. Otros 
En España, el principal problema para el uso de las centrales virtuales formadas por 
cogeneración y energía eólica es la falta de cogeneración flexible. La mayor parte de la potencia 
de cogeneración instalada en España corresponde al sector industrial, donde la producción 
conjunta de electricidad y calor viene fijada por la demanda térmica del proceso. Además, el 
calor producido se usa principalmente en forma de vapor, por lo que no se puede almacenar 
como agua caliente. De esta manera, la demanda de calor no es flexible, ya que está ligada a un 
proceso industrial, y la producción tampoco se puede diferir respecto a la demanda, porque no 
es posible almacenar el calor en forma de vapor. 
Tanto la legislación comunitaria como la española quieren mejorar la eficiencia energética y 
señalan que, para ello, la cogeneración deberá desempeñar un importante papel. Si bien el sector 
industrial sigue presentando potencial de mejora, se estima que el potencial económicamente 
disponible en los sectores residencial y comercial es aún mayor. En ambos sectores, el calor se 
emplea principalmente para producir agua caliente, que se puede almacenar fácilmente en un 
tanque. Por lo tanto, a la hora de diseñar una instalación de cogeneración para el sector 
residencial o comercial, conviene tener en cuenta la posibilidad de instalar un depósito de agua 
caliente, que permita modificar el programa de generación de la instalación de cogeneración, de 
manera que éste se ajuste a una cierta necesidad eléctrica, en lugar de estar condicionado por 
una demanda térmica. Así, la instalación de cogeneración sería una instalación flexible, ya que 
podría producir electricidad en los momentos en los que sea más beneficioso para su 
propietario, siempre y cuando aporte la cantidad de calor necesaria en un determinado espacio 
de tiempo. 
 
5. ¿Cogeneración flexible o Cogeneración tradicional? 
Como se ha mencionado en el apartado anterior, la principal barrera para el uso conjunto de 
energía eólica y la cogeneración como centrales virtuales en España consiste en la falta de 
cogeneración flexible. También se ha indicado que, a la hora de analizar las alternativas de 
diseño de una nueva planta de cogeneración, conviene considerar la instalación de un depósito 
de agua caliente para crear una planta de cogeneración flexible. 
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En este apartado se realiza una comparativa de ambas opciones, desde el punto de vista de la 
rentabilidad de la inversión. En los dos casos, se asumirán las siguientes consideraciones: 
• La planta utiliza motores de gas natural. 
• El rendimiento eléctrico de los motores es del 35%, y el térmico del 45%. 
• La demanda de electricidad es de 5 GWh y la demanda de calor de 20 GWh. Ambas 
demandas tienen el mismo perfil y que éste coincide con el de la demanda eléctrica del 
sistema eléctrico español en su conjunto en 2006. 
• Cuando la producción de electricidad excede la demanda de la planta, se vende el 
excedente en el mercado eléctrico. Cuando la demanda no queda satisfecha por la 
producción local, se compra el resto en el mercado. Los precios de mercado a 
considerar para el análisis son los del mercado diario español en 2006. 
• La prima a recibir es la indicada en el Real Decreto de Régimen Especial, con la 
actualización de la Tarifa Media o de Referencia correspondiente. 
• Los costes operativos de la cogeneración son de 3,5 cent/kWh, correspondientes a 2,5 
cent/kWh de combustible y 1 cent/kWh de operación y mantenimiento. El coste de 
inversión de la planta es de 800 €/kWe. 
• La tasa de inflación es del 4%. 
De acuerdo a los valores de referencia para cogeneración de alto rendimiento y a la Directiva 
para la promoción de la cogeneración, la instalación aquí descrita es una instalación de 
cogeneración de alto rendimiento. De acuerdo al Real Decreto que regula el Régimen Especial, 
una instalación de cogeneración de alto rendimiento que utiliza gas natural debe tener un 
autoconsumo mínimo del 10% y un Rendimiento Eléctrico Equivalente del 59%. 
 
5.1. Cogeneración no flexible 
La solución que optimiza los beneficios, cumpliendo los requisitos del Real Decreto que 
regula el Régimen Especial es aquélla en la que la potencia eléctrica de la unidad de 
cogeneración es de 8 MW. La cogeneración satisface la demanda térmica en todo momento, y 
funciona a máxima capacidad cuando el precio de mercado es mayor que 8,8 cent/kWh. 
Suponiendo una tasa de descuento del 7%, el valor actual neto (VAN) acumulado al final de 
la vida útil de la instalación (estimada en 15 años) es de 1,46 millones de Euros, mientras que la 
tasa interna de retorno (TIR) se sitúa en el 10,41%. 
 
5.2. Cogeneración flexible 
Para comparar los resultados, la planta de cogeneración flexible también contará con una 
potencia de 8 MW. Para un coste de instalación del depósito de agua caliente de 1.000 €/m3, el 
tamaño óptimo del tanque es de 1.600 m3. 
La operación de la planta buscará obtener el máximo beneficio, en función de los precios de 
mercado, el calor disponible en el tanque y las limitaciones legales de cara a autoconsumo y 
rendimiento eléctrico equivalente. 
En estas condiciones, para una tasa de descuento del 7%, el valor actual neto de la planta en 
el 15º año es de 4 millones de Euros, con una tasa interna de retorno del 14,29%. 
Tanto desde el punto de vista de la TIR como desde el punto de vista del VAN, la 
rentabilidad es notablemente mayor en el segundo caso, por lo que se puede comprobar que, en 
determinadas condiciones, es más conveniente realizar una inversión inicial algo mayor e 
instalar un depósito de agua caliente que no hacerlo. En consecuencia, conviene realizar este 
análisis u otro equivalente, a la hora de diseñar una nueva instalación de cogeneración. 
La Figura 4 muestra la evolución anual del VAN acumulado para las dos alternativas de 
inversión analizadas anteriormente. 
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Figura 4. Comparación del VAN acumulado de una planta de cogeneración sin almacenamiento y 
de una planta de cogeneración con almacenamiento 
6. Conclusiones 
El uso combinado de la energía eólica y la cogeneración en centrales virtuales aporta 
ventajas tanto al sistema como al conjunto de la sociedad. Ambas tecnologías reducen las 
emisiones de gases de efecto invernadero y otros contaminantes, reducen la dependencia 
energética exterior y permiten la entrada en el mercado de nuevos participantes. Cuando se 
emplean de manera conjunta, permiten que una tecnología compense las deficiencias de la otra, 
de manera que los beneficios se multiplican. 
El proyecto DESIRE ha analizado las ventajas de estas centrales virtuales y las barreras 
existentes para su implantación en varios países europeos. Desde un punto de vista teórico, se ha 
constatado que las centrales virtuales formadas por cogeneración y energía eólica aportan 
grandes ventajas al sistema eléctrico y a la economía nacional y europea en general. Sin 
embargo, todos y cada uno de los países analizados presentan alguna barrera que impiden la 
rentabilidad económica de la inversión en las condiciones actuales. 
Por poner un ejemplo, en alguno de los países analizados, las instalaciones eólicas y las 
cogeneraciones pequeñas no acuden al mercado, ya que pueden vender su electricidad a un 
precio fijo para cada hora del año, y este precio fijo es muy superior al precio que obtendrían en 
el mercado. Así, estas cogeneraciones pequeñas no tienen incentivos para modificar su 
programa de generación, y las instalaciones eólicas no se pueden incluir en centrales virtuales, 
ya que no acuden al mercado. Para solucionar el problema, se podría incluir un incentivo y una 
prima para aquellas instalaciones que acudieran al mercado, como se hace en España. 
El principal problema detectado en España es la falta de cogeneración flexible: la mayor 
parte de la cogeneración instalada en España se encuentra en el sector industrial, donde el calor 
producido se emplea para generar vapor de agua, que no se puede almacenar. Los planes de la 
Unión Europea para promover la cogeneración pasan por aumentar su participación en el sector 
comercial y en el sector residencial. En ambos, el calor se emplearía para producir agua caliente, 
que sí se puede almacenar. 
A la hora de diseñar las plantas de cogeneración para estos nuevos sectores objetivo, será 
importante considerar la posibilidad de que sean plantas de cogeneración flexibles. El análisis 
realizado en el presente artículo demuestra que, en determinadas condiciones, la viabilidad de la 
cogeneración flexible puede ser mayor que la de una planta de cogeneración tradicional. 
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Chamber of Commerce Polish District Heating Conference 
materials consist of 43 articles connected to district heating. 
Article has been published in technical journal “District Heating, 
Heating and Ventilation”. No. 11 (440) Warsaw, November 2006. 
Journal is edited monthly by Polish Association of Sanitary 
Engineers and Technicians. www.cieplogaz.com.pl 
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Name, Affiliation Heki Tammoja, Professor, Head of the Department of 
Electrical Power Engineering, Tallinn University of 
Technology  
E-mail heiki.tammoja@ttu-ee 
Title of dissemination Qua vadis, Heat and Power Co-generation in Estonia 
Type of activity Paper in local journal of electrical technology 
Title of forum “Elektriala” (Electricity field), 8 (2006) Nr. 4, pp. 16-17,  
(In Estonian) 
Language Estonian 
Date of dissemination September 20th 2006 
Place of dissemination Tallinn, Estonia 
Brief abstract / de-
scription of dissemina-
tion activity 
The paper gives a review of the seminar titled “Qua vadis, 
heat and power cogeneration in Estonia, organised by the 
Ministry of Economic Affairs and Communication, power 
company Estonian Energy and Tallinn University of 
Technology on 2. August in ´the new building of Power 
Engineering faculty of TUT. . Economic and technical 
problems of CHP development, dispersed generation and 
existing plans of CHP plant projects were considered at the 
seminar. The role of DESIRE project for broader application 
of wind turbines was especially outlined as well in seminar, 
so in the published overview.  
Audience impact 
assessment 
The main aim of the seminar and so of the paper was the 
development of CHP process itself and not specially the 
CHP with energy stores. Therefore the attempts to rise the 
importance of using energy stores with CHP didn't find 
much support, especially considering the lack of supporting 
legislation 
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Name, Affiliation Heiki Tammoja, Olaf Terno, Tallinn University of Technology 
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Title of dissemination Cogeneration plants can compensate wind farm power imbalance 
Type of activity Article in local journal of electrical technology 
Title of forum Elektriala – “Electricity field”  8 (2006) Nr. 1, pp. 12-13  
Language Estonian 
Date of dissemination February 20, 2006 
Place of dissemination Tallinn, Estonia 
Brief abstract / de-
scription of dissemina-
tion activity 
The paper states the principle of using cogeneration plants with 
thermal storages for balancing the varying output of wind 
turbines. In the paper the Danish experiences with such control 
technologies are shown.The paper’s main aime is to initiate a 
discussion of using thermal storeges at cogeneration plants. Till 
now thermal storages are not used at cogeneration plants in 
Estonia. Tthe paper ends up with a proposal to continue the 
DESIRE Project in Estonia with elaboration of long term plan for 
development of CHP plants wiith energy stores in Estonia, and for 
introduction of required changes in Estonian legislation 
(Amendments to the Elektricity Market Acty etc) 
Audience impact 
assessment 
After one year from publication of paper the reader’s reaction 
could be assessed as very small. No one of authorities or officials 
has not reacted to this paper with some proposal to discuss the 
matter in more detailed.  
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